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1. FOREWORD
For many years PPL IR Europe, the organisation that represents instrument
rated pilots in Europe, struggled to persuade first the UK CAA and then EASA
that perverse and unnecessary administrative obstacles were discouraging
private pilots from obtaining instrument ratings (IR). Many pilots had migrated
to the FAA system and were flying N registered aircraft and gaining FAA IR’s
even though they were resident in Europe. To their great credit EASA
responded to this lobbying and set up an expert group to consider how
instrument flying qualifications might be made more accessible to private
pilots. Europe Air Sports (EAS) is the body which recommends to EASA suitable
people to participate in the expert groups. At the time I was the Chairman of
PPL IR Europe and was proposed by EAS and accepted by EASA. We held an
open meeting in London and the participants in the meeting sketched out the
system which 6 years later became European law.

No one knows exactly how the EIR and the CBM IR will work out in practice.
One is a brand new rating and the other a new training pathway to an existing
qualification. However the author has participated in every stage of this lengthy
development process and is very clear on the intent behind the legislation. As
an experienced IR holder qualified in the EASA and the FAA systems as well as
a part time EASA instrument instructor and examiner the author is in a unique
position to explain the thinking behind the regulations and explain how
individual pilots can use them to their best advantage. The focus is entirely on
the needs of a private pilot who will be paying for their own training and who
wants the best and most relevant preparation for single pilot instrument flying
using general aviation aircraft.
During the long process of bringing these legislative changes into being it
became obvious that existing flying schools, perhaps understandably, were a
little cynical about the chances of real positive change coming about. Long
experience had led them to consider that the words “I am from your National
Aviation Authority (NAA) and I am here to help you” were at best an oxymoron
and at worst a harbinger of inevitable doom. It seemed that if these changes
were to be used to best positive advantage someone had to do the considerable
practical development work needed to facilitate the transition from EASA
legislation to workable local procedures and systems. Thus Rate One Aviation
was formed and after some 15 months of effort gained UK CAA approval for the
first full motion GA simulator in Europe and won approval to offer IR courses
under EASA Flight Crew Licensing (FCL) legislation. Rate One Aviation aims to
encourage individuals and flying schools to take up instrument flying in all its
forms. It will train some candidates in house and will try to develop modernised
training methods but its main aim is to encourage others and it welcomes
approaches from individuals or flying schools who want to take advantage of its
facilities or procedures. This book is one early product of this endeavour.

Pragmatic observation of complex phenomena gave us ‘red sky at night
shepherds delight’. We hope readers will take away from this book one or two
aphorisms that will remain useful during all their future instrument flying.
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1. FOREWORD
Rate One Aviation is UK based and the author is a UK national. However the
aim is for this book to have Europe wide relevance. Inevitably there will be a
somewhat disproportionate reliance on examples and situations drawn from
UK experience but of course, at least in theory, instrument flying procedures
should be standardised worldwide. There is one qualification which is unique
to the UK in the sense that it is only valid within UK airspace. This is the
Instrument Meteorological Conditions rating, the IMCR, (Now called the IR
Restricted or IRR) which has been in place for many years. Of course most
instrument flying techniques are the same irrespective of the qualification the
candidate is aiming to obtain and so the greater part of this book’s content is
relevant to all. The consideration of IMCR specifics is also relevant since the UK
now has long experience of qualifying pilots to fly in IMC with something less
than a full IR. This can help inform the way we might teach the EIR.

In chapter 22 you will find some hints on how to best manage this transition
into the real world of single pilot instrument flying but the most useful thing
you can do is join PPL IR Europe. This group was formed many years ago to
provide mutual support and address exactly this issue. The modest cost of
membership will be repaid many times over by the friendly support and advice
its members offer. Most candidates find it useful to join as soon as they
become serious about getting an instrument flying qualification. Anyone with
an interest in the subject is made welcome and questions on the PPL/IR forum
will always elicit an informative and supportive response.

Using this Book
Each page has its chapter heading, title and sub title so you can duck in and out
if you wish. The early chapters look at why you might want an instrument flying
qualification, which qualification to choose and how to best go about the
training. The main part of the book explains the techniques of instrument flying
with the emphasis on how best to pass the skill test. We assume PPL knowledge
and try not to duplicate material which is to be found in many PPL text books.
We try to keep in mind that this is about PPL flying, a voluntary activity which
should also be about enjoyment, so there are side bars or text boxes. These
come in three flavours

When a commercial pilot gains their ratings they start their flying as a first
officer. They have studied for type ratings, have the support of a company
operations department and above all they have a much more experienced
captain who can help them develop their skill and understanding. The private
pilot has none of this support.

A ‘HANDY HINT’- Something you might find worth thinking about or even
memorizing.

Howard Stark is not a name many pilots would now recognise but he was
the father of instrument flying. By observation and experimentation he
invented the systematic scanning of the instruments which made blind
flying practical. His short booklet explaining the 1, 2, 3 scanning system
sold for $1 in 1931. It was bought and read widely by pilots. It saved
many lives in an era when, in the face of the evidence, it was widely
believed a good pilot could fly in cloud using only their natural sense of
balance. Much of what he advocated in the 1930’s is still valid today.
Howard Cyrus Stark 1891 -1936.

A PERSONAL OPINION - possibly one that pulls no punches! You should make
your own judgement as to its validity and definitely avoid discussing its merit
during your skill test.
HANGAR CHAT - A true or nearly true story which is hopefully both interesting
and illustrative of some aspect of the main content

Thanks Howard

PICTURE CAPTIONS
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1. FOREWORD
We have not been reticent in pointing out the nonsenses as we see them in parts of the
training process and the underlying legislation. Neither in these days of easy Google
searches have we filled pages with regurgitation of the legislation and regulations but
have tried to concentrate on key issues with an eye to the reader passing the skill test.
Inevitably with the harmonisation of European rules of the air some of the fine detail is
likely to change in the next few years
A longstanding criticism of skill tests is that they do little to prepare the candidates for
the real world of instrument flying. Considering that an instrument flying course is both
expensive and demanding, its focus on results is perhaps inevitable. Nothing stops pilots
taking additional training or mentoring and most instructors would be only too pleased
to accompany newly qualified pilots and help them broaden their experience and
develop their skills.
The concluding chapters of the book make some
suggestions as to how you might manage this transition
after passing your test. We hope you find it both useful
and enjoyable. In spite of intensive review and proof
reading doubtless errors will have crept into the text so
please drop us an Email with corrections. We will also
try to help with any questions.
Good luck

Jim Thorpe
info@rateoneaviation.com
An extreme example of navigational systems of
the future. Here complex curved tracks follow
valleys to and from a mountain airport
3

Thanks
Special thanks are due to Vasa Babic for many of the
drawings used in the text, Timothy Nathan, Phil Morris
and David Chambers for much constructive criticism
and proof reading, Julie Smith for days of laying out
technical content that meant little to her.
Many members of PPL IR Europe contributed stories
and pictures but as these have been shamelessly
amended and captioned to suit the needs of the text,
they have not been individually identified, though their
contribution is greatly valued.

If you have an interest in instrument flying PPL IR Europe is your
organisation. It has been effective in lobbying for positive change and has
saved existing IR holders significant sums of money. It provides a quarterly
magazine and a website and forum that can support and inform your training
and subsequent flying. It can in effect be your in house training captain and
operations department. A modest subscription gives you access to all these
resources and an active friendly group of like-minded pilots. All this is the
result of voluntary individual efforts. Please join and contribute your
knowledge, experience and subscription so that we can continue to be your
voice and serve you and other instrument pilots and aspiring instrument
pilots PPL/IRs now and in the future.
PPL/IR Europe is open to any pilot interested
in the operation of light aircraft under IFR in
Europe.

PPL/IR Europe has amongst its objectives:
1. To be a source of Continuous Professional Development for
Private IFR pilots.
2. To provide the Private IFR pilot the information that a
professional gets from the airline Ops. Department.
3. To represent the needs of the Private IFR pilot to the Authorities.
4. To assist the Authorities in the framing and modification of
regulation.
5. To provide a mutually supportive community for Private IFR
pilots.

Please go to www.pplir.org

2. WHY GET AN INSTRUMENT QUALIFICATION
Many, if not most people start their PPL course with the intention of
going places in their aircraft. Quite soon they become aware that in
most of Europe the weather imposes quite severe limitations on what
is safely possible. Of course highly experienced pilots conduct long trips
under VFR but sometimes safety margins are eroded and pilots have to
be willing to accept delays and diversions.
No qualification will enable a pilot to cope with all weather conditions.
This applies to commercial pilots in a multi crew aircraft flying highly
capable jet transports just as it does to a PPL flying alone in a single
engine piston aircraft. Just what you can and cannot expect to achieve
with an IR, an EIR or an IMCR will be considered in depth later in this
book.
For many the EIR or IMCR will suit their personal circumstances and
offer a considerable increase in the utility of their aircraft. The EIR can
serve as a standalone rating or as a stepping stone to the full IR. Others
may prefer to miss the intermediate step and go straight for the IR.
Whichever option you choose you can expect a significant increase in
the possibilities your flying can offer. There is another aspect of
instrument flying which is less obvious but very real. It is a skill which
can deliver immense personal satisfaction. It is perhaps analogous with
many sports where there is a painful process of gaining some initial
level of competence and then a series of satisfying individual efforts to
improve personal performance. For the best pilots this is a process that
will carry on throughout their flying lives. Our aim is to encourage you
to take the first steps in the challenging and hugely satisfying process.
This book sets out the options in a clear and objective manner to help
you make choices appropriate to your own circumstances.

Garmin G1000 PFD in a flight simulator.
Not an exact replica of the real thing, but a superb training aid

If setting the pressure on the altimeter is so important (and it is!) why in the last
50 years have they not enlarged and improved the subscale which is tiny and
near impossible to read accurately.
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We Offer:Rate One Aviation exists to offer advanced
instrument flying training to the private pilot. It
concentrates on intensive course and all its staff
and resources are dedicated to this aim. We
don’t offer basic training or commercial training.
It is based at the best training airfield in the UK
and perhaps in Europe. Our home airfield has
NDB/DME, RNAV and ILS approaches as well as
multiple runways. There are nearby airfields
served by airways routes ideally suited to the
skill test so little time is wasted.








EIR candidates will transit the London TMA,
perhaps the busiest air space in Europe. We
have one of the first full motion GA simulators
in Europe and an aircraft with avionics specially
designed for the IR skill test with duplicated
glass and traditional instruments. There are
never more than two candidates on site at any
time and an instructor is dedicated to each
candidate.

See our website www.rateoneaviation.com for more details.

Dedicated highly experienced
mature staff all with lots of
private
instrument
flying
experience.
A state of the art simulator.
Aircraft dedicated to IR training.
Intensive courses - Your IR in a
little under three weeks, your EIR
or IMCR in a little over a week.
Perhaps the best location in
Europe for instrument training.

3. WHICH INSTRUMENT QUALIFICATION: WORLD WIDE OPTIONS
There is little doubt that a full ICAO compliant instrument rating (IR) is best in
the sense that it offers the most utility, is recognised worldwide and is a vital
building block for anyone who envisages any sort of commercial flying. The USA
has qualified more private instrument pilots than the rest of the world
combined. They have found no need to have anything other than the full IR. The
reason for this is that in the USA their IR is accessible and not unreasonably
expensive. Any appropriately qualified instructor can teach the IR and all the
resources associated with instrument flying (fuel, aircraft maintenance, airport
access etc.) are widely available at a cost pilots regard as acceptable. That is not
to say that they don’t complain: there is some truth in the old joke that the
difference between a jet engine and a pilot is that you can shut down a jet engine
to stop it whining. The result has been that approximately 30% of PPL holders
in the USA hold an IR. Elsewhere in the world costs are much higher and access
to necessary resources more difficult and much more expensive. The
predictable result in Europe is that only about 3% of private pilots hold an IR.

He or she can, for example, get a significant increase in utility by having basic IF
training and adding GPS navigation and approaches. Unsurprisingly this is a
popular combination that fulfils the needs of many pilots. If they want to add on
other approach types they can readily do so over an extended period compatible
with their finances, family and work commitments. Perhaps this is not the most
efficient way of training but in this case efficiency takes second place to other
factors.

Canadian – Over the Top Rating
Canada has a rating that, with additional training, allows a pilot to fly VFR on top
of cloud. You need to be careful of the language. This is not the same as a VFR
on top clearance which is only available to an instrument rated pilot and a
clearance type unknown in Europe. In much of the world this privilege to fly
above cloud comes with a basic PPL. Canada has somewhat higher costs than
the USA, a significantly harsher climate and a lot of remote areas with few
airfields. Presumably it was felt that given these local conditions there was a
worthwhile rating that traded off additional privileges against additional
training. The course is 15 hours and has many characteristics in common with
the EASA EIR

It is worth considering briefly the various other ratings that have arisen
worldwide and the local factors that were involved. This sets the EIR and the
CBM IR in a broader context.

Australia the Private Instrument Flying Rating (PIFR)

Europe Controlled VFR

Australia is a huge landmass a long way from other countries and many
Australian private or indeed commercial pilots will never fly outside its
boundaries. Aviation is vital to the needs of its many small widely scattered
communities. Flying out of necessity in an environment where the weather is
generally good has lead Australia to develop the PIFR, a modular system of
building blocks by which the pilot can acquire almost the full range of privileges
of what they call a command (i.e. ICAO compliant) IR. A pilot can qualify to use
a certain type of approach and later add another type of approach.

Some European countries had a rating which allowed access to more intensively
used, controlled airspace or certain classes of airspace. The exact details
differed between countries. Presumably here the thinking was that additional
training would enable pilots to cope with higher RT workloads and fly more
accurately in VMC. In return they gain access to airspace that would otherwise
not be available to them. This rating will disappear in Europe as states adopt
common EASA regulations. As with VFR over the top, it is apparent that pilots
have been doing additional training short of the full IR and flying quite safely in
ways that suit their needs and accord with local conditions.
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3. WHICH INSTRUMENT QUALIFICATION: UK IMCR
UK The Instrument Meteorological Conditions Rating (IMCR)

A survey carried out by the author of a fairly limited number of pilots confirmed
the anecdotal view that most IMCR holders use the rating as a way of making
essentially VFR flying safer. There is similar anecdotal evidence that many FAA
IR holders in the areas of the USA with generally better weather use their IR in
the same way.

The UK IMCR was considered carefully during the development of the EIR and
yet was felt unsuited to being a Europe wide qualification. The rating was
developed as a response to accidents in poor weather in the 1950s and 1960s.
The UK has Atlantic weather systems frequently arriving from the West giving
rise to low cloud and poor visibility. Before the adoption of the current system
of airspace qualifications the IMCR was valid only outside CAS and in certain
defined CAS. When the current A-G airspace system was adopted in Europe the
UK designated a much greater proportion of its airspace as class A. Thus it was
possible to have a rating that allowed instrument flight outside CAS and in class
D airspace because all the airways, which themselves came down to quite low
levels, and most major airfields were in class A airspace. The IMCR developed
into a 15 hour course that could be delivered by any instrument instructor and
examined by any qualified examiner. There was little direct NAA involvement. It
was a useful source of revenue for small flying schools and a natural progression
for recently qualified PPLs. It offered essentially the same privileges as an IR
except that the minimum required visibility for an IAP was 1800 meters. It was
only valid in the UK within the defined airspace classes. Users were
recommended to add an additional safety margin to the published instrument
approach minima but this was not a legally binding.
An astute reader might note that the only legal restriction of 1800 meters is
more than the VFR minimum visibility which in some circumstances is 1500
meters. As is often the case when the law attempts to define something it
cannot really measure or enforce the potential for anomalies increases. In reality
pilots have in the main behaved responsibly. There is no doubt that some pilots
lives have been saved by the rating and from accident reports it can be inferred
that some IMCR holders may have misjudged the level of capability it implies.
At the very least its effect on safety has been neutral and more probably
positive. It has been highly popular and has encouraged very large numbers of
pilots to take additional initial training and recurrent training.

Gloucester EGBJ Runway 27 in ideal IR training weather.
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3. WHICH INSTRUMENT QUALIFICATION: EASA EIR & CBM IR
Pilots do not in general take off into hard IMC with the intention of landing at an
unfamiliar airfield where instrument conditions prevail. They intend to take off
and land under VFR albeit in less than ideal conditions or they intend to fly in the
airways where they may be in or above cloud but where the cloud base is
relatively high. There is absolutely nothing wrong with this. Indeed it is very
intelligent. Pilots, irrespective of the regulations are balancing a personal
assessment of their capabilities with their flying needs. This is very comparable
with the way an EIR is intended to be used.

Returning from Kortrijk I filed Koksy/Biggin/Compton direct Gloucester
EGBJ FL80. I had little expectation of flying this more or less direct
track home since it parallels Heathrow’s runway, but the flight plan
system accepted it and that was what mattered. It was a clear day,
little wind and no turbulence. The autopilot engaged, I coasted in and
was poised for the first vector, to some place I didn’t want to visit.
Dulcet tones instruct me to plan on Biggin then Compton and pass this
routing to London on the next frequency.

EASA En route IR (EIR) -The Basics
The EIR allows pilots to fly under IFR and in IMC in the en route phase of flight in
any class of airspace. You must depart and arrive in visual conditions. This
obviously limits the circumstances in which the rating can be used and we will
discuss in depth how to make this judgement. This is still likely to enable you to
fly on far more occasions than would be the case if you had no IF capabilities.

‘Passed on’ routings rarely work. Perhaps it’s some sort of standing
joke between the sector controllers. Maybe today it was who could
get the most pilots to say words beginning with B and C. But no, the
next sector just left me to my own devices. Could this be an ‘against
the flow’ transit over London? Then came the instruction to change
frequency, not to another sector, but to Heathrow director. There was
a real emergency in progress. Two aircraft were despatched to the
stacks. Two 747’s were told to orbit in their present position. One
747’s pilot voice was so expressive that I could almost see the
disbelieving faces in the cockpit. ‘She wants us to what?’ I proceed
serenely along almost overhead Heathrow watching a 747 orbiting at
low level and large jets scatting in all directions orchestrated by a
superb controller. Not to labour the point, trouble free handovers to
other London sectors and my destination followed to conclude a
perfect airways trip.

The degree of advantage will depend to a great extent on personal objectives
and geographical location. You will see that the length of the course and the
privileges have much in common with the national ratings outlined in this
section.

EASA CBM IR - The Basics
It is important to be clear that there is only one IR. The CBM IR is simply another
training pathway to the same qualification held by almost every commercial
pilot worldwide. The name Competence Based Modular was chosen even
though it is awkward because there was already a modular route to the old IR
and the name is an accurate description of the training pathway. It is not a
restricted IR or a private pilots IR. It is the same ICAO IR applicable to commercial
and private pilots worldwide. In principal you can fly to the same weather
minima as commercial aircraft anywhere in the world. In reality there will still
be limitations imposed by your own experience, the capabilities of your aircraft
and above all your judgement and common sense. Although you may go on to
obtain type ratings for more complex aircraft most pilots will see the IR as the
high point of their personal flying skill development.

Sometimes all the effort and aggravation of getting and keeping the
instrument rating really seems worthwhile. Sometimes it is a pleasure
to fly the airways, to see the ATC system under pressure, working well
and even accommodating the ‘low and the slow’. We should value the
privilege of experiencing a kind of flying which is very special and
which, sadly, too few other pilots share.
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3. WHICH INSTRUMENT QUALIFICATION: MAKING THE CHOICE
Making the Choice

The answer to the question for European pilots (other than those in the UK) ends
up being fairly simple. Get the TK out of the way first. This requires quite a lot of
effort and time but relatively little cost. Maybe fly a few hours with an Approved
Training Organisation or ATO so you can put the TK in context and also
encourage good habits in all your general flying.

If the constraints of cost and time commitment do not apply to you, the choice
is obvious. A full IR gives pilots the highest skill level and the greatest increase
in utility. For some pilots, perhaps those with less formal educational
qualifications or technical skills, the theoretical knowledge (TK} is the most
daunting aspect of the requirements. We will consider this more fully later but
since on a Europe wide basis the same TK is required for the IR or the EIR that
is not a differentiating factor. Thus the only deciding factors will be the cost and
time required to complete a 40 hours course as opposed to a 15 hour course.
The cost difference may not be as great as you imagine since none of the EIR
can involve a simulator whereas 25 of the 40 hours of the IR can. In some
circumstances the simulator can represent a significant cost saving. Only time
and commercial pressures will enable the true cost differential between the EIR
and the IR to emerge but an EIR costing about 50% of an IR might be a
reasonable first estimate. As regards time commitment an IR taken on a
continuous basis might be completed in 20 days of full time training where an
EIR might be competed in 10. If you obtain an EIR then all the training will count
towards any subsequent IR. This building block approach will be considered
later.

Then, if you can possibly afford it and you think the rating will best meet your
flying needs go for the full IR. If you think that the EIR will meet your flying needs
long term, or practical considerations put the full IR out of reach, then the EIR
has a lot going for it either as a stand-alone rating or a stepping stone towards
a full IR at some later stage. Some options for very intensive approved simulator
courses are also emerging which might narrow the cost and practical differences
between the EIR and the full IR.
For a UK resident the question is a little more complicated. The TK element of
the IMCR is UK focussed and significantly easier than the EASA TK. The syllabus
is perfectly reasonable and relevant to the full IR. 15 hours training is the same
length as the EIR. At least in theory, you will be taught almost the whole of the
IR skill set. The reality is somewhat different and compromises are needed to
fit in most of the flying competences that take 40 hours on an IR.
As long as your flying is in the UK, you understand the compromises implied in
a 15 hour course that includes most of the 40 hours IR syllabus and you don’t
really need to fly in class A airspace then the IMCR can fill your needs admirably.
There is some question as to how long the rating will continue beyond the
present EASA derogation but even if at some point in the future there can be no
new IMCRs it is highly likely that grandfather rights will apply for existing
holders.
A hand held radio should have a place in every instrument pilot’s flight bag.
It’s good for saving aircraft power while waiting for a start clearance and will
get you out of trouble in the event of electrical failure. Their range is poor
without a connection to an external antenna. This is an inexpensive mod
you might consider. Remember the adaptors so you can use it with your
headset.

ATC at Madrid’s Cuatro Vientos GA airport have ways of encouraging
you to obey their instructions.
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4. THEORETICAL KNOWLEDGE (TK)
It would be pleasing to be able to say that the content of the theory course had
been carefully considered to include all the essentials a pilot would need to
safely enjoy the privileges of the rating. Sadly this is not the case and a little bit
of background is needed to fully understand how we have arrived at the present
situation.

The author had no idea what this acronym meant. After a few embarrassing
moments this was admitted and the group asked if someone would explain. In
a group of 10 or so highly experienced pilots, instructors and examiners no one
knew the answer.
Laughter ran round the table. If 50,000 or so hours of instrument flying had
taken place without this abstruse piece of knowledge it could plainly be safely
eliminated. Working on that common sense basis, over several meetings and
consultations, a little less than half the old set of learning objectives were
eliminated. The criteria used were to take out objectives which were only
significant to commercial operations which should only be in CPL and ATPL
courses, those related to advanced aircraft that more properly should be found
in a type rating or high performance aircraft course and those covered in the
basic PPL where repetition had no special relevance to Instrument flying.

Under the JAA the focus was on training commercial pilots. The responsibility
for devising questions and topics was split between various JAA states.
Arrangements were to a degree voluntary so individual countries selected
questions for their exams from within the set offered by the JAA. The IR syllabus
ended up as a subset of the ATPL papers. The ATPL set of learning objectives
was less than ideal and the question bank addressing these learning objectives
sometimes obscure. The subset as it applies to the PPL IR candidate was frankly
bizarre. Some questions applied only to commercial airliners or high
performance aircraft. The questions often appeared designed to catch out the
candidates rather than giving them the chance to prove their understanding of
key facts. The exam papers gained a well-deserved reputation as a stunningly
irrelevant hurdle to getting an IR.

It remains to be seen how this work translates into the exams in each EASA
state. It is probably fair to say that the exams will be easier in some states than
others. States differ in their exam arrangements so in some the tests are readily
available in multiple locations. In others only one or two locations and limited
dates are offered. The extent to which multiple subjects can be taken on the
same day varies. It is to be hoped over time that the EASA standardisation
process will reduce these differences. We might also hope that a US style
computer based system will allow exams to be taken in multiple locations with
the result immediately available on line but that is a development for the future.

EASA took over the JAA system. This presented them with various unexpected
problems. The ownership of the question bank had been split between
countries. It was not obvious how the system might easily be modernised. Thus
the expert group dealing with the new routes to instrument qualifications could
not start from scratch. They had to take the long list of learning objectives (LO)
that existed and eliminate those they considered irrelevant. Secondly they had
no access at all to the question bank so no change at all was possible there.

There is a decision to be made during the training as to which material you really
need to understand and material where you only need to know the answer to
pass the exam. The course requirement is 80 study hours of which 10% must
be classroom based. Some candidates see merit in a weekend of intensive
cramming shortly before their target exam date.

The group started with an incident that in retrospect was helpful in setting the
tone. One of the first LOs to be considered, asked candidates to explain some
lengthy acronym.
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4. THEORETICAL KNOWLEDGE (TK)
No serious instrument pilot should rely on a turn coordinator as their only back
up to the air driven AI. An autopilot driven by a turn coordinator may be
adequate, or even an inexpensive battery powered AI attached with Velcro.
Indeed some people prefer to do all the TK study in a classroom. Other
candidates resent this and feel that distance learning alone would suit them best.
A number of distance learning courses exist throughout Europe. They combine
in differing degrees a genuine attempt to give you an understanding of the
subject with cramming you with answers to the likely questions. Although
supposedly confidential it appears that the question bank is largely public
knowledge. The extent to which individual companies have tailored their
products to the needs of the CBM IR candidate appears to vary. It is likely this
will be a changing picture, so it may be best to speak to recent candidates to get
their recommendations.
For most candidates some combination of the techniques and objectives works
best. There are some parts of the course where you need to settle down and
really understand the principals of the topic. There are other parts where the
effort needed to gain a full understanding is disproportionate and in effect you
learn just enough to select the right answer.
There are iPad apps that just ask you questions and are an excellent way of
helping you memorize the correct answer. The author’s personal opinion is that
air law and human performance, at least as they are presently examined, are
mostly useless in the real world. Communication is both fairly simple to learn
and essential. Met is difficult to learn but important. Flight planning is
understandable and useful even if the methods are rather outdated. Radio
navigation is a necessary topic spoilt by a tendency to demand that candidates
memorize useless minutiae. You course provider should help you make an
intelligent judgement about where to devote most effort.
You should certainly get the TK out of the way before doing the bulk of the flight
training. This is not a legal requirement (you only need an exam pass at the point
of taking the skill test) but it is undesirable to have any distraction from the flying
training in the period running up to the test.

Even with the IFR GPS in the panel there is
a role for the hand held displaying a VFR map
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5. THE EIR IN DETAIL
Prerequisites
Applicants must hold a PPL or a CPL with 20 hours of cross country flight as PIC
post qualifying. They need a night rating if the EIR is to be valid at Night.

Privileges
The privilege of the EIR is to fly under IFR and in IMC in the en route phase of
flight. There is no definition of the en route and this is deliberate. Considerable
efforts were made during drafting to more clearly define the scope of the EIR
but all attempts had unintended consequences. The definition of IFR and VFR in
air law is quite clear. How these transitions might be managed is considered in
some depth later in the book.

Training Requirements
15 hours of instrument flight time under instruction are required, of which 5
hours can take place outside an ATO. There will be an assessment flight by the
ATO as part of the 10 hours if external training has taken place. It seems
doubtful that it would be wise to take advantage of this notional flexibility.
Although there is less for the ATO to teach the exercises involve en route flights
and these take longer than local lessons. Only a carefully planned course will be
finished in the minimum time. Although the 15 hours does not allow for
simulator use some simulator training may still be valuable. Training must be
completed within a period of 36 months. This will be ample time for most
people. The clock starts running from the date of sitting the last TK exam.

All the effort and training fits pilots to share airspace with
commercial traffic
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5. THE EIR IN DETAIL
Syllabus

(13) If required, operation of a multi-engine aeroplane during the above range
of exercises to include engine failures and cruise flight with one engine
simulated inoperative.
(14) The flight instruction should also include at least two flights in controlled
airspace under IFR with a high density of traffic and VFR arrivals and
departures from aerodromes with a mixture of instrument and visual
traffic.

The following is taken directly from AMC2 FCL.825(c) in the legislation.
The flight instruction for the EIR within an ATO should comprise the following
flying exercises:
(1) Pre-flight procedures for IFR flights, including the use of the flight
manual, meteorological information, and appropriate air traffic service
documents, filing of an IFR flight plan, including VFR / IFR transitions and
diversions.
(2) Use of appropriate IFR and VFR charts.
(3) Basic instrument flight by sole reference to instruments: horizontal
flight, climbing, descending, turns in level flight, climbing and descending.
(4) Steep turns and recovery from unusual attitudes on full and limited
panel.
(5) Normal flight on limited panel.
(6) Instrument pattern.
(7) Procedures and manoeuvres for IFR operation under normal, abnormal
and emergency conditions covering at least transition from visual to
instrument flight after departure, en-route IFR procedures, en-route
holding procedures, transition from instrument flight en-route to visual
before reaching the Minimum Sector Altitude (MSA).
(8) Radio navigation (GPS/VOR)
(9) Use of advanced equipment such as autopilot, flight director, storm
scope, de-icing equipment, EFIS or radar, as available.
(10) Emergency procedures covering the deterioration of meteorological
conditions.
(11) At least two emergency IFR approaches.
(12) Use of RT techniques in order to gain a competence to a high standard.

This is in some ways a more extensive and prescriptive syllabus than the IR. The
concern was that pilots should be well prepared for busy en route airspace and
experience flying in such airspace. They also need experience of the transition
from VFR to IFR to VFR. This training is not likely to be part of an IR course. The
emergency approach definitely does not imply that the candidate is trained to
carry out an IAP of some kind. It is intended to demonstrate techniques which
would give them the best chance of getting back on the ground safely, if
through misjudgement they find themselves in an emergency situation. The
NDB is now little used as an en route navigation aid and is not included. The
advanced equipment requirement simply means that if the aircraft has
equipment the examiner is entitled to expect the pilot to know how to use it.
There is no requirement to learn about equipment that is not in your aircraft.
Instrument pattern is a slightly odd carry over from the JAA. It just means flying
a pattern of climbing, descending and turning.
There are such patterns (more widely used in the USA than in Europe) which if
carried through accurately bring the aircraft back to the starting point. There is
no intrinsic merit or special purpose in the patterns. They are just one of several
methods of teaching basic instrument flying. Steep turns have no place in
normal instrument flying when every turn is made at rate one. They are only
used in training as a way of perfecting instrument flying skills.
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Theoretical Knowledge
This is identical to that for the CBM IR and is very fully covered in Chapter 4.
During the development of the EIR there was some concern
expressed that the rating would be unsafe. Often expressed
in emotive terms, the underlying theme seemed to be that
pilots would get stuck on top of cloud and would, in some
ill-defined way need rescuing by ATC. It is of course a fact
that most pilots need about 40 hours of instruction and
practice to cover the whole IR syllabus and acquire a
reasonable degree of competence. The UK has had its 15
hours IMCR and the MEP class rating course, arguably a
quite demanding transition allows for only 6 hours of
instruction. The evidence suggests that the vast majority of
pilots tailor their flying to be appropriate to their level of
qualification and experience.

Skill Test
The test will be conducted by examiners who normally conduct IR skill tests.
They will be looking for the same performance standards in the execution of the
manoeuvres that fall within the scope of the EIR.

Revalidation
The rating is valid for 12 months and is revalidated by a proficiency check within
3 months of the expiry date, or within the validity, complete six hours as PIC
under IFR and a training flight of at least one hour with an instrument instructor.
Each alternate revalidation must be by proficiency check. If the rating has
expired the applicant must have refresher training and then renew the rating.
The training required will be at the discretion of an ATO. If you allow your rating
to lapse for 7 years you have to re-sit the theory exams.

Many European countries have allowed a basic PPL to fly on
top of cloud without any additional training. Several
countries have airways that are class E so that pilots can
make long airways transits at high levels without even the
requirement for ATC radio contact. In some circumstances
the VFR minimum visibility of 1500 meters is the same as
that for a non-precision instrument approach. In essence
EIR rated pilots will face the same decision as pilots of all
levels of qualification. Does the weather, the privileges of
my ratings and my current personal situation allow me to
make this planned flight safely?

MEP
The EIR can be issued for a multi-engine aircraft, to holders of an MEP class
rating. Training is then 16 hours of which 4 hours and the skill test must be in a
multi-engine aircraft. An SEP IR can be converted to a multi with at least 2 hours
of training at an ATO and the skill test on a MEP aircraft.

Conversion of Third Country IR to an EIR
Holders of a third country PPL or CPL with an IR can obtain an EIR by taking the
skill test which will must include oral examination of air law, meteorology and
flight planning and performance. It is hard to understand why anyone would do
this since with the same process they could obtain the full EASA IR but EASA
included the option for reasons of consistency across the new regulations

History suggests that sadly a few will get this wrong but the
great majority will get it right. They will enjoy a substantial
enhancement in the utility of their aircraft. They will be
safer better trained pilots well able to integrate into the
controlled airspace and airways of Europe.
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(a) Procedures and manoeuvres for basic instrument flight covering at least: basic instrument flight without external visual cues: - horizontal flight; climbing; - descent; - turns in level flight, climbing and descent. Instrument
pattern; - steep turn; - radio navigation; - recovery from unusual attitudes;
- limited panel; - recognition and recovery from incipient and full stall.
(b) Pre-flight procedures for IFR flights, including the use of the flight manual
and appropriate air traffic services documents for the preparation of an IFR
flight plan.
(c) Procedure and manoeuvres for IFR operation under normal, abnormal and
emergency conditions covering at least: - transition from visual to
instrument flight on take-off; - standard instrument departures and arrivals;
- en-route IFR procedures; - holding procedures; - instrument approaches
to specified minima; - missed approach procedures; - landings from
instrument approaches, including circling.
(d) In flight manoeuvres and particular flight characteristics;
(e) If required, operation of a multi-engine aeroplane in the above exercises,
including: - operation of the aeroplane solely by reference to instruments
with one engine simulated inoperative; - engine shutdown and restart (to
be carried out at a safe altitude unless carried out in an FFS or FNPT II).

Prerequisites
Prerequisites are a PPL or CPL, 50 hours of PIC cross country time, English
language proficiency and a night rating if the IR is to be valid at night.

Privileges
There is only one IR so the privileges are the same as for any ICAO compliant IR.
Holders can fly under IFR and in IMC in any class of airspace with a minimum
decision height for a single pilot aircraft of 200ft

Training Requirements
These are expressed in the legislation in a rather convoluted manner. The basic
requirement is for 40 hours of instrument training and experience. At least 25
hours must be instruction by a suitably qualified instructor and at least 10 hours
must be conducted by an ATO. 25 hours can be carried out in an FNPT2 certified
simulator. This means that 15 hours can be logged as PIC flying under IFR. In
most circumstances this is going to mean 40 hours of instruction of which at
least 10 are in an ATO. These 10 hours will commence with an assessment flight
to judge if the candidate will reach skill test standard in the minimum time. The
course is to be completed within 36 months of passing the last of the TK exams.

This is mostly straight forward. An engine shut down and restart is required for
the MEP. Particular flight characteristics could mean anything and the author
takes this to refer to being trained in any peculiarities of the specific aircraft
being used. Instrument pattern appears as it did for the EIR and is taken to be a
training exercise open to interpretation in various ways. In truth the IR course
tends to be most closely defined by the content of the skill test which is very
prescriptive.

IR Syllabus
The following is taken directly from the legislation. The flight instruction for the
competency-based modular IR(A) shall comprise:
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Skill Test

A word of warning would not go amiss. It would be easy for the holder of an FAA
IR who has flown in Europe for some time to think that they do not require any
training in order to pass a skill test. This would be a bad mistake for several
reasons. Day to day flying in not the same as passing a skill test and the EASA
test is very different to the FAA skill test. Secondly the FAA licence can be
revalidated by experience so it is quite possible that it is a long time since a pilot
has exposed themselves to an external evaluation. It is easy for bad habits to
have crept into your flying.

The skill test is considered in detail in Chapter 19. It is quite demanding and
expensive. Aside from the obvious need to be competent to carry out the
required manoeuvres involved, candidates would be well advised to be clear on
the test techniques most likely to help them gain a pass on their first attempt.

IR Revalidation
The rating is revalidated by an annual proficiency check which broadly follows
the format of the initial skill test. A revalidation flight in a MEP is valid in an SEP
but an SEP flight does not revalidate a MEP. The rating can be revalidated 3
months prior to its expiry. If allowed to lapse the candidate will require training.
This is on an as required basis. If the rating is allowed to lapse for 7 years, the
TK will need to be retaken.

None of this says anything at all about the relative merits of an EASA IR and a
FAA IR. A pilot transitioning in the opposite direction would also be well advised
to obtain some training. Finally there is a certain mental attitude that always
leads to the best results in tests. This is covered elsewhere as it affects the
aspiring IR holder but thinking you have little or nothing to learn almost
guarantees a rude awakening. See Appendix 2 for a lot more detail and the
latest updates on any regulatory changes.

Third Country IR Conversion
The regulatory requirements are simple. Have at least 50 hours of flight time
under IFR as PIC on aeroplanes. (This discourages candidates from using a third
country IR simply as a training route to an EASA IR) Then pass the EASA initial IR
skill test. For this purpose the test is extended to include an oral examination in
air law, meteorology, flight planning and performance. The idea is that the
questioning would focus on the knowledge that a pilot who had not flown in
Europe might require which would not necessarily have formed part of a third
country IR theory course. Thus local weather patterns, sources of weather
information, European airspace regulations, route planning procedures and
anything else where local practice might differ from international practice
should be the main focus of the questions. That said an examiner has the right
to ask pretty much anything and it will be no use claiming that anything you are
asked is in some way unreasonable. If you don’t know something, admit it. Then
if possible explain where you would go to find the answer.

The author recalls with embarrassment his own experience training in the
USA for an FAA MEP after holding an EASA MEP IR and an FAA SEP IR for
many years. After three of four hours spent mentally disagreeing with how
the young American instructor went about his business the truth finally
dawned. The task in hand was to understand what was required, then
deliver the manoeuvres to the required standard, in the approved fashion.
In the event it took 10 hours of dual training to become test ready. In part
this was because of my initial ‘bad attitude’. Past experience in Europe
suggests that many candidates irrespective of background require 10 hours
dual instruction to be test ready. If you start out with this mind-set you can
be pleasantly surprised if you are declared test ready much sooner.
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MEP
The MEP IR requires 45 hours training of which 10 hours can be in an FNPT1 or
30 hours in an FNPT2 simulator. A minimum of 25 hours must be dual
instruction of which 10 must be in an ATO and 15 in a MEP aircraft. A maximum
of 35 hours of prior experience under IFR can also be counted. There is the
assessment flight at the ATO. The regulation is written in a rather obscure way.
The intent is that of the 45 hours 15 could be dual outside an ATO, 10 hours
dual within an ATO and 20 hours be PIC under IFR. There always seem to be
pilots who delight in spending time imagining complicated ways in which poor
drafting might enable the intent of a regulation to be circumvented. It is
possible to imagine a candidate being legally ready for an MEP skill test.
Whether they will have achieved the necessary standard to pass the test is
another matter entirely.

For the private pilot IFR is about going places that commercial flights
cannot. In many cases that means safely managing the transition
between IFR and VFR. This B36 taking off from a strip in Africa is heading
back to the Europe IFR.
Early in my flying career I commuted between a grass strip in the East
and an airfield with instrument approaches in the West. I only had an
IMCR at the time and on one memorable occasion I set off on a Sunday
afternoon and as I travelled east the weather got steadily worse until it
was pouring with rain, very strong winds and a cloud base that dropped
to 400ft. The grass strip wasn't a safe option so a decision was made to
divert to Cambridge and a very slow but safe ILS. Thanks to instrument
currency and good training this was accomplished without drama and
left a satisfying memory that has stayed with me through my
subsequent flying career.

The old joke that no aircraft can fly till the weight of associated the
paper equals the weight of the aircraft has some validity
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7. The IMCR in Detail
Theory Syllabus

Introduction

In the 12 months prior to the skill test the candidate has to pass a written
examination which takes the form of planning and executing a short flight
outside controlled airspace. The questions are drawn from the following
syllabus or from the main PPL syllabus. -

The IMCR is a well-established rating so there are a number of good basic
text books that are well worth reading. Indeed one of these will be essential
background for the theory examination. All the material in this book
concerned with helping pilots build their IF competence is relevant although
it must be said that the techniques assume a level of theoretical
understanding and target flying standards significantly higher than are
achievable in the traditional IMC course. This is not to disparage the IMCR.
It simply reflects the reality that, with a syllabus as wide as the full IR but
with about one third the flight training and perhaps 15% of the CBM TK, an
IR and an IMCR are very different.

The rules of the air, communications and charts, AICs, Altimeters, terrain
clearance, radio aids, radar approach procedures and privileges of the
rating.

Flying Syllabus
At least in theory the course covers most of the IR syllabus. There is of
course no airways section as these are class A airspace within the UK. Only
two approach aids need to be taught, one of which is signed off during
training and one of which is flown in the skill test. The IMC also includes a
bad weather circuit, which is slightly strange as this is a VFR manoeuvre
rather than the more usual IFR procedure, a circle to land off a missed
approach.

Prerequisites
10 hours flight PIC since the date of application for the PPL of which 5 hours
must be cross country.

Privileges
Flight in IMC under IFR outside controlled airspace or in class D airspace.
The minimum visibility for an instrument approach is 1800 meters. It has
been suggested that this be reduced to 1500 meters to bring it into line with
the VFR minima but no concrete proposal yet exists. You can also fly on
special VFR clearance with a flight visibility down to 3 km.

Skill Test
There is a flight of about 1.5 hours covering full and limited panel
instrument flying, radio navigation aids, let down and approach procedures
and bad weather circuits.

Training Requirement

MEP

15 hours dual instruction, of which not less than 10 must be flight by sole
reference to instruments. Five of the ten hours can be in an approved FNPT
1 or 2 Simulator.

The rating can be issued for an MEP in which case engine failure and
asymmetric flight is covered during the course and included in the skill test.
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Revalidation
The rating is valid for 25 months from the date of the flight test. The revalidation
flight only requires one approach type to be demonstrated provided the
candidate shows log book evidence of having completed and approach of
another type to minima in the period since his last revalidation.

This is not true of the TK. Since the IMCR TK has been unchanged for many years
and a pass requires minimal effort little will be wasted if a pilot moves on to the
CBM IR. The TK, even in its much reduced form under the EIR and CBM IR, will
represent as great a challenge as the flying for many pilots.

The IMCR as experience for the CBM IR

Given the above caveat the regulatory position will be that an IMCR holder will
be able to credit the dual training based FBSRI up to a maximum of 15 hours.
He will also be able to log 10 hours of subsequent experience of flight under IFR.
This could be flight as ‘P1 under the hood’ with a safety pilot. In reality this level
of detail is proving somewhat irrelevant. Most candidates arrive with at least the
minimum qualifying hours acquired in various ways. However no one is able to
reach the required standard in the minimum 10 hours dual within the ATOs. Rate
One Aviation has seen (SEP) candidates needing anywhere between 13 and 40
hours dual instruction to become test ready.

15 hours of instruction from any qualified instrument instructor can be counted
against the requirements for a subsequent IR. Note that these are flight by sole
reference to instruments (FBSRI) not 15 hours of block time which is how the
IMCR is often expressed.
A well taught IMCR, ideally instructed by an IR holder who understands the
eventual standards required, will prove to be an excellent basis for a subsequent
IR in respect of the flight training.

Reading those small notes on the
approach chart really can matter.
Circling to the north of the
airfield here would be very ill
advised.
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8. CHOOSING YOUR TRAINING METHOD
Selecting an ATO

Don’t make the choice solely on a convenient location or the lowest possible
price. If you are considering an IR it is probable that you will be successful in
your working life. Apply some of the judgement criteria that you apply to
purchase decisions in your working life to the choice of ATO. If you feel
comfortable with the ATO then ask them how they can help you meet your
other criteria. They may know an independent instructor conveniently located
who can do some of your training. They may be able to split the course into a
number of long weekends or meet your scheduling needs in some other way.
For your part you have to realise that flexibility comes at a price. If you cannot
complete the course in a fairly short period you are unlikely to finish in the
minimum hours. The following criteria should help you make your decision.

While the great flexibility allowed by the regulations is to be welcomed there
are certain practical issues to consider. There is no doubt that the most effective
way to learn would be to dedicate yourself entirely to the process on a full time
basis at a training organisation that had superb instructors with lots of relevant
experience. They would have a simulator and aircraft designed specifically to
make the skill test as achievable as possible. These resources would be
dedicated entirely to your needs and schedule. This training organisation would
be conveniently located a few kilometres from your home and its base airfield
would offer the whole range of instrument approach types at modest cost. In
spite of all these facilities the airfield would not be unduly busy and there would
be a few nearby airfields to serve as destinations for the skill test routes. These
destinations should also be inexpensive for training approaches and there
should not be too many of them or it will be hard to predict the locations and
approaches that the examiner will choose for your test. Of course this utopia
does not exist but it does serve to provide a check list to help you make an
informed choice.

Location - Personal Preferences
It’s great if you can realistically drive to the airfield each day. This saves on hotel
bills and increases flexibility. The trade-off is the tendency for you to be
diverted by business or family life and not give this very demanding course your
undivided attention. On balance it might be best to be away from home but
maybe not so far away that travel become an expense or takes up too much
time

You might reasonably say that these ratings are designed to be flexible. Why
cannot you do some training with a local instructor in some convenient location
using a simple relatively cheap aircraft? Then you might transfer to a more
complex aircraft and more expensive ATO for the minimum 10 hours. Anyone
who obtains the EIR or IMCR first might rightly point out that they can count
some PIC experience towards a subsequent IR. There are however realities that
restrict your choice. It is important that you learn in an aircraft and simulator
that have similar characteristics. It is vital that you only learn one consistent set
of checks and standard operating procedures. If you don’t do this you stand
little chance of finishing the course in the minimum 40 hours and any cost
saving or greater convenience will be lost.

Location - Airfield Resources
Some schools operate out of airfields without an instrument approach. This is
very undesirable. It means that you need to transit every time you want a
practice approach. Often schools will say they have a home-made GPS
procedure that gets you back and this is also good practice. There is some truth
in this but not being based at an instrument airfield is always less than ideal. On
the other hand you don’t want to be at an airfield with a lot of commercial
traffic. This can lead to extensive delays and their practice approaches can be
very expensive. Worse the approaches are often disrupted by ATC
requirements. This is real world but not ideal in the training situation.

You should start with the ATO that you think you will use for the final part of
the course that must take place in an ATO. Visit them. Form an impression. Ask
other pilots for their recommendations and experiences.
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Language

It should not have unduly limiting flap or landing gear operating speeds. Ideally
you want to be able to cruise at about 130 knots at FL 090 and fly a hold and an
approach at 110 or 120 knots.

If you are not a native English speaker you have to make a choice about the
convenience of training in your home state against the advantages of practicing
flying in the English speaking aviation environment that you will be dealing with
in the future. As a native English speaker the author has the greatest admiration
for pilots dealing with this additional challenge. Only you can make the decision
but you should think about it. If you do opt to train in the UK you would be well
advised to meet your instructor before committing to the course and ask them
their view of your English proficiency. Some national accents are charming but
very difficult for controllers to understand. You may well have the necessary
certificate but, if you have any doubt at all about your language proficiency, this
should be fully explored before you commit to a full course.

You will find that schools often use a Piper Arrow or a Diamond DA 40 as an SEP
while for MEP a Beech Duchess, Piper Seminole or Diamond DA42 are typical.
There is nothing special about these types; they just give an indication of the
aircraft characteristics that have commonly been found satisfactory. While
having an exact match between the simulator and the aircraft is not vital, you
should avoid one being a glass cockpit presentation and the other traditional
round dials.

Course Materials

Simulator

You can make some inferences about an ATO or indeed an independent
instructor by the publicity and training material they propose to use during your
course. There is no special merit in extravagant presentation but they should
indicate that thought has gone into the content of the training. There should be
evidence of consistency.

It is very likely that a simulator will play a part in your IR training. Even for the
EIR which has no allowable simulator hours it will be an advantage that some
ATO’s will offer. The simulator needs to be an approved device if the hours are
to be counted as part of the compulsory hours. It is usually described as an
FNPT2, a flight navigation procedures trainer. It does not fly like the aircraft
and its instruments and switches may or may not be a good match for those in
the aircraft. Nevertheless it is the best places to learn many of the procedural
aspects of the flying and 25 simulator hours are allowable as part of the 40 hour
course. Even if an approved device is not required because the candidate has
sufficient logged hours it can still be extremely valuable for supervised or
indeed solo practice of procedures.

While it is perfectly acceptable for commercially published material to be used
there should be evidence of it being thoughtfully adapted to local
circumstances, airspace and airfields.

Record Keeping
The CBM flexibility carries with it an obligation on candidates to have
comprehensive training records. Detailed records completed after each session
have always been part of the internal procedures of any good flying school.
However now these records will form part of the assessment process at the
ATO towards the end of your course. They might also be seen by the skill test
examiner. It is in your interests to confirm that they are legible, comprehensive;
in a format the ATO will accept and have been signed by both you and your
instructor after each lesson. If you talk to an ATO and then decide to use an
independent instructor the ATO is likely to be happy to provide you with copies
of their forms and their grading scheme. This simplifies the process for
everyone.

Aircraft
There are some absolutes. It must have dual brakes, a panel mount GPS with a
current approved database, a good ADF with an RMI (not an RBI) indicator and
an HSI. It must obviously be approved for instrument flying in accordance with
the aircraft flight manual and local regulations. It is very desirable that it has an
autopilot capable of altitude hold and following a heading bug.
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References

Typical IR Course Structure

Any ATO or instructor should be happy to put you in touch with one or two
recent candidates so that you can speak to them or exchange mails and get an
independent perspective. They should also be willing to speak honestly about
their success rate in the skill test and the number of training hours candidates
took to reach test standard.

There are many ways to structure this learning process. The following are just
examples of ways that can work well for most candidates. Get the theoretical
knowledge out of the way at the start. Do this with a classroom based course
or distance learning according to your preferences but do it before the bulk of
your flight training. You may find that few ATO’s will be willing to give you a
firm slot in their forward schedule until you have the TK pass in the bag. Long
experience tells them that over optimistic schedules rarely work out at this
stage. A possible exception to this is to do an introductory day or weekend if
the ATO offers this. The advantage is that you get a real chance to understand
what is involved, probably fly an hour or two in the simulator and aircraft. You
will get a real sense of whether the ATO on the ground matches up to its
website and publicity material. If you like the experience you can bite the bullet
in confidence and move onto the theory satisfied that, once having overcome
the first hurdle of the TK, the more interesting and enjoyable flight training will
match your expectations. Having met and flown with you the ATO will be more
willing to build you into their forward planning.

Applied TK
A good ATO will put considerable effort into integrating the useful parts of the
TK into your flight training. They might do this by discussion or by flight
exercises. A simulator might enable the ATO to do this in a more realistic and
memorable way given that safety concerns limit what is possible in the aircraft.

Your Personal Attitude
Instrument training is quite demanding. Very few candidates have a smooth
progression, with gradually increasing confidence and competence. There are
almost always setbacks and times when you think you are never going to reach
the required standard. Perhaps in your work and daily life you have got used
to being good at what you do. It is perhaps a long time since you had to ‘take
it on the chin’ and be told that your performance was not up to standard. The
best candidates are more self-critical than their instructor. The ones who
struggle most can have a tendency to blame just about anything other than
themselves. Very occasionally there is some clash of temperament and a
change of instructor is warranted but this can be handled in a professional and
constructive manner. You certainly won’t make the best progress if you are
constantly trying to run your business or your personal life at any spare
moment. You need to organise yourself so that the periods scheduled for the
course are dedicated totally to instrument flying. In any spare moments there
will be self-study material to read the next lesson to pre brief and possibly in
some schools, free solo simulator time to take advantage of. Occasionally the
tasks will seem pedantic. Indeed some of them are but they are all directed
towards getting you a first time pass in the skill test.

This Aspen PFD is a highly capable
retrofit unit designed to fit in one
standard round dial panel hole. It
will display a wide range of data.
Potentially the screen is rather
cluttered but it can be configured
to suit the pilot’s preferences.
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8. CHOOSING YOUR TRAINING METHOD
It has been said before but it is important and warrants repetition. Continuity
in instrument training is very important. Some ATO’s might be unwilling to
accept you unless you have a credible plan to complete the course within say
12 months at the outside. Bitter experience tells them that there is the
potential for unhappy candidates taking 50 or even 60 hours to complete their
training. You will occasionally hear people say that their training was dragged
out so the ATO could earn more money. You will almost always find this is being
said by someone who had unrealistic expectations and did not apply
themselves to the task. The interest of an ATO is to have happy candidates
recommending them to others having achieved their first time pass in the
predicted timescale. If humanly possible complete the course over a number
of two, three or four day periods culminating in a period of a week. The logic is
inescapable. You learn better if you can have a number of lessons in a
sequence. At the end of the course you need an intensive period of training to
consolidate your skills and a couple of spare days so that you don’t feel
pressured to take the skill test on a day when the weather is unhelpful.

You will be in busy airspace and your instructor will have to intervene if it’s
necessary to ensure that you fly levels and headings accurately. A full seven
days might see the rating completed or three 3 day periods within say three
months. If you really want to do this on a daily basis it might be reasonably
effective providing you accept that you won’t get there in the minimum hours.
It might be that a simple home simulator used in a structured way would help
you stay current and minimise the two steps forward one step backwards
effect.

Typical IMCR Structure
The IMCR is very flexible. Some people do an hour every now and then; others
complete the course over single intensive period. Often it is delivered on club
aircraft with the bare minimum of IFR instruments and navigation equipment.
Sometimes the instructors themselves hold an IMCR and many have minimal
experience of IFR flying outside the local training environment.
This may be perfectly satisfactory if your IMCR is intended to support your VFR
flying but may actually be a negative if your eventual aim is the IR.

Many pilots find that they can only really benefit from two 1.5 hours lessons a
day early in the course with these building to two somewhat longer lessons at
about the mid-point. Simulator work tends to be concentrated in the early part
of the course. Although instrument training is not very weather dependent it is
handy to have the simulator to fall back on if you do have fog or a day when the
freezing level is on the ground.

In other cases your instructor may be a highly experienced IR holder and your
IMCR will be a valuable basis for a future IR. Candidates need to be as clear as
possible about what they want from the rating and then select a school or ATO
that seems to match their aspirations. Really if you are fairly certain you want
an IR at some point it will pay dividends if you do your IMCR at an ATO
authorised for the CBM IR.

Typical EIR Course Structure
The rating throws up some challenges for the ATO. There is absolutely no doubt
here that your first port of call should be to the ATO. There are only 5 hours
that can be delivered by an independent instructor and you should definitely
agree at the outset the content and delivery of these five hours if that is what
you wish.

If you don’t understand something on the ground, then you are very
unlikely to understand it in the air!
Study of a new route or an unfamiliar instrument approach while at home
always pays dividends.

It is likely that at least three flights will be of two hours duration in order for
you to be given experience of airways flying and busy airspace. While this is
valuable experience it is not the time to be polishing basic IF skills.
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9. INSTRUMENT FLYING CORE SKILLS: FULL PANEL
There is nothing incredibly difficult about the individual skills needed to fly in
cloud. However, they become difficult when you need to combine them and
perhaps very difficult when you need to do so under some pressure. There is
also a real need to fly with more precision than is required of a VFR pilot. In
many circumstances the separation between aircraft is only 1000 ft. You are
sharing airspace with commercial transport aircraft containing passengers who
did not opt into any additional risk inherent in your sharing airspace with them.
Typically ATC systems will alarm if you are 300 ft. off your assigned altitude. You
must aim to never be more than a few feet off altitude without taking some
action to correct the deviation.

Even with these caveats it’s a huge step forward on trial and error. If you want
a cruise climb you might reduce Manifold pressure from maximum to 25 inches,
RPM from maximum to 2500, you pitch up a little more than 5 degrees and you
expect to see 120 knots IAS and about 600 ft. a minute climb. If it’s a hot day
you might need to add an inch of MP and as you get higher you will need to
gradually increase the MP and perhaps the RPM. Nothing is set in stone, but you
started out with a clear idea of what power and attitude were most likely to
work and subsequent adjustments are fine tuning, based on information from
your performance instruments. If the rate of climb is a little high and speed a
little low it is likely you have pitched up too much and maybe five degrees rather
than seven will be just right. When performance is exactly as you want it you
can fine-tune the trim and the aircraft will demand much less of your attention.

Firstly, you need to have a clear idea of what you want the aircraft to do, with
the power setting and pitch attitude most likely to deliver the desired result.
The typical VFR pilot‘s trial and error approach is simply inadequate. If you think
about it there are not many flight phases. You take off and climb with full power,
you might cruise climb, you cruise in level flight, you cruise descend, hold in level
flight and descend on an instrument approach. There are only six or seven
combinations of power setting and pitch attitude for you to memorise. They
aren’t going to work exactly in all circumstances. Aircraft weights and outside
temperatures may demand a fine adjustment. You will need to take
configuration into effect and consider whether you have flaps and gear up or
down.

So having set the power appropriately, you select an aircraft attitude
appropriate for the phase of flight, and you will get the performance you expect.

Power + Attitude = Performance
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9. INSTRUMENT FLYING CORE SKILLS: FULL PANEL

POWER + ATTITUDE = PERFORMANCE
PERFORMANCE

POWER

ATTITUDE
MP
ASI

AI Attitude

ALT

Airspeed
Indicator

Indicator

Altimeter

Manifold
Pressure

RPM
TC Turn
Coordinator

HSI
Horizontal
Situation
Indicator
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9. INSTRUMENT FLYING CORE SKILLS: FULL PANEL: SCAN

The key to smooth instrument flying is making many small corrections very
promptly. To do this you need to be able to take in the information from your
instruments in a systematic manner. The most important instrument by far
is the attitude indicator or artificial horizon. (These terms and their
abbreviations AI and AH are used interchangeably). If you want to fly straight
and level and the AI indicates this is being achieved then other performance
instruments, if not quite unnecessary, are certainly of secondary importance.
The most effective way of acquiring these data inputs is with a radial scan in
which your attention always returns to the central AI after a quick glance at
one other instrument. It is common to regard the other instruments as
having three levels of significance which change according to the phase of
flight. The AI is always the master, two others are primary in that their
information is important in confirming the desired performance and the
remaining one or two are secondary. This all sounds very complicated and
there is no need to memorize the combinations. The reality is that your scan
will develop naturally. In straight and level flight if your wings are level and
the AI bar is on the horizon line you will be level. You need to glance at your
altimeter to see that you are level at the desired altitude and your HSI to see
that you are flying straight in the desired direction.

Master

In these circumstances your airspeed is unlikely to change much unless your
power settings are incorrect so the ASI is secondary. It is surprisingly easy to
fixate and especially in the early stages of learning you simply must not do
this. For example setting a radio frequency might need three separate
actions, setting a couple of digits a time, consciously looking back to the AI
between each turn of the tuning knob.
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Primary

Secondary

Straight
and Level

AI

ALT, HSI

ASI

Level turn

AI

ALT, TC

HSI, ASI

Climbing &
descending

AI

HSI, ASI

ALT, TC

Climbing &
descending
turns

AI

ASI, TC

ALT, HSI

9. INSTRUMENT FLYING CORE SKILLS: FULL PANEL: STRAIGHT AND LEVEL
Straight and level flight

This seems quite ridiculous to an experienced VFR pilot, used to setting a
radio frequency almost without thinking, but it is certain if you do this in the
early stages of your IR training you will be dismayed at how quickly you will
deviate from your desired altitude and or heading.

ASI

If you are fortunate to watch a really skilled instrument pilot hand flying they
appear to be making almost no control inputs. The reality is that they are
making a huge number of inputs but they are of a very small magnitude and
made very promptly. There is never any steady state in instrument flying. If
everything is perfect now it will not be perfect in a few seconds. In a sense
you are better off being slightly off the desired level or heading but very
gently making a small correction. In that situation things can only get better
whereas if they are now perfect they can only get worse.

Secondary

TC
Secondary

Being in cloud does not change aerodynamics. If you turn you will tend to
descend so anticipate this with slight back pressure. Almost everything in
instrument flying happens at rate one, so get used to the picture the AI gives
when the bank angle is exactly right for your aircraft. Remember a rate one
bank angle is IAS /10 plus 7 so 19 degrees at 120 knots.

AI
Master
Instrument

ALT
Primary

HSI
Primary

Turning

Do not use the turn coordinator to judge a rate one turn. Firstly it is only
calibrated to rate one and if you bank beyond rate one it provides no
information. Secondly it is an unhelpful addition to your scan when the
information needed is available on the AI. It does however provide useful
information on whether the aircraft is in balance but this is a secondary
requirement.

ASI
Secondary

TC
Primary
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AI
Master
Instrument

HSI
Secondary

ALT
Primary

9. INSTRUMENT FLYING CORE SKILLS: FULL PANEL
For most climbs and descents a significant power change will be required. A
good approximation is that a change of one inch of manifold pressure (MP) or
100 RPM equates to a 100 ft. per minute change in rate of climb or descent. The
exception is on instrument approach procedures in some aircraft where
selecting flap and or gear down may achieve the desired performance without
any alteration to the engine power settings. It is source of great satisfaction to
an experienced pilot if on an ILS it is possible to be stable in level flight on the
localiser waiting for glide slope intercept and the only action needed to initiate
the descent is to drop the gear when the glide slope indicates one or half a dot
fly up. That pleasure lies in your instrument flying future.

You might reasonably question the split between primary and secondary in the
adjoining depictions. One might argue that going so slowly as to stall or so
quickly as to enter the yellow arc are both very undesirable and hence the ASI
warrants primarily attention. On the other hand it’s always desirable to be in
balance and for that you need the TC. The VSI is often regarded as a rather
skittish instrument and indeed in turbulence it can give false indications. That
said it does sometimes give the earliest indication of a departure from the
desired path.

The Extra 400 is an unusual pressurised Single Engine Piston (SEP) design using an innovative
Continental water cooled piston engine. Unfortunately it did not gain market traction and is relatively
rare. The design has been sold to China in its turbine engine version.
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9. INSTRUMENT FLYING CORE SKILLS: FULL PANEL CLIMB AND DESCEND
Climbing turn

Really this just reinforces earlier comments that the selective radial scan is a
valuable concept but it falls down somewhat at the detail level and the divisions
into primary and secondary are to some extent arbitrary. What is absolutely
unarguable is that the AI is the master instrument and you must never take your
eyes off it for more than a few seconds.
Climbing and descending turns just add a degree of complexity. The ideal in
instrument flying is to only do one thing at a time and here we are forced to do
two simultaneously or three if you count the power change. Adjust power,
change pitch and then bank. Of course as you gain experience the actions will
seem almost simultaneous but this order does work best. There is a tendency to
overbank so watch out for this.

ASI
Primary

AI
Master
Instrument

TC
Primary

HSI

VSI

Secondary

Secondary

That covers all the basic techniques you need to full panel IF. Now you need
lots of practice so you can deliver the skill test standard of +/- 100’ altitude and
+/- 5o on heading consistently.

Descending turn

It is absolutely basic to safe flying to be firm in your mind about whether you
are IFR or VFR.
•
•

ALT
Primary

AI

If VFR you look out and avoid hard objects.
If you are IFR you climb to a safe altitude and fly using your
instruments.

You might be in good visual conditions but in your mind you are IFR and you
play by that set of rules. A lot of pilots and their passengers die because
pilots think they will be OK on instruments for a few moments while they get
through this patch of cloud but their mind set has remained that of the VFR
pilot. Just as you cannot be a little bit pregnant you cannot be a little bit IFR.
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ASI
Primary

Master
Instrument

TC
Primary

HSI

VSI

Secondary

Secondary

ALT
Primary

9. INSTRUMENT FLYING CORE SKILLS: LIMITED PANEL
The skill test still features a seriously outdated concept of what constitutes the
minimum instrumentation that might be available to a pilot following some sort
of technical failure. The premise is that the aircraft has the traditional 6 round
dial display in which there is a single AI powered by vacuum. Failure of the
vacuum pump or indeed the AI itself will leave you with only the electrically
powered Turn Coordinator (TC) with which to keep you wings level or the angle
of bank under control. No pilot should fly seriously in IFR without a second
attitude indicator using an alternate power source. There are uncertified
portable attitude sources that are far superior to any certified TC. Many aircraft
have full or partial glass cockpits and they probably do not have a turn
coordinator at all. Their failure modes can be quite demanding in different ways,
perhaps with the need to initiate some less than intuitive button pushing to
activate an alternative display. So for the real world you must know what
powers your attitude data source, how it can fail and what you need to do in
those circumstances.

Straight and Level

Compass
Secondary

ALT
Primary

TC
Master
Instrumen
t

However, returning to the skill test, the assumption is that you are left with
nothing but the TC, the compass, a watch, altimeter and airspeed indicator. If
you train on a glass cockpit aircraft then you are required to do some flying in a
round dial simulator or aircraft and be tested on limited panel separately from
the main test in the glass cockpit aircraft. The first thing you need to do is cover
up the instruments that have ‘failed’. In a training aircraft there will be small
screens designed for this purpose but it worth having a rubber sucker designed
for this purpose or a few post it notes somewhere in the aircraft or your flight
bag in case this happens to you in the real world.
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9. INSTRUMENT FLYING CORE SKILLS LIMITED PANEL
With the AI and HSI failed, the turn coordinator becomes the Master
Instrument. The TC will indicate bank attitude only if the ball is centred. To
control pitch we use the ASI which reacts quickly to pitch changes. Since a
typical TC only reads to a maximum turn of rate one you need to ensure you
are not overbanked by very slightly reducing bank from time to time and
reapplying it as soon as the needle twitches away from the rate one mark.
This is a situation in which you really must only do one thing at a time. Never
attempt climbing or descending turns.

Climbing & Descending

ALT
Secondar
y

ASI
Primary

In theory it is possible to turn in a given direction using the compass and
knowledge of compass errors to anticipate or lag the desired heading. In
practice timed turns using rate one i.e. 3 degrees a second works better. Roll
into a rate one turn and start the timer. Increase back pressure slightly to
keep level by reference to the altimeter and VSI. When the time is up roll the
wings back level and allow things to stabilise for 5 seconds before looking at
the compass. If the heading is incorrect make very small corrections at much
less than rate one until you are within 5 degrees of the desired heading.
Although calculating the number of seconds needed is child's play sat in your
armchair at home it can seem a task that would challenge Einstein when
faced with the problem in the cockpit. All is not lost, there is an aid to
calculation at hand.

Compass
Secondar
y

TC
Master
Instrumen
t

Scan for level
timed turn

Timer
Secondar
y

Compass
Secondar
y

ALT
Primar
y

TC
Master
Instrumen
t
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9. INSTRUMENT FLYING CORE SKILLS: TIMED TURNS
Use a spare VOR indicator as an aid. Set the current heading using the
compass. Then note the desired heading as given by the instructor or
examiner. The shortest way to turn will be obvious. Each major division round
the indicator is 30 degrees and hence 10 seconds. The small divisions of 10
degrees can be approximated to 3 seconds.

Method for Calculating Timing
1. Read the compass and set the current
heading on the top marker of the RBI or VOR
indicator card
b
2. Note the desired heading, shortest distance
to it gives the direction of turn
c
Count the intervals from the top marker to the
desired heading
a

d

O

Allow 10 sec for every 30 and 3 sec for every 10
O

For example, a turn from 270 to 050

Turn the indicator to the desired final heading and start the turn and the timing
as previously described. It might seem unnecessary to put the desired heading
on the indicator but given the pressures of the situation it is remarkably easy
to forget where you are going especially if the turn is through a significant
number of degrees.

O

O

The final stage in this cruel and unusual punishment is at hand. This is recovery
from unusual attitudes while on limited panel. In the skill test these come in
two main varieties. Increasing airspeed or decreasing airspeed. In other words
you are approaching the stall or a tending towards entering a spiral dive. Since
your examiner wants to live to ripe old age it is unlikely that these will be very
extreme. He may or may not re-trim the aircraft and may or may not precede
the final manoeuvre with some confusing climbing or descending. He will
certainly do some clearing turns for look out.

Select 270 using OBS
a
c

a
b

d

Count
intervals of
O
O
30 and 10

The following diagram sets out the correct sequence of control inputs. While
you do not need, nor should you slam the throttle open or shut, neither do you
want to be tentative.
Adjust the throttle promptly to where its needs to be. Then roll the wings
level. The other actions will follow immediately but they must not be
simultaneous. In the fairly gentle manoeuvres used here, this may or may not
matter. It will matter very much if you are in a really steep spiral dive since
pulling back before taking off bank will simply steepen the spiral.

Identify 050 and
note it’s a turn
to the right

O

Time is 4 x 10sec (30 intervals) plus 2 x 3
O 1
Issue

sec (10 intervals) = 46 sec
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9. INSTRUMENT FLYING CORE SKILLS: UNUSUAL ATTITUDES
1

Check the ASI
ASI

ASI low and reducing

ASI high and increasing

Approach to Stall

4

5

2

APPLY FULL POWER

3

Centralise the ball
ROLL WINGS LEVEL

TC

2

CLOSE THROTTLES

3

Centralise the ball
ROLL THROUGH
WINGS LEVEL THEN
CHECK BACK

At higher speeds, it may be
necessary to roll through to a Rate 1
turn in the opposite direction, hold
that for 1 sec, then to roll wings level

Ease control column
FORWARD As ASI needle
changes direction, check
the control column back
Maintain heading &
height
Re-adjust power
Re-trim if reqd

Spiral Dive

ASI

TC

ALT
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4

Ease control column BACK
As ASI needle changes
direction, check the control
column forward

5

Maintain heading &
height
Re-adjust power
Re-trim if reqd

TC

ASI

TC

ALT

10. NAVIGATION AIDS: ADF
Although the NDB is being withdrawn from service and has largely disappeared
in the USA it is still in use in Europe and elsewhere worldwide. It also plays an
important, even disproportionate role in the skill test. The functions of the
various buttons are shown on the picture. The BFO is a function required to
identify an older form of beacon now rarely found. Since the instrument has
no visual means of indicating a failure such as the flag on a VOR indicator, it has
been customary to leave the aural identification which plays the Morse code
corresponding to the beacons name running quietly in the background. If you
have a two needle RMI and the GPS is also pointing at the NDB this is
unnecessary.

The many errors of the ADF system which you covered in the TK can be largely
ignored for skill test purposes. You can only follow the needle, but dip is an
important exception. There is a quite full explanation in a later chapter which
might be of interest in a geeky sort of way but you need make no effort to
remember it. Just keep in mind that the ADF needle in the turn is in error and
the needle always falls towards the lower wing.
The magnitude of the error is specific to each aircraft. Thus as you roll out of a
turn the needle will rise. When it has settled with the wings level it will then
give an accurate bearing. During your training if you have a two needle RMI
and the second needle is set to point at the same NDB using GPS then the
difference in the bearings will become obvious. You should not get to rely on
this as it is quite likely that the examiner will deselect the GPS and force you to
rely on the ADF. The techniques for dealing with dip will be covered in great
detail when we consider holds.
It is worth remembering that in the 1940’s and 1950’s pilots regularly flew NDB
approaches without DME in difficult terrain where an error of more than couple
of degrees in tracking could be fatal. Admittedly they tended to have big
instruments with much larger faces but accurate ADF tracking is possible and,
when mastered, is a surprisingly satisfying skill.
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10. NAVIGATION AIDS: VOR
A VOR produces 360 radials. Remember that radials are always measured from
a VOR. You fly heading of 360 degrees along the 180 radial if you are south of
the VOR. You don’t need to remember how to calculate the range of the beacon
but do recall it’s greater if you are higher. If you are low down and there is no
usable signal terrain is the probable reason. The HSI is the most common way
to present VOR indications and the likely signal source will be a Garmin GPS
Nav/Com. This combination is illustrated and explained on the following page.

The indicator may be combined with an ILS indicator (as in this illustration) or
display a VOR / localiser only.
It is relatively rare in Europe to be asked to intercept a specific VOR radial. This
might be needed as part of a departure or arrival procedure but in normal
circumstances you will be flying
these with an RNAV system. For
historical reasons it is much more
common in the USA for clearances
to involve radial intercepts and it is
also common to be given an enroute hold using a VOR radial.

The deviation needle indicates the displacement from the selected radial. Each
dot of the scale represents 2 degrees. Conversely if you wish to establish which
radial you are on; centre the deviation needle by turning the OBS knob (Omni
Bearing Selector).
SID - Select Identify and Display applies, as it does with all navigation aids. It is
hard to over-emphasise this process. It is very easy to select a frequency,
identify the aid and then completely forget to select or adjust any buttons or
dials needed to display the required information. A VOR provides the usual
aural Morse Code identifier. In rare cases this may be combined with an airfield
ATIS.
Depending on any ATO operating procedures, you may be able to confirm the
VOR selection by cross reference to a GPS independently pointing at the same
location. A VOR may, in older avionics installations, may be displayed on a
standalone instrument with the signal originating from a separate Nav/Com.
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The Course Deviation Indicator
(CDI) or HSI (Horizontal
Situation Indicator) is used to
display
VOR
navigation
information.



The Omni Bearing Selector (OBS) is used to select the required radial.



The TO/FROM flags show whether the radial selected will take you to or
from the station and the deviation bar moves over a scale of dots 2° apart.

10. NAVIGATION AIDS: VOR INSTRUMENTATION
Using the VOR, we can identify which radial we are on, and also intercept and
track a radial. To find out what radial from a VOR you are on

In this example, the aircraft is on the 180 radial from the VOR. An
exact fix can be found by tuning to another VOR in range and seeing
where the 2 radials cross.

1. Tune and identify the beacon
2. Rotate the OBS to centralise the needle with the FROM flag showing
3. Read the radial above the course pointer (HSI) or at the top of the
instrument (CDI)

Active VOR freq

Standby VOR
frequency

Nav source
annunciator

Freq toggle
Freq select

Nav source
selector
The VOR transmits directionally coded radials,
in a pattern like the spokes of a wheel

Course
pointer

HDG bug
Deviation
needle
To/From flag, in
From position

OBS knob

HDG bug
setting knob

In a modern aircraft, a GPS NAV/COM unit
may provide both Radio and GPS navigation
signals. It is important that the ‘Display’ item
in the “S-I-D” check includes the appropriate
switches and annunciators, to ensure the
correct source is being displayed on the
instrument

Compass card
slaved to master
flux compass
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10. NAVIGATION AIDS: DME
The DME provides the slant distance between the ground station and the
aircraft. In most circumstances the error is ignored but it can cause confusion
if compared with the GPS distances to the same point. SID applies and the aural
identification of DME is particularly irritating as it occurs only every 30 seconds.
There is no volume control so an aural ident involves listening to what can be
quite noisy and distracting hissing. Subject to your ATO procedures a cross
check may be possible by using GPS. Although DME is much less essential given
the prevalence of GPS it still forms an important part of most ILS approaches
and it can be useful on an RNAV approach where typically the GPS will count
down to the next waypoint rather than the runway’s threshold.

There might be a standalone receiver with its own
display or there might be a small remote display in
the main instrument panel with a receiver located
remotely somewhere in the aircraft.
In the immediate vicinity of the transmitter the DME may ‘drop out’ and display
no information or some rapidly changing number. This is typically only when
the aircraft is overhead or almost overhead the beacon and is not a serious
problem.
While a DME is most often collocated with a VOR or ILS this is not always the
case and charts must be carefully studied as misunderstanding the meaning of
an indicated distance can have very serious consequences.

The switching on the DME can offer remote channelling from other navigation
boxes. This can lead to confusion as to which DME is selected and there is an
argument for limiting frequency selection to direct entry on the dedicated DME
receiver.
Aircraft equipment presentation varies.
Display

Turn to the left numbers decreasing turn to the right numbers
increasing. This is handy in all sorts of situations where you have to turn
using the compass or when doing taxi checks. On the ground it’s easy but
when under pressure it’s another matter. If you are in a left turn in a hold
and you want to know when there are 60 degrees to go for an inbound
track of 092 its left turn, numbers decreasing so it must be 092 plus 60
=152.

3 position function switch for remote tuning (RMT), frequency display
(FREQ) and Groundspeed/Time-to-station display (GS/T)
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10. NAVIGATION AIDS: GPS

It is difficult to know at what level to pitch the explanation of GPS. For decades
pilots have suffered with theoretical knowledge exams packed with details on
the functioning of their instruments and systems. 90% of this detail has minimal
value in the real world but the residual 10% means that pilots and indeed
readers of this book can reasonably be expected to have a common core of
slightly woolly knowledge on the functioning of the VOR or the ADF. Authors
can therefore restrict their comments to a few operational details and hints
certain that a basic underpinning understanding will exist.
This is not the case with GPS. Its reliability and relative simplicity of operation
seems to negate any need to really understand. At the time of writing there
was an excellent You Tube video in which a harassed stewardess tries to justify
the ban on mobile phones in commercial aircraft by logical answers to
reasonable and logical questions from the passengers. In the end, defending
the indefensible, she loses control and screams that aircraft fly by magic. They
are all together in a 50 ton rubbish skip that flies by magic, so just don’t mess
with the magic.

Putting the HSI in ARC mode
makes the wealth of detail
easier to read perhaps at the
expense of the orientation
provided by the 360 degree
view.

Most of these relate to the subtleties of the various GPS approach types and
the automatic actions of the GPS navigators and will be dealt with under RNAV
approaches. However there are few more general system characteristics which
need to be understood.

Having heard, and indeed given, many explanations to aspiring PPL’s of how an
aircraft flies, which owe as much to magic as to real physics I have sympathy
with this view. The first draft of this section had 15 pages but I came to the
conclusion that no one needed to care about the structure of the navigation
message or that the WGS 84 map datum is 100 meters east of Greenwich and
the UK OS map meridian is 6 meters west. It’s all magic. It’s even free magic.
Just believe it works. However, this does not mean it’s okay to be ignorant of
certain operational precautions and procedures which enable pilots to access
the magic.

GPS is incredibly accurate but it still has errors. More modern WAAS (Wide Area
Augmentation System) boxes have the ability to see more satellites and thus
identify satellites that are in error and tell the pilot if their accuracy is
inadequate for effective navigation. Sometimes they only allow the pilot to fly
an approach appropriate to the degree of accuracy available at that given time
and location. Earlier Non WAAS GPS navigators required a mathematical
calculation known as RAIM (Receiver Integrity Autonomous Monitoring) to
ensure that satellite coverage at the destination at the intended time of arrival
would be adequate. The GPS units have this functionality themselves or there
is a tool freely available on the internet (http://Augur.ecacnav.com) so the
calculation can be done in advance.
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10. NAVIGATION AIDS: GPS
For skill test purposes you must carry out RAIM checks if your GPS
is non WAAS. In the real world, in most circumstances, no one
bothers because the risk of inadequate performance is very small
in most locations and the likelihood of serious consequences even
smaller. One caveat - in aviation you must always have a plan B.
If you are flying somewhere in poor weather and an RNAV (Area
Navigation) approach is your only option then you are entering into
a high risk activity and a RAIM calculation becomes a worthwhile
mitigation. Also there are a very few areas of the world where poor
GPS performance is more likely and this is often marked on the
approach plate.
The RNAV approach is defined by a whole series of legs and path
terminators. Two terminators which pilots should understand are
‘fly by’ and ‘fly over’ waypoints. For fly by waypoints the GPS
calculates the point at which the turn should be commenced.
Perhaps counter intuitively this kind of waypoint provides a more
consistent path than a fly over waypoint and it is the preferred type
used in most situations.

FLY-BY WAYPOINT

ICAO symbol

Jeppesen symbol

Note: Jeppesen sometimes depict the curved fly-by
track, sometimes the two straight tracks are joined
under the fly-by symbol

FLY-OVER WAYPOINT

Jeppesen symbol

There are very few occasions when ATC needs to hear your RT
call this second. Your aircraft very often needs your control
inputs this second. Everyone has heard Aviate - Navigate Communicate, but somehow candidates seem desperate to
make radio calls at the expense of controlling their aircraft.
Try to get into the habit of never making an RT call without
one extra quick scan of your instruments.
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ICAO symbol

10. NAVIGATION AIDS: GPS
However, the first fix in a missed approach procedure is usually a fly over waypoint
and they are also needed in GPS overlays of existing procedures based on terrestrial
aids.

Fly-By
Turn is a Rate 1
curved path
tangential to both
the inbound and
outbound track

While GPS is exceptionally accurate and reliable it does have errors. Your GPS
receiver will display these on one of its auxiliary pages. WAAS receivers will go one
stage further and take account of the current level of accuracy to limit the types of
RNAV approaches that it will allow. This is considered further when we look at GPS
approaches.
This concept of consistent controlled tracks is at the heart of the future of airspace
management. The idea is that aircraft will be able to fly curved tracks and be
separated by reduced distances because their navigation systems will be able to
guarantee their position more accurately. The systems will also be able to warn the
pilot if the assumed accuracy is downgraded. Lest you think that this is of little
interest or even impossible for general aviation, we have been flying DME arcs for
some years and current GPS units are capable of generating offset tracks. In the
future a clearance of the type fly point A to B offset five miles to the west in order
to overtake slower traffic may well be common.

trajectory more consistent and
controlled

Fly-Over

The OBS function on the GPS is one of the most useful and least used functions.
Providing you have your GPS fixed in the 0.3 NM scale you have ILS localiser like
accuracy and a magenta line to any point you choose to define or select from
the data base.
You can use it to guide a cloud break to an airfield with no instrument approach
procedure. You can use it to define the inbound leg of a hold or any leg of an
IAP perhaps effectively creating a GPS overlay for an NDB DME approach. You
must definitely use a fixed 0.3 scale or guidance will not be precise enough for
these purposes. Normally the GPS would become more accurate if a charted
procedure was loaded and flown but since no procedure has been loaded it will
remain in its en route scale.
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Turn consists of
roll-in, Rate 1
turn, roll-out and
intercept
elements

Trajectory less consistent and
controlled

10. NAVIGATION AIDS: PBN – PERFORMANCE BASED NAVIGATION
PBN (Performance Based Navigation) is confusing. It is still in the final stages of
its development and is not exactly a navigation aid. Nevertheless it will come
to impact increasingly on general aviation so some explanation is warranted.

If you are still following this you should probably get out more. If for some
inexplicable reason you want to understand the detail there is an excellent book
from PPL IR Europe titled ‘PBN Manual’. It is the only source of detailed
information on this topic written with a GA IFR perspective. It is also available
as a free download to members

We are familiar with the concept of RNAV, area navigation rather than point to
point navigation using ground based beacons. You can still see boxes in older
aircraft that enabled a VOR to be notionally relocated to some point defined by
a radial and a distance. Then came Loran and now GPS.

The general principle that you need to understand is that the future is in more
flexible routings allied to much tighter and more predictable navigation
performance. To follow these you will need a GPS navigator that is certified to
provide the functions appropriate to the desired navigational accuracy. As a
pilot you will be required to be qualified to use this equipment.

RNAV became a generic term for area navigation and was gradually replaced by
concept of PBN Performance Based Navigation of which RNAV is a subset. The
other component is RNP Required Navigation Performance. This can be
thought of as the scales in a typical Garmin GPS: En-route/oceanic 5 NM,
terminal 1 NM and 0.3 NM. It is the lateral accuracy that an aircraft can be
expected to maintain relative to a desired path for 95% of the time. RNAV does
not require on board performance monitoring and alerting but RNP does.

Commercial aircraft may use other navigation system to achieve the same end.
You will see mention of DME/DME or baro aiding on approach plates. However,
for general aviation the only navigation data source will be GPS.
In the future, TK for the ATPL and the IR will include some PBN topics. There is
likely to be a requirement for current pilots to demonstrate their competence
in this area, possibly by a short distance learning course. (See EASA NPA 201325 for more detail)

In Europe in the late 90s BRNAV was adopted for en route operations. You may
find that the GPS in your aircraft has a specific approval for BRNAV in its flight
manual supplement. This later became known as RNP 5. In early 2000 PRNAV
arrived, precision RNAV approximately equating to RNAV 1. Again slightly
simplistically this can be thought of as the 5 mile and I mile scales of your GPS.

Another nomenclature is emerging which relates to the classification of
approaches. Traditionally these were precision (e.g. ILS) or non-precision (e.g.
NDB DME). In the future they will be 3D or 2D, which is three or two
dimensional. An example of a three dimensional approach is an LPV approach
while and LNAV approach is two dimensional. This is considered further in
Chapter 15.
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10. GPS EQUIPMENT FUNCTIONALITY
As explained WAAS (Wide Area Augmentation System) improves accuracy and
adds redundancy to GPS navigation. More properly this is the North American
regional system and only one of several Space Based Augmentation Systems
(SBAS). Europe has its own EGNOS. Other parts of the world have, or are
developing, their own systems. While reluctant to subject readers to this
tsunami of acronyms you will find it possible to select and deselect them in the
auxiliary pages of your GPS unit and you will find reference to SBAS rather than
WAAS in various official publications.

It is beyond the scope of this book to consider the detail operation of the many
types and brands of GPS receiver, although Garmin is undoubtedly the market
leader. They can be thought of as coming in three broad categories.



Non SBAS systems are adequate for en route navigation but possibly not for
approaches. You may find them placarded BRNAV use only. Legal use of GPS
requires three elements:





Firstly a GPS unit approved for the required task.
Secondly, an up to date data base.
Thirdly appropriate certification in the aircraft flight manual.

The fully integrated glass panel such as the G1000 normally only available
as initial equipment.
A standalone panel mounted GPS unit often found as a combined
navigation and communication unit. This unit outputs data to either a
traditional round indicator or some aftermarket glass pilot flight display
such as the Aspen or Sandell.
Finally there are uncertified hand held units either aviation specific or
nowadays more commonly an iPad running aviation applications.

Even these distinctions are blurring as Garmin offer aftermarket installations
that have very similar capabilities to the original equipment glass cockpits.
Increasingly panel mount equipment can talk to hand held equipment so for
example it is possible to develop a flight plan on an I Pad and then load it into a
panel mount receiver.

This third element is often lacking. In the real world some may take a relaxed
attitude to this but you may find that an examiner or some inspector doing a
ramp check will see things quite differently. There is a possible fourth factor in
that in some states the crew also need to be qualified in order to fly certain types
of approach. This is not the case in the UK but is in Germany and Sweden. In
the near future EASA is likely to impose a common standard which may well
require some training for existing, as well as new, instrument pilots.

This huge increase in capability has brought with it a matching increase in
complexity. Boxes may be duplicated, can have very different capabilities
depending on the options purchased and the configurations selected first by the
installer and secondly by the pilot. The capabilities and procedures needed by
identical avionics may differ when installed in different models of aircraft and
may also differ in the way they interact with different autopilots or other
avionics. It is very unwise to depart into IMC in an unfamiliar aircraft with
complex avionics even if one is familiar with an apparently similarly equipped
aircraft.
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10. GPS UNITS FUNCTIONALITY
These comments are restricted to units manufactured in the last decade. Earlier
units may be quite capable but some had unique operating logic and often did
not provide a moving map.

Flight Plans
All units enable flight plans to be entered. The simplest of all plans is the direct
to function. Usually this is a dedicated button that offers a course to a VOR,
airfield, intersection or user defined waypoint. A button usually labelled flight
plan enables a whole route to be entered and the unit will then sequence
through the route automatically. The exact way of inputting waypoints varies
and there are subtleties to certain inputs. For example in some units if you enter
the destination and then an approach procedure the unit will think that you
want to go to the airfield before commencing the procedure and this may not
be the case. You really do need to study, what is often a very large and daunting
manual, carefully. The good news is that for most pilots 70% of the manual will
concern irrelevant, or little used features, which can be ignored at least in the
early stage of ownership.

Maps
All units provide a map which provides the aircrafts location and lines indicating
the aircraft planned route or loaded instruments approach procedure. They also
provide a wide range of configurable data including ground speed, track, bearing
and time to the selected waypoint etc. The size and resolution of the screen
varies. There is usually the option of de-cluttering the screen since they are
capable of displaying far more information that than can be legibly displayed at
any given scale.
The maps can be configured in track up or north up mode. The author is of the
firm opinion that North up works best in order to be consistent with charts and
maps, but there are equally firm advocates of operating in track up.

Another dedicated key will enable procedures to be entered. These will cover
SIDS, STARS and approaches. In theory at least the data base will hold every
possible approach for the area of coverage you have purchased. In reality this
may not be exactly true and there can be discrepancies between the approaches
you expect to be available and those actually on the data base.

Data Input
In the past this was by means of rotating knobs and physical buttons. Some
buttons and knobs changed function according to the selected operational
mode. More modern units are tending towards input with touch screens
although almost all retain the ability to input the most used data with rotating
knobs and physical buttons.

OBS mode
OBS derives from the Omni Bearing Selector function on a VOR indicator. Most,
if not all, GPS unit have this function and then a linked indicator can be rotated
to in effect provide a track line to or from any defined point. If you chose to fix
the GPS unit in its largest scale, normally 0.3 NM you have localiser like accuracy
lateral guidance available to any point you are able to enter as direct to
waypoint. This is an incredibly useful and often underutilised function.
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10. PORTABLE GPS EQUIPMENT
It is perhaps unfortunate that in IR training portable equipment is assumed not
to exist whereas in the real world it is often the most used means of navigation.

It has also become the de facto source of NOTAM information. This is displayed
both graphically and in list form either along a route or around a given
aerodrome. Air Nav Pro is perhaps not quite so feature rich but can display ICAO
national charts in most of the available formats and scales. Some pilots find the
familiar format helpful and there is a level of reliable detail that other mapping
cannot really equal.

While its capabilities are impressive it is not without its own problems. Laptops
and iPads do lock up, have flat batteries and overheat. Pilots do get drawn into
the mechanics of manipulating the machine and lose focus on flying the aircraft.
There are a number of applications that provide a map with the aircraft current
position continuously displayed plus a host of ancillary features. These can be a
great help to situational awareness but they can also contribute to a mind-set
that is not entirely VFR or IFR. Pilots can easily be drawn into flying without
adequate visibility at altitudes much lower than would normally be the case
because they can see the terrain on the tablets screen. Some of the applications
have tremendous flexibility and can be configured to only show airspace within
a certain distance horizontally or vertically. They can offer weekend modes and
remove all the restricted airspace that is only active at the weekends. This is fine
till you forget on a subsequent flight the parameters you set up and
subsequently fly at a level or in circumstances in which you infringe restricted
airspace that is no longer shown.

I was approaching a fairly large overseas airfield new to me and
was intending to rely on a tablet to navigate the rather complex
route to the GA parking area. On short finals it informed me it
was overheating and shutting down. Fortunately my pilot
passenger had a copy of the paper chart and we were able to
comply with the taxi instruction without embarrassment.

Jeppesen have recently come rather late to the market with a VFR product but
they are best known for Jepp FD a well establish IFR application. This is not a
particularly versatile tool but what it does it does well. It provides georeferenced airways charts both low and high level. It can also display georeferenced approach plates and airport diagrams. SIDS and STARS are included
but not geo-referenced. Jeppesen is a very expensive product but is the only
game in town if you want consistent presentation of charts and plates
worldwide. Unfortunately their administration is not of the best but once you
have struggled through the minefield that is their order and accounts system the
product itself performs well.

None of this is to disparage a number of excellent products. Rubbish in - rubbish
out still applies and pilot error can now take new forms. There is no intention
here to review or explain the operation of commercial products in depth.
However, some brief comments on the tools presently available and broad
indications of their strengths and weaknesses may be worthwhile. Sky Demon
has become the leading VFR moving map application.
It is primarily a VFR tool but can display airways and IFR intersections. Its very
flexibility opens it up to pilot induced issues.
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The Route You Plan and the Route You Fly
These Sky Demon prints from real flights clearly show how a flight plan is just your
entry ticket into the IFR system and not necessarily the route you will fly. The
magenta is the flight planned track and the beige the track actually flown. The
generally Easterly route towards Ostend was quite direct as filed but in reality
tactical vectoring resulted in a wide anti clockwise diversion round the heart of the
London TMA. This is because, at typical general aviation aircraft cruising levels of
around FL90, there are potential conflicts with commercial traffic being vectored
out of the holding stacks for approaches at Heathrow and Gatwick. On the other
hand the route to Caen as generated by the routing engine and filed is awkward
and circuitous. In reality, in the fairly empty airspace South and West of London
ATC are able to be helpful and give more direct routings.

In general it is not worth a lot of effort trying to optimise a flight plan
route. ATC are generally proactive in getting you where you want to
go to, by the most direct route available. You can always ask for a
more direct routing yourself however as you gain experience you will
begin to understand more of the issues from an ATC perspective and
get a sense of whether such a request is likely to be granted.
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11. TRACKING: SINGLE NEEDLE
There is something pleasingly simple and intuitive about a needle that points at
somewhere you want to go. That said, winds introduce difficulties and
subtleties. If all you do is follow the needle blindly you will end up at the NDB or
RNAV waypoint but you will follow a circular route and get there when you are
head to wind. Tracking is about adopting a wind corrected heading to ensure
that you get where you want from the direction you wanted. We will
concentrate on the NDB since if you can NDB track the GPS will be easy. We will
also assume you are using an RMI, i.e. an indicator that has a remote heading
source. It is perfectly possible to track accurately using a Relative Bearing
Indicator (RBI) where you have to consider that instrument in relation to the
heading shown by a separate DI. However, it is much, much harder and you
would be ill advised to place this burden on yourself for the purpose of a skill
test. The RMI can come with a single needle or a two needle presentation. The
single needle is sometimes linked only to the ADF and sometimes switchable
between the ADF and a VOR or GPS. For the purposes of considering basic
tracking we will ignore dip as it affects the ADF. This will be considered in great
detail when discussing ADF holds.
As with most instrument flying small corrections made very promptly and often
are the secret of success. Nowhere is this more true than in single needle
tracking. The round dial, two needle RMI, is a superior presentation to that of
modern glass cockpits where the needles are often quite hard to see accurately
amongst the mass of data presented on the electronic HSI. This is of little
importance in real world flying where accurate single needle tracking is rarely
needed.
It matters very much for the skill test and if you are using a glass cockpit you
should give careful consideration to the degree to which you can de-clutter the
PFD (Pilot Flight Display) to make the head or tail of the needle as visible as
possible.

This isolated building CB is not an issue while you can see and avoid
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11. TRACKING: SINGLE NEEDLE WITH AN RMI
The RMI typically has a yellow arrowhead heading reference. The needle with
the two bars is linked to the ADF and the single bar needle is switchable between
the VOR and the GPS. The head of needle displays the QDM and the tail the QDR.

Aircraft magnetic
heading reference

ASI
2ndry

AI
Master
Instrument

ALT
Primary

RMI

1

TC
2ndry

2

It is not necessarily intuitive to know the direction in which to turn to make the
needle do what you want it to. Going to the beacon if the needle is left of where
you want turn left if right of where you want it to be turn right. You can think of
this as pushing the needle where you want it to be but thinking ‘needle left go
left’ and ‘needle right go right’ works better for many pilots. Things get a little
harder when tracking away from the beacon.

RMI
Primary

Last summer the weather was marginal VFR but we went (with me as
PIC) anyway since the forecast indicated we could fly VFR and with my
IFR ticket I felt pretty comfortable. Half way, the ceiling started to go
down to 500’. I had the choice of making a 180 or continuing. I checked
the ATIS at an airport along the route and the ceiling was much better.
I asked ATC for an IFR clearance and climbed to 3000’ where it was
VMC. We continued the route for 10 minutes until we found a hole
and descend again to 1000’ AGL and could complete our mission VFR.
No drama, just more options and great fun. This worked out fine but
the VFR mind-set never changed. It could have been a different story.

You can look at the head in which case the sense remains the same but most
people find it easier to use the tail which points where you are going but then
think in terms of pulling or dragging the tail to the required heading.
The Scan is modified when using the RMI in that the HSI can be disregarded to
some extent and minor changes made using the RMI alone. However this should
not be taken too far and major heading changes are still referenced by the bug
on the HSI.
A number of examples illustrating this concept follow.
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11. TRACKING: SINGLE NEEDLE TECHNIQUE
Illustration of “pushing the head” and
“pulling the tail” of the needle

•
•

Heading 090, QDM 075
Desired track is QDM 120
1

Using this understanding of how the needle
moves on any given heading, a suitable
intercept heading to achieve a desired QDM or
QDR may be determined (see examples)

2

•
•

Track Intercept example 1
1. Identify current QDM: 075
2. Note desired QDM change (in the
shortest direction): needle head needs to

Heading 035
QDM 075 being “pushed“ to
120
4

O

3

be pushed right by 45
3. Determine the intercept heading (eg.
O

60 ) referenced from the desired QDM in
the opposite direction to the QDM
change. If that is close to the current
QDM (needle won’t be pushed enough),
O

use a larger intercept (eg. 90 )
4. Turn on to intercept heading (eg. 120O

PULL

Similarly, the tail of the needle is “pulled” around
the compass card towards the heading reference

090 = 030)

•
•

Heading 035, QDR 255
Desired track is QDR 180

3

One can imagine the small orange
reference airplane in the centre of the
RMI moving forward, and the needle,
pointing to its fixed ground station,
thus being pushed around
•
•

Heading 120
QDR 255 being “pulled“ to180
4

O

3. Determine the intercept heading (eg. 60 )
referenced from the desired QDM and in the
same direction as the QDM change required
(left in this case)
O

1

4. Turn on to intercept heading (180-060 =120)
2

Heading 080, QDM 060
Desired track is QDM 080
1

In still air and on any given heading (other
than directly to or from the beacon) the head
of the needle will always be “pushed” around
the compass card away from the aircraft
heading reference

•
•

1. Identify current QDR: 255
2. Note direction of desired QDR: needle tail
needs to be pulled left

339 BIA

Aircraft
heading
reference

Track Intercept example 2

2

Track Correction example
1. Identify current QDM: 060
2. Note desired QDM change: needle head

3

O

needs to be pushed right by 20
3. Determine the intercept heading as twice
the QDM change in the opposite
O

direction (ie. 40 left turn) referenced
from the desired QDM.
4. Turn on to intercept heading (080-040
= 040)

O

(Correct in the same direction as the QDR change when
tracking the needle tail)
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•
•

Heading 040
QDM 060 being “pushed“ to 080
4

11. TRACKING: SINGLE NEEDLE INTERCEPTS
Note that in the previous examples you will never achieve the desired track if,
after adopting your intercept heading that heading is not on the opposite side
of the ADF needle to the desired track. This typically happens when the
candidate takes up an inadequate intercept. Since the turn was in the correct
direction things don’t get worse very quickly but they cannot improve. In a
situation such as the hold, where a prompt intercept is required, this is
sometimes an irrecoverable error.
The final two illustrations cover the case where you wish to intercept a given
track to or from a beacon. Orientation is fairly easy as the needle gives a direct
indication of the beacons location. It is less obvious what intercept angle will
work best and at what stage to start the turn to take up the track. The
illustrations give the classic explanation of how to do this but with a little
experience you will develop a sense of what is needed.
If you are way off the desired track you can start with a large intercept, even 90
degrees, but reduce this promptly according to the speed at which the needle
moves trying to be at 20 or 30 degrees when getting close to the point at which
you wish to turn onto the desired track. Try to anticipate the wind and especially
if it is strong roll out on a drift corrected heading. Err on the side of being
upwind. It can be very hard to get back on track from a seriously downwind
position.
When you get close to the beacon, say anything less than a mile, the needle can
get very ‘twitchy’. Don’t ignore it completely but don’t in any circumstances
chase it. Make small corrections in the indicated direction and when very close
just hold the current heading till you pass over the beacon.

A nice day but a VFR rated pilot might wonder about the development of
a more solid overcast further along the route.
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11. TRACKING: SINGLE NEEDLE TO AN NDB
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11. TRACKING: SINGLE NEEDLE FROM AN NDB
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11. TRACKING: USING A CROSS POINTER
Keep in mind the basics, if the cross pointer (also known as a beam bar) is left of
the desired track go left if its right go right. Don’t do this blindly or you will just
go round in a circle as shown in the following examples. Using your HSI, bug the
intercept heading you think will work. Fly that heading and assess the effect it is
having.

Keep in mind that VOR tracking is less accurate; its scale varies with distance
from the VOR and it is subject to more errors than GPS. If you follow our advice
then your GPS will be permanently set on the largest scale of 0.3 NM and this
will be constant no matter how far you are from the waypoint. This might
involve you in a little more workload to stop the cross pointer reaching full scale
deflection but if you track accurately all the time maintaining the localiser will
become second nature.

For me, my very first taste of IFR was on my sixth (PPL) flying lesson. We were
due to do slow flight and stalling exercises. The cloud base was far too low for
that, but I wanted to fly, so we went anyway. I levelled off at 2,000 feet whilst
the instructor got on the radio to negotiate a radar service from a nearby
airfield. He then suggested a further climb. What about the cloud? It’ll be
fine… just fly straight. So up we went.

Tracking away from a point is less intuitive than tracking towards it but the
principal is identical. While you will get plenty of practice during your training
VORs are relatively little used in day to day IFR flying in Europe. This is less true
in the USA where instrument approaches still have waypoints identified by a
VOR radial. It is good practice to always have something useful on every box and
there may well come a time when the GPS goes blank and you will be glad you
had a VOR set up and ready to go.

I distinctly remember tensing up immediately prior to entering the cloud. A
large knot grew deep in the pit of my stomach. I didn’t quite know what to
expect, but climbing toward the cloud seemed a very unnatural act.
Both hands gripped the yoke tightly as the first milky wisps enveloped the
aircraft. My eyes were glued to the attitude indicator and my hands began to
sweat. Which way was up? Without the instruments I really couldn’t tell.
Although I felt uncomfortable, our attitude remained rock solid. Gradually the
cloud seemed to get lighter and suddenly, without any real warning, we broke
out into the most spectacularly clear sky with only a cotton-wool blanket of
cloud beneath us as far as the eye could see. In that very instant I was hooked.
Your instructor will repeat this to you a hundred times. ‘Bug it fly it’. The
heading bug is one of the simplest and most useful aids in your instrument
panel. The examples use a VOR but the principles are valid when using a GPS.
A moving map makes it easier to see what you are trying to achieve. You don’t
have to form a mental picture from the raw data.
GPS is incredibly reliable but it can and does fail so you should still understand
how to manage without that helpful picture.

Details matter and help in the skill test. This approach
plate Is marked up with useful headings without
obscuring any of the published information.
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11. TRACKING: TO A VOR
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11. TRACKING: FROM A VOR
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Slot Delays
As you start flying to more distant locations you are likely to encounter slots. These come in two main varieties.
Airfields may have departure and/or arrival slots. This is because they are busy and they simply cannot accept ad hoc departures so there is a
system in place for pre booking an arrival or a departure. You will need to read the airfields entry in flight guides to find out what is required. If
you use a handling agent (and in some larger airfields handling is compulsory) they are likely to deal with this on your behalf.
The other kind of slot is based on predictions of ‘traffic jams’ en route. ATC computers look at your flight plan and predict the problem
locations. They work back to your ‘off blocks’ time and amend this to eliminate the problem. Of course the calculation made is imperfect and it
will certainly be imperfect if you have put unrealistic information in your flight plan.
The unwary pilot may not use any online service or speak to local ATC/Flight briefing before they get in their aircraft. They will only discover
they have a problem when they call for start. This may leave them in the position of being stuck in their aircraft unable to get back landside
with a considerable delay ahead of them. Then without a hand held radio you will be risking flattening your batteries as you will not want to
remain out of ATC contact in case your allocated slot time is improved.
If you use one of the more feature rich on line filing systems they will text you with any delays. This means you can at least sit in the airport
café having a coffee or even reconsider your plans if there is a long delay. Perhaps, most typically, you will be texted with a delay of 30 or 40
minutes a few hours before your Estimated Off Blocks Time (EOBT). As departure time approaches you might get three or four texts each one
improving on the delay or even eliminating it altogether. Presumably the ATC computers update their estimates as some flights are cancelled or
departure times change.
There is no coordination between en route slots and departure slots. You might therefore face a situation in which an en route delay will cause
you to miss your departure slot. There is, as far as we are aware, no good answer to this. Speaking to ATC if you are in the aircraft, or to the
airport slot allocation official if you are still landside, is the best you can do.
One final note of caution. Be wary of bringing forward a departure if you think en route slots are likely. In reality you cannot bring a plan
forward, you are cancelling and refilling. You may lose the place in the system you had been allocated and your new departure time may now
involve you in a long delay. Unless for some reason you have the opportunity to leave significantly earlier than planned, it might be best to live
with the timings you have, rather than risk embroiling yourself in a new delay.
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12. CHECKLISTS
Introduction
For items like the power checks or the pre take off checks you can read
directly from the aircraft specific checklist or if you are experienced on type
use a flow going round the cockpit in a logical manner considering and setting
each piece of equipment. Then you can use the list after the event to confirm
nothing has been missed.

Checks form a very important part of the instrument flying skill set. Pilots will
obviously have encountered checks as part of their basic PPL training but
these are entirely inadequate for IF. This is one aspect of your training which
costs nothing but personal effort. If you don’t really thoroughly learn your
checks at the outset and understand their purpose in prompting action and
forward planning at every stage of a flight you are shooting yourself in the
foot. Your flight training will not progress as smoothly as it should and you
will waste expensive flight, simulator and instructor time

The emergencies involve some memory items and some responses which are
just common sense. As and when time allows the list can be consulted to
make sure nothing has been missed. The list should definitely be consulted
for unusual events such as emergency gear lowering or cross feeding when
the sequence of actions may not be obvious and in general there is no need
to act with haste.

Use of checklists
There will be a check list specific to your aircraft type laid out in the POH or
flight manual by the manufacturer. In reality almost all light singles and twins
can use the same checklist except for some speeds and a very limited number
of systems such as emergency gear lowering which tends to be type specific.
Unfortunately over the years check lists used in skill tests have become rather
bloated and typically trickle down from the airline environment where they
were designed for use in a two crew cockpit. They operate in a challenge
response mode and are really not very suitable for single pilot operation.
Often the checks happen in a slightly different order according to
circumstances and it is necessary to run a list more than once to be sure all
items have been completed. The following system has been developed for
use at Rate One Aviation. It has a very limited number of mnemonics which
cover the essentials in every aircraft including the larger more complex twins.
The idea is to complete the actions as and when needed and then run the
checklist from memory to confirm that nothing has been forgotten. If for
whatever reason an item is still outstanding keep repeating the list till every
item has been mentally ticked off. By all means adopt some other mnemonic
or system. However you must cover all these points and be able to run each
list effectively and quickly at the appropriate point of each flight. You simply
cannot allow the checklist to use up mental bandwidth. Their purpose is to
conserve your mental capacity other tasks.

For some reason at the end of a flight pilots are desperate to raise the flaps
before leaving the runway. This is completely unnecessary and potentially
disastrous if you grab the gear handle by mistake. Don’t do anything until you
have cleared the runway and come to a halt. Any talk of improving braking
efficiency by getting more weight on the wheels is nonsense at least in this
class of aircraft operating out of IFR airfields.

Cirrus checklists are much better than most but will still need amendment
for IR skill test use
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12. CHECKLISTS: TAXI & AFTER TAKE OFF
A generic skill test checklist is to be found at Appendix 4. With a modest
number of type specific modifications it will be suitable for any light aircraft.
There is also a list of mnemonics which cover all the requirements for checks
while in the air. Items in green are only applicable to MEP aircraft.

These checks are a simple way to impress your examiner. You are getting your
skill test off to a good start while doing something which will stand you in
good stead throughout your flying career.

After Take Off
Taxi Checks

The priority is to establish in the climb, get your scan going and then retract
the under carriage and flaps. It is good practice to pause slightly between the
gear and the flap both to minimise trim changes and to avoid a single high
load on the electrical system as both the motors involved impose a high load
as they come into operation.

As soon as the aircraft moves you should ensure your brakes are working and
the instructor or examiner will also check their brakes. At this point, or
perhaps at some other suitable point, while taxying make sure you have full
rudder travel available. Learn the following sequence for the instrument
checks while taxying.

The next priority is to navigate appropriately. This may or may not involve a
navigation aid that has not been identified on the ground. At some safe
altitude, typically 1000 ft. there are after take-off actions such as switching
off a fuel pump or turning off lights. There is likely to be a frequency change
and possibly a change in the barometric setting if you are cleared to a flight
level.

Turn to the right numbers increasing, turn right skid left, AH level VSI zero and
the ADF is tracking. Turn left numbers decreasing and the other checks are
the same as for the right turn.
This is an important check both in the skill test and in the real world. Do you
want to take off into a low cloud ceiling and find some critical instrument is
not working? You establish a reasonable brisk turn and see that the compass
and any heading referenced instruments like the HSI and RMI are behaving
as you would expect. If you turn right from any heading you expect to see a
bigger number. If you turn left the numbers get smaller.

As soon as these immediate actions are out of the away you can run
BUFFPEAR which is both the after take-off check and the pre landing check.
Brakes, Undercarriage, Flaps, Fuel Power, Engine, Altimeters and Radios. (You
can add lights, if they are in your SOP and that makes it BUFFPEARL.) It’s a
check list not a ‘to do’ list. Thus when you run the list you will almost certainly
have touched the brakes and retracted the gear and the flaps. (However you
will not be the first pilot to have been distracted and failed to do one of these
apparently obvious tasks.)

The turn coordinator should show an appropriate turn direction with the skid
ball going in the opposite direction. Each and every AH should be level. The
VSI should obviously be zero and the ADF needle, previously selected to an
NDB on the airfield, should track and indicate sensibly.

P is a prompt to consider power. Any consideration of power involves three
knobs or levers - the throttle, the prop control and the mixture. Maybe you
come back to a cruise climb or perhaps you maintain a full power climb if
terrain or your clearance warrants this. Perhaps you ease off maximum RPM
to reduce noise or perhaps your SOP allows for some leaning in the climb. The
important thing is the P for Power reminds you to either do something
sensible or confirm that it has already been done.

Make the turn brisk enough to really show the indication described but not
to the extent of risking going off the taxiway. On some airfields with a long
taxi to the active runway you will get a good chance to do this check along
the normal taxi route.
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12. CHECKLISTS: TOP OF CLIMB - INITIAL APPROACH
E prompts you to scan the engine instruments for appropriate temperature and

Fuel is quick glance at the gauges or totalizer for gross errors. Maybe you left a

pressure indications.

fuel cap off and fuel is streaming away. This is likely to be an appropriate point
to lean the mixture to conserve fuel. Altimeter is just to reconfirm that you have
an appropriate pressure setting and normally should require no action.

A for Altimeters should almost always be a confirmation. As soon as you are
cleared to an altitude or a flight level or for whatever other reason are given a
new pressure setting it should be dialled in immediately.

Threats are contextual. If it’s cold, ice is a likely threat so this should have been
checked at several points in the climb as the temperature dropped. However be
intelligent. Is it a convective day? Are your passengers OK? Are you now well
above the MSA. Is there anything about the aircraft that seems unusual or is
making you even slightly uneasy? Radio means a check there is something
appropriate on every box all selected, identified and displayed. There are almost
certainly radio frequencies and navigation aids that are no longer needed and
the next likely frequency can be selected. Engine is another glance at the
temperature and pressures perhaps with the addition of closing cowl flaps if so
equipped. The final D is for DI or direction. If you still have a manual DI then it
needs to be reset against the compass from time to time. This is getting to be a
less and less likely chore in modern aircraft but the D is now for Direction. A
gross error check will confirm that you are going where you expected to go and
that you are organised to navigate the next planned leg.

R for Radios is a prompt to consider every electronic device on the aircraft. Work
round the panel in a logical systematic way. Is there something appropriate
selected on every box. Always think in terms of SID. Select a navaid, Identify it
and then Display it. It is ever so easy to select say an ILS frequency, listen to the
aural identification and then fail to set the HSI correctly. If you have a glass panel
and this is done automatically it can still go very wrong as, according to your
geographical position, the avionics may select the opposite runway to the one
you were expecting. In the climb be sure that you have identified the aids you
are using and it does no harm to re-identify the primary aid in use. Finally you
switch off the landing light if this is part of your SOP.
You might need to run this mnemonic, two or three times, before you can
mentally check off every item. However you don’t need to make hard work of
this. It can be done in a few seconds. If you are really sure that you have dealt
with brakes, undercarriage and flaps don’t laboriously look or touch each item
just move onto the first item in the list that needs further consideration.
However don’t abandon the full list. That is a way of ensuring that the one item
you missed is the one you have not reconsidered.

FATRED should be run every 15 minutes or so in real world flying. In the skill test
it can be run if you have nothing more important to do. An extra ident never
goes amiss. There may be a real need to consider the fuel state, switch tanks
and note a tank change.

Initial Approach Checks

Top of the Climb

These seem to sometimes be mixed up with final approach checks. The initial
checks take place as far away from your destination as is reasonable and
effective. Choose a low workload point in the flight. This will probably be as soon
as you can get the destination weather and confirm the runway in use but before
you start your descent. We add WASP to the standard FAT RED.

This may be the first time you have run FATRED, however, in a long climb it will
be appropriate to run it every few thousand feet once all the BUFF PEARL items
have been dealt with.

Fuel Altimeter Threats Radios Engine Direction
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12. CHECKLISTS: FINAL APPROACH
Confirm your minima. Really you should have written this on the plate before
departure taking account of any allowance for PEC or inertia on a nonprecision CDFA approach. At least know what the initial actions are for the
standard missed approach. Tell yourself not to forget any nonstandard
features, for example a descending base turn or an off airfield NDB hold. If
you are expecting a hold get the entry clear in your mind.

W is weather which means getting the ATIS or asking ATC for the current
destination weather. We are mainly interested in knowing the runway in use
especially if light winds mean that this was uncertain at the time of departure.
Secondly we want to ensure that other conditions are within our operating
limits. Be proactive here. If you cannot receive an ATIS don’t hesitate to ask
ATC at a point that is convenient to you. You can be sure that if you don’t do
this you will be offered the weather at a time when you are already fully
occupied.

In the descent one or more FATRED checks may be appropriate but if you are
ahead of the game there are unlikely to be any actions required.

A in this situation is not altimeters but altitude. Are you aware of the MSA

Final Approach Checks

and comfortable that any descent clearance is safe? Be aware that in some
situations you can be given a clearance which implies that terrain clearance
is your own responsibility.

These can cause problems. Given distractions or ATC involvement it may not
be obvious exactly when to run them. Rate One Aviation uses BUFF PEARL
again.

S is to slow down and have an estimate for the beacon. In many training
aircraft slowing is academic but it is certainly not academic in more advanced
aircraft where it is quite possible to get into a situation where descending and
reducing speed at the same time is simply impossible. Estimates are less
needed now than used to be the case but in the training situation ATC will
often ask for one since they are trying to foresee the demand for holding
levels and integrating training traffic with normal flights.

Final approach checks are the equivalent of downwind checks in a visual
circuit. If you are on a radar vectored approach the downwind vector would
be an appropriate low workload time at which to run this check. On a
procedural approach once you are beacon outbound and established in the
descent is the best time.
Almost inevitably the BUF part of the checks will be inappropriate since these
are actions taken later in the approach. Power prompts the confirmation that
it is set appropriately and is giving you the expected speed. Engine is a very
quick gauges scan. An altimeter is a last crosscheck on appropriate setting
and agreement, Radios a further ident and any required selection of tower or
ground frequencies. On some aircraft installations it may not have been
possible to fully select the final approach aid till this point or some automatic
sequencing needs to be confirmed. This is the time for a landing light if it is
night, or you believe in them as a means of reducing collision risk.

P is for approach plates. You need to be sure you have the plates you need to
hand and that you have briefed yourself on any unusual features.
Understanding and using approach plates is a topic in itself but as a minimum
at this early stage you should be sure you have the correct plate to hand. It
is very easy to have the NDB DME for runway 30 when you really want the
NDB DME ILS for runway 30. Look for any confusion such as procedures with
multiple versions of the same approach. In a two crew environment ensure
that both pilots are working off the same plate. If you are loading an
approach into a FMS of some sort confirm that what you see on the paper or
the iPad is the same thing you are seeing on the panel mounted equipment.
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12. CHECKLISTS: SHORT FINAL - GO ROUND
Normally the gear is selected down and one stage of flaps taken just before the
final approach fix or glideslope intercept. It is relatively rare but not unknown
for these actions to be forgotten. A power adjustment may be needed on some
aircraft. If you can find the time at this high workload moment, just quickly run
BUFF PEAR a second time. This is worthwhile and hopefully will not need to
actually prompt any actions.

The undercarriage does need to be down and three greens (or other indication
according to aircraft type) shown to confirm that this is the case. A last
altimeter cross check was traditional at this point although it is somewhat
doubtful if the benefits outweigh the distraction. Another gotcha here is to land
or carry out a missed approach without an appropriate clearance.
Rate One Aviation’s preferred actions are covered by LUC:-

Checks on Short Finals
This is perhaps the most vital check of all and in some form it should be an
absolutely non-negotiable part of all flying even VFR in a simple fixed gear
aircraft. Time after time pilots of all levels of experience land with their
undercarriage still retracted sometimes even with warning horns blaring.
Some pilots use Reds Blues Greens some use PUFFA. This is Pitch full fine,
Under Carriage down and locked, Flaps as required, Fuel and Altimeters set.





Levers (throttle prop mixture flaps) as required
Undercarriage down and locked
Clearance received

It does no harm to quickly repeat this after becoming visual for the landing to
ensure that the gear really is down and that landing flap has been selected.

Both of these are somewhat unsatisfactory as they don’t encompass
everything that is important and there can be differences between training
practice and everyday operations. Here are the issues.

Go round
It is remarkable how many pilots select full power but do not pitch up. You are
very close to the ground at this point and should definitely chant:-

The only reason for putting the prop full fine and the mixture rich on finals is
to place them in the appropriated position for a go round. In normal
circumstances these actions make more noise and waste fuel to no good
purpose. An alternative approach is to have an ingrained habit that ensures
any significant power change using the throttle is only made after
consideration of the other two power levers. This more sophisticated way of
operating does carry the small chance of a pilot making a full throttle go round
with the prop lever not fully forward and hence not developing full power.
More seriously with the mixture lean full power can quite quickly cause engine
damage.






This is a decision for individual pilots and ATO’s to make. Perhaps in a training
aircraft the safest course will be to train for mixture rich, pitch full fine while
recognizing that this could be changed in real world flying.

Power up
Nose up
Gear up
Flaps up

A Socata TB 20 with duplicated traditional mechanical HSI and Aspen PFD
directly in the P1 scan.
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12. AVIONICS CHECKS
Avionics Set Up

Avionics Expanded Checks

The topic of how best to set up modern avionics might almost be the subject of
short book by itself. In the days of basic radios with navigation by VOR or NDB
almost every aircraft was identical. Apart from some minor differences
between manufacturers equipment, there were few options and the best way
to employ the available resources was obvious.

Try to work round your cockpit in a logical manner. Given the huge change in
avionics since most aircraft were built it is highly unlikely that the
manufacturer’s checklist will provide any useful information. At least in theory,
at every annual the maintenance organisation should check to see that your
flight manual is current. This should include having supplements for every piece
of equipment in the instrument panels. Here is a general idea of how to check
a modern IFR panel using our own aircraft as an example. This can only be a
guide and you must consult the weighty manuals that should accompany all
modern equipment.

Now we are in the feature and information rich age and nothing is obvious.
There is vastly more useful data available to pilots, and naturally with that,
comes a range of new ways in which to become confused.
If you fly one aircraft regularly doubtless you will arrive at methods that work
for you. Here we will concentrate on issues as they are likely to affect the skill
test. First you should have some grasp of the range of functions that devices
offer. This does not mean you have to use them, but if asked you should be
aware that they exist and have some idea of where in the menu system they
could be found. GPS functions understandably assume that you will take off,
fly a route and land at a planned destination. This does not stack up well with
a test where you fly somewhere, do an approach, wander about doing general
handling and then return to land at the airfield you departed from. Your GPS
may be loyally trying to guess, in all this meandering, which active leg you really
wanted to be on, whereas in reality, you have long ago lost interest in the flight
plan and you just want the GPS to navigate somewhere directly. It may, or may
not, be willing to do this without you cancelling the flight plan, and achieving
this requires some understanding of the menu structure. For this reason,
although it might be a suboptimal way of using the equipment in everyday
flying, there is certainly an argument for only using the Direct To function.

First scan everything in a common sense way. Look for broken glass, inoperative
stickers or any other evidence of physical damage. If there is a slightly strange
smell look for compass fluid leaks which are often accompanied by visible
bubbles above the numbers. It is likely that the audio panel is at the top of the
stack. It has a self-test button which should light everything up. There is also a
test button for the marker lights although; given that most ILS installations also
have DME these are getting to be quite rare, in Europe at least.

GPS NAV/COM
Next, in the sample panel there is a Garmin GTN providing Com 1 and Nav 1
functions. On start-up there is a self-test routine and a chance to check that
the data bases are in date. The box will give you messages if there are any
errors. You might at this stage enter information for any auxiliary functions
such as fuel usage. Having reached the home screen, unless you are sure no
one else has used the aircraft, check that the settings you use as standard have
not been changed. This might include the map de-clutter, the display set in
North up or Track up, a scale fixed at 0.3 NM, the radio selected to provide 8.33
KHz spacing and the data fields are as you like them. This is a WAAS box so
there is no need to check RAIM.

With a dedicated test aircraft we have avoided this issue at ROA and having
duplicated both the GPS and HSI we have more ability to configure the avionics
than would be the case in even a well-equipped typical GA aircraft.
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12. CHECKS GPS DME ADF
Traditionally in their pre-flight, pilots checked that each com radio was working
on both transmit and receive but given the reliability of modern equipment this
is perhaps over the top. If required this can be done by obtaining the ATIS and
start clearance on Box 2 and then using Box 1 for the tower and departure
frequencies.

DME
This leads us to the DME, which in this case is the most common King unit.
Select a DME within range, listen to the ident and look for a sensible distance
indication. If you are in the habit of using the DME remote function, in which
the frequency is selected on Nav1 or Nav. 2, you can check its operation. Our
advice is not to use this but set DME frequency directly on the box itself to avoid
possible confusion.

You can switch the GTN to VLOC and if there is an ILS on the field select its
frequency and check the audible ident. On the HSI rotating the beam bar should
show no effect on the needle displacement since this is an ILS. However this
may not be possible on electronic displays which auto slew and is anyway
arguably unnecessary. The indication should however be sensible. If you are
parked to the left of the runway it should indicate ‘fly right’ just as if you were
on the ILS. If you have an electronic HSI that auto slews it will have turned to
the runway heading. If you have a manual HSI or an electronic one that does
not auto slew you can correct the heading manually to confirm your
orientation. Note that some units will ident even when GPS rather than VLOC is
selected.

ADF
Next it’s the ADF, a King KR87
unit. This is almost the only
ADF that will provide
adequate performance for a
skill test. Select an NDB within
range, listen for the ident and
see that the direction
indicated looks good. Press
the ADF button and see that
the needle parks in the 3
o’clock position. Often the
ADF is the most convenient
source of a stop watch, so be
sure you know how to check
that this is working and that
elapsed time rather than flight
time is selected.

If a VOR is in range you can select its frequency and check the ident. In this case
you can rotate the beam bar and see that you get full scale deflection in both
directions and that, when centred, the direction indicated is sensible.
You repeat these checks for Box 2, which in this case is a non WAAS Garmin
430. If you intend to use this you will need to do a RAIM check. This can be
done through the auxiliary menus or better still done the night before at home.
In reality hardly anyone bothers to do this on a day to day basis, certainly not if
you also have a WAAS box as in this cockpit, but don’t omit this on skill test day.

The older generation non WAAS Garmin 430 (lower box) alongside the
touch screen WAAS enabled Garmin GTN 650.
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12. CHECKS: AUTOPILOT TRANSPONDER INSTRUMENTS
Autopilot
This obviates the need to keep a fuel log and is a real boon in both the test and
in real life. It does not however absolve you from the need to change tanks,
and if this is something you tend to forget, then by all means set the scheduler
alarm that is a function of GPS units. Some more advanced aircraft can have
four or five tanks and multiple or switchable gauges or even no gauge at all on
some tanks. Knowing you have fuel but not knowing where it is located is a
worry best avoided. Getting in the habit of logging regular tank changes will
stand you in good stead.

The final avionics item in this stack is the autopilot. It is a Bendix King KFC150.
It has its own test button and a series of bleeps and lights indicate that all is
well. Autopilots are both important and vary considerably between models so
you really do need to study the manual for the model in your aircraft. Be very
clear about the multiple ways of disconnecting and or overpowering the
autopilot. This is a favourite examiner question that might just save your life.

Altimeters
Cross check the altimeters against the local QNH. You are looking for
agreement and minimal individual errors. The quoted limits are often stated as
+75 ft. and - 50 feet. Actually the allowable error is +/- 60 feet although
hopefully the error will be a lot less than this in a well maintained aircraft.

Other Instruments
There are many possible additional instruments and systems in advanced
aircraft that may warrant checking. They might include weather radar,
stormscope, de-ice systems, TCAS and others but they are beyond the scope of
this book.

Transponder
In this aircraft it is to be found on the P2 panel but in many installations it will
be in the main stack. For test purposes it may be configured to accept a call
sign, and if so, you need to know how to enter one. This is an awkward and
non-intuitive, so be sure to practice. Modern transponders offer some
additional functions one of which is a flight level read out. This is the what ATC
are seeing and sometimes this can be useful if a minor adjustment to your
altitude means that ATC sees you at FL90 not FL 89. It can also help when you
progress to aircraft capable of flying high, when an analogue altimeter can be
quite confusing and seeing a digital readout might avoid the embarrassment of
confusing FL 110 and FL 210.

Headset Confusion
The IR candidate returned to the office saying that neither radio would work
on transmit but they worked on receive. The instructor had taken the
aircraft to the maintenance company. I remarked that the two radios were
entirely independent, that was the point of having two. I could not see how
this could happen.
Later, somewhat sheepishly, the candidate returned to report all was well.
The mike sockets on this aircraft are slightly behind and between the front
seats. They had each inserted their own headset plugs in the others sockets.
This meant that they could indeed receive and even faintly hear
transmissions since the voices percolated across the cockpit. It is unlikely
that, whatever your level of experience, general aviation will ever stop
providing embarrassing learning opportunities.

Fuel Quantity and Flow
If you have any sort of engine analyser of fuel flow measuring device, make
absolutely sure you enter any fuel additions and look for broad agreement, or
more commonly consistent non agreement, with the fuel gauges. If your fuel
gauges are hopeless as most are, then ensure you start with a known quantity
either from being full or full to tabs. A Shadin standalone instrument will
indicate fuel remaining, fuel used and endurance in hours.
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12. CHECKLISTS: GPS FLIGHT PLANS & ADVANCED FUNCTIONALITY
In a skill test situation, and indeed in the real world, it may be advisable for
you to restrict the use you make of your GPS receiver’s functionality. Whatever
you decide is appropriate to your situation it is imperative that you are
absolutely clear on how to engage and perhaps more importantly disengage
the functionality you decide to use. You don’t want to be stuck in some
impenetrable menu structure looking like a paralysed rabbit caught in a car’s
headlights do you?

Pre-Flight Checks
Many pilots conscientiously walk round their aircraft following the checklist
but in reality their mind is in neutral and they are not really looking. If you
remove a large inspection panel they will not notice that their aircraft has
a hole in it but they will have dipped the oil. If you flew the aircraft this
morning and there is not a huge oily puddle under it where has the oil gone?
If there has never been water in the fuel in this aircraft and it’s been in a
hangar overnight why would there be any now. This is not suggesting you
be cavalier rather that you think and respond appropriately. If you have not
seen the aircraft for months check everything. If it was left out in a heavy
downpour check the fuel drains. Reserve you full attention and intelligence
for the things that really matter and which experience shows you do go
wrong. A look in the fuel tanks is rarely wasted. Tow bars and pitot covers
do get left on and at the pumps fuel caps are left unfastened and people do
taxy away with the earth wire still attached.

One key decision is whether to load a procedure into the GPS. This would be
absolutely the right thing to do in everyday flying but in the test it is quite likely
that an examiner will disable this part of the GPS functionality. If you get used
to flying a procedural approach with GPS guidance allowing the unit to auto
switch to the ILS at an appropriate moment, you are likely to be completely at
a loss. You will have to ask your instructor or ATO what they advise given local
circumstances.
At ROA we are trying to push the boundaries and move the system in the 20th
century (yes we know it’s the 21st century, but we have low expectations in
this regard). Thus, we are teaching the use of desired track and track made
good as helpful information. This is displayed in several places. We rather
hope the examiners will struggle to switch off every data source. On the other
hand, we don’t advocate auto switching, nor do we advocate using the
autopilot in those stages of the test where it is allowed, in anything other than
altitude hold and heading mode. This is to try and ensure that the pilot stays
in the loop fully aware of drift and always thinking ahead. There are certainly
other equally valid approaches so it’s a matter finding one that works for you.

Get your engineer to show you how to remove and replace the cowling and
point out the things he would look for at a 50 hour check. Acquire the
correct screwdriver or other tool for the task. Occasionally when you have
some spare time do this yourself and have a good look round. Take a
picture of anything that strikes you as odd and get advice.
The very best thing you can do is wash and polish your aircraft (including
the underside) once or twice a year. Keeping your aircraft reasonably clean
is desirable in its own right and some people find polishing quite relaxing
and satisfying. Less obviously it forces you to look at every small detail
properly. You will spot missing screws, new dents or bent antennas.
Combined with an intelligent contextual approach to the regular walk
round you will be a safer and better informed pilot.
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The Antenna Farm
A favourite examiner question is to point at a specific antenna and ask what purpose it serves.
This is not just of academic interest. It is not uncommon for some of the small antennas found
on the underside of the aircraft to get damaged or even broken off entirely. A really thick
crusting of oily dirt can significantly reduce the effective range of a DME

A short stubby triangular antenna is used for the DME or
the transponder, although sometimes a short whip aerial
with a ball on the end is used. Finally the Markers antenna
is a surprisingly large long rounded box.

The V shaped wires as seen on this fin are for the VOR and glideslope. The slightly sloping
fibreglass rod towards the tail is for the com radio. The similar antenna with a larger base
further forward is slightly unusual in that it is a combined GPS and com antenna.
With increasing quantities of avionics it is hard for the engineers to find enough locations.
Antennas cannot just be placed anywhere. There are issues of electrical interference, the
routing of the cables needs considering and not least because they place additional strain on
the aircraft structure. The small flattish rounded box contains a number of sensors serving
an Aspen retrofitted PFD, including its internal GPS. (A standalone GPS antenna is a similar
shape but slightly smaller). The cabin roof is a favoured location although in twin engine
aircraft GPS antenna may be found on the nose.
Towards the aft end of the belly you will find a thin flattish rounded box which houses the
ADF antennas. The nearby rectangular sensor serves a Stormscope.
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In general you should start by trying to identify an antenna
for every piece of avionics fitted to the aircraft, but to
confuse you in some cases; a single antenna can be shared
by two units. There is no external indication of this (other
than the absence of the second antenna) so you will just
have to ask your avionics engineer to explain.

13. EN ROUTE-SKILLS: ALTIMETERS
Introduction
A low QNH will raise the transition level since that level will not then be
available. For example if you are flying at 3000 ft. on any pressure setting less
than 1013 then FL 030 will not be available.

Although the en route stage of a flight is generally more relaxed than the
departure and arrival it does have its own challenges. There are also techniques
which apply equally to the departure and arrival phases of flight but which can
conveniently be considered here. You will need to file a flight plan, use your
transponder appropriately, set your altimeters correctly and perhaps most
challenging of all learn to communicate clearly and accurately on the radio.

The general rule is that if you are given, or obtain, a pressure setting then adjust
your altimeters immediately. On departure you will have the local QNH on both
altimeters. As soon as you are cleared to a flight level, set 1013 on altimeter 1
and retain a local QNH on Altimeter 2.

Altimeter Setting
In Europe although not in the USA IFR flights require two altimeters. This is
probably because in the USA flight levels begin at 18,000 ft. and below that level
everyone flies on the local QNH whereas in Europe the transition level has
historically been very variable and is often quite low. That is presently in the
process of being changed, but for the moment the technique is that the number
one altimeter displays the currently most appropriate reference setting and the
number two altimeter displays the QNH of a local airfield. This ensures that if
you are presently flying a flight level by reference to the standard setting of
1013 hPa, the second altimeter will be giving you the terrain clearance.

For test purposes it is wise to maintain the QNH of an airfield within 25 NM
but in general IFR flying the setting will be adjusted whenever circumstances
make a new QNH available, or you have some reason to think that it would be
desirable to have an updated setting. A desire to update might be prompted
by a long period having elapsed, awareness that your route means that terrain
clearance is limited or the knowledge that weather conditions mean that
significant changes are likely.

At various stages of an IFR flight it is appropriate to cross check the altimeters
to see that they are reading accurately. It is quite easy to miss the current
pressure setting so the cross check is valuable. Remember that 1 hPa is roughly
30 feet so if flying at FL100 with a QNH of say 1003 you would expect to see a
difference of 300 ft between the altimeters. An aid memoire is that winding on
hPa winds on altitude so a lesser pressure setting generates a lesser altitude.

A build up to avoid but easily circumnavigated in these benign conditions.
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13. EN-ROUTE SKILLS: ALTIMETERS
Altimeter Setting (continued)
Cruising levels are based on Magnetic Track

In the arrival phase as soon as you are cleared to an altitude you should set the
local QNH on both altimeters and cross check. If you are flying in the UK you
may be given a regional pressure setting. This is a fairly useless local concept
which will shortly be superseded and can safely be ignored. You may
occasionally also be offered a QFE. It used to be the practice to land on QFE in
some parts of Europe but it is far simpler to consistently use the QNH and be
aware of the airfield elevation.

Choice of Level
In general the semi-circular rule applies for IFR flights. This is not consistently
applied within controlled airspace and ATC may allocate you a level that does
not comply with the general rule and indeed some airways contravene it
permanently and are marked as such on the en route charts. Some countries
allow IFR outside CAS. There may be local rules about levels but it is not always
possible to follow them if constrained by flying below CAS or above terrain.
QNH is one of the few remaining abbreviations left in use from the Q code.
This was a whole series of abbreviations that could be used to pass
information in a shortened form when much communications was by
Morse code. QNH is the barometric pressure that when set on the altimeter
means it reads height above sea level.

It is also worth remembering that in countries where airways are Class E VFR
traffic will be flying according to the semi-circular rule plus 500 ft. Some pilot’s
interpretation of VMC can be rather elastic so it is wise for IFR traffic to maintain
a look out since such traffic may not even be speaking to ATC.

QFE is the altimeter setting that means it will read zero when you land at
the airfield providing that setting. QDM is the magnetic bearing to an
airfield or other location. You will occasionally hear older pilots use much
less common elements of the old code such as QSY meaning to change
radio frequency.
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13. EN-ROUTE SKILLS: RT
Most pilots find IFR RT intimidating. Copying a clearance given at high speed or
getting your message across on a busy frequency requires practice. Most pilots,
including highly experienced airline pilots, say too much. You can never go
wrong by using as few words as are needed to get the message across. You can
forget all the PTA ETA procedural practices from two decades ago that you
learnt in your PPL (except perhaps in some of the less developed parts of the
world and oceanic clearances on HF). We suggest you never use any
pleasantries - ‘good day’ ‘bon jour’ etc. at all, or at least do not use them until
you have acquired the experience to know where and when this might be
appropriate.

A degree of common sense is needed for the optional calls. If the frequency is
busy ‘London G-ABCD request’ might be appropriate and then wait for them to
call back. If it’s a quiet sector then a single call with the whole message ‘London
G-ABCD request descent after MALBY’ might be appropriate.
This section concludes with a complete transcript of a typical airways route out
of Bournemouth EGHH for an initial IR skill test. First we need to consider
receiving and reading back your airways clearance. Try to take control of the
situation and ask for your clearance when it suits you ideally when you are
stationary. Don’t leave it to ATC who are bound to catch you at a busy moment.
Don’t hesitate to ask them to stand by if you are not in a position to copy.

In airways work the only requirements are to give the station you are calling,
your own call sign, your steady level or passing level and cleared level. Where
appropriate you add the SID name if you are on a published SID. If requested to
do by the previous controller give your radar heading and any speed restriction.
If you are not on your flight planned route you could add your next waypoint if
you think the new controller might not be aware of your routing.
•

London G-ABCD flight level 100 direct KENET

•

London G-ABCD passing altitude 5000 feet cleared flight level 100

•

London G-ABCD flight level 100 Radar heading 350

•

London G-ABCD Biggin Golf four departure passing flight level 80
climbing flight level 100

That’s it. The short list of compulsory airways calls.

See and avoid is no issue here with great visibility. Even on an IFR flight ATC
will sometimes tell you terrain clearance is pilot’s responsibility.
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13. EN-ROUTE SKILLS: CLEARANCES
It helps a great deal to have an outline of what you expect already on your
kneeboard. After all you filed the flight plan and if you are on home ground you
know what you are likely to hear. If you are at an unfamiliar airfield then you
should have studied the departure procedures and know the most likely SIDS
which link to your departure direction.
The clearance will be of the form London clears G-ABCD to destination to join
CAS Level FL xxx squawk 1111 frequency when advised 121.6. Often a join from
outside CAS is specified as 5 miles north of some airways point. This is only a
reflection of the width of the airway and the boundary of CAS which you cannot
enter without a clearance. The ancient adage prior preparation prevents
pathetically poor performance holds good here.
Develop a simple pre written form and use some shorthand. Fill in as much
information as seems useful. Maybe if there are potential alternative SIDs write
them down and cross out the ones you don’t get. Climb altitude xx can be as
simple as
alt xx. The next frequency may or may not be obvious. Read
the airfield information carefully. At larger airfields there may be a standard
instruction to contact approach passing say 400 feet and your ATC clearance
may rightly assume you know your business.
London G-ABCD Lyon
A Shadin fuel flow instrument is driven by a small turbine in the fuel line
and provides highly accurate data on fuel used and endurance remaining.

Departure Brecon IA Brecon IB Brecon IC Exmore 2 Z
Join CAS …………………..……
Climb ………………….…………
Freq…………………………..…..
Squawk………………….………
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13 EN-ROUTE SKILLS: CLEARANCES

In the real world, especially outside Europe just occasionally you might get a
real horror. Climb runway heading 3000 ft. intercept the 180 radial from
‘Mysterious place’ VOR intercept the 270 radial ‘completely unknown’ VOR and
establish on airway V147.
Ask for repeats, clarifications and if absolutely essential admit your ignorance
of local navigation aids and request a vector. It might be a little embarrassing
but it will be nothing like the embarrassment of trying to figure it all out when
you are airborne. It might help if you have a GPS with a nearest intersection
page, to have this displayed. This is particularly true when controllers are
speaking English as a second language and it may be very difficult to understand
which waypoint they are referring to.

Departing the Florida Keys I was pleased to have managed to understand a
complicated lengthy clearance delivered with machine gun speed in a strong
American accent. The response to my read back was all correct except route. I
was baffled, how could the read back be correct and the route wrong. After a
series of exchanges with an increasingly exasperated controller, I eventually
realised that what I had heard as route, pause for breath, route followed by the
rest of the clearance had been rout route. In the USA route is pronounced rout
as in the rout of a defeated army and the first point on the route was ROOTE as
in root of a tree.
This confusion might have been avoided if the pilot had studied the likely
departure route and its waypoints in advance.
A rain shower visible below what are likely to be turbulent clouds
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13. EN-ROUTE SKILLS: RT
These are the main calls you would make on a typical skill test route starting
and finishing at EGHH Bournemouth with an approach carried out in the
Channel Islands. In the UK, skill test examiners are allocated their own
personal EXAM call sign which gives a degree of priority with ATC.
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13. EN-ROUTE SKILLS: RT
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13. EN-ROUTE SKILLS: RT
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13. EN-ROUTE SKILLS: TRANSPONDERS
The Garmin GTX330 Transponder

Ground Equipment: ATC Radar
•

Operation
•
•
•

“OFF” powers down the unit; pressing any of “STBY”, “ON”, “ALT” will turn it
on, display the last previously selected code, and place the unit in that mode
In STBY mode, the transponder does not reply to interrogations
In ON mode, it replies with the Mode A code, but not Mode C altitude
information

•

•

•

Avoid selecting 7500 and any code in the range 7600-7777 (unless required, or directed
by ATC); these codes trigger alerts in various automated facilities
The Transponder is part of the Secondary Surveillance Radar (SSR) system, which is
totally separate from Primary radar, although SSR and Primary data is often
superimposed on ATC display screens
In its basic form, the SSR system uses computer-generated graphics to depict aircraft
position, track, Mode A code and Mode C pressure altitude. Mode S equipment enables
a more sophisticated display and feature set
Illustration of ATC SSR display:

•
•

In ALT mode, it replies with both the Mode A code and Mode C altitude
Code selection does not require changing to STBY mode; a new code will
become active only after the fourth digit is entered. The “CLR” button moves
the cursor back to the previous digit. The “CRSR” button cancels a new code
entry, reverting to the previous code
• Use the “IDENT” button only when requested by ATC; press once
• The “VFR” button selects a previously configured code (usually 7000 in Europe)
• The GTX330 is a Mode S transponder, and Item 10 of the FPL should end with
“/S”
• There is no test button, the unit will display “FAIL” prominently if it
malfunctions
Standard squawk codes
• 7000 Conspicuity (used VFR or IFR when not assigned a code by ATC)
• 7500 Hijacking
7600 Radio Failure
7700 Emergency
• 2000 FIR Boundary crossing when no code assigned by ATC

•
•
•
•
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The Mode C altitude derives from an Encoder in the aircraft which supplies altitude data
to the Transponder
This Encoder is not adjustable by the pilot, and it always operates from the standard
1013 hPa barometric reference
Thus, the altitude information ATC receives is Pressure Altitude, irrespective of the
pressure setting on the aircraft altimeters
The Transponder also replies to interrogations from aircraft ACAS (Airborne Collision
Avoidance System) equipment and other active traffic interrogating devices. There are
also passive traffic alerting systems that monitor replies to SSR interrogation in areas
of SSR coverage only.

13: EN ROUTE HOLDS
Holds as part of an instrument approach as considered in depth later
but they can also happen en route. This is relatively rare in Europe
but can happen either using a published hold or on an ad hoc basis.
It is more common in the USA.
If you are given complicated instruction remember that level keeping
is much more important than the direction of the hold or even its
length or timing. This is not to imply that you should not make every
effort to comply with an ATC instruction exactly but given the very
large protected area of holds it is extremely unlikely that an error in
respect of turn direction or leg length will be a safety issue. In Europe
the IAF (Initial Approach Fix) for an RNAV procedure may well be in
class G airspace and there will be no published hold as part of the
arrival only as part of the missed approach. ATC, in the absence of
radar vectors may have no obvious way of getting you to take up
delaying action. Once again keeping to the cleared level is paramount
but a reasonable strategy would be to hold short of the IAF using the
axis of the first leg of the RNAV procedure as the hold axis. You can
put a Direct To the IAF waypoint into the GPS and then use the OBS
function to give you a magenta line and an inbound hold axis. If you
turn two or three miles from the fix as and when you are cleared for
the RNAV approach, you will have enough time to reload and perhaps
commence any necessary descent before arriving at the IAF.

The market leading brand in noise cancelling headsets. High purchase and
spare part costs may prompt purchase of the equivalent from the market
No 2
It is surprising how many pilots don’t consider the long term effect on their
hearing of aircraft noise. Modern noise cancelling headsets are not cheap
but their performance is far superior to the previous generation of
headsets. The improvement in intelligibility of RT communications is also
significant and given their light weight they are much more comfortable to
use on longer flights. They are expensive but overall they are pretty much
essential equipment for the instrument pilot.
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13: EN ROUTE NAVIGATION
In normal circumstances under IFR you will have filed a flight plan and will be
expecting in broad terms to fly the route you have filed. Depending on the
circumstances this expectation may or may not be fulfilled. It has to be said that
a general aviation aircraft is often limited to quite low altitudes and is very slow
relative to commercial traffic. This gives ATC problems in busy airspace where
they have to sequence GA aircraft in between much faster aircraft climbing to or
descending from higher levels. This may lead to tactical rerouting which is most
commonly achieved by ATC providing radar vectors.

Very occasionally you will be given a heading and told to take up that heading
going the long way round. ATC will usually emphasise that this is slightly
abnormal.

Flight Plans

This is because the next controller without this information would assume you
were navigating yourself in accordance with your flight plan.

These will be considered more fully under planning but there are few general
points worth considering here. It may be that you would be better at the outset
to accept a slightly longer route if this avoids busy terminal airspace where
rerouting is almost inevitable. Some of these diversions can be quite long. With
GPS and moving map you will always know where you are, which is not the case
when situational awareness depends on keeping a mental picture based on
radials and distances from VORs. However, predictability is always good in the
context of instrument flying and there is no point setting yourself up for
uncertainty. Most pilots will have loaded the route into a panel mounted GPS.
The most modern units load intermediate waypoints automatically. Older units
require manual entry and it is easy to make errors. It is also easy to omit
intermediate waypoints that define deviations in an airway. These are
sometimes deviations around danger areas so this is a mistake to be avoided.

Radar Vectors
These are simply when ATC gives you a heading and you steer that heading until
you are told to resume your own navigation or given a new heading.
Delta Bravo Alpha steer heading 190. You must read back the heading

Delta Bravo this turn right the long way heading 270
In busy areas where you are handed from one sector to another ATC may
instruct you to contact Brussels on 122.7 ‘with the heading’.

Very occasionally a controller will forget you so if you think you are really
deviating from your planned route and cannot see the logic of the situation a
polite
Delta Bravo Alpha maintaining radar heading 170 would be appropriate.

I was in the right seat passenger departing a major airfield and the
clearance was not what the pilot expected. Once established on the SID
he engaged the autopilot and started to quickly enter a very long list of
way points. A few minutes later we turned South which screamed gross
error, given we were heading North. This conscientious pilot remained
focussed on waypoint entry till I pointed out what was happening and of
course ‘sods law’ ensured that the mistaken entry was a valid, if incorrect
point. As it turned out we were rerouted and most of the data entry was
anyway wasted.
If under pressure just entering departure and destination airfields and the
first two or three waypoints is probably the best strategy.

Radar Heading 190 Delta Bravo Alpha
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13: DIRECT TO NAVIGATION AUTOPILOTS
The simplest means of navigation using a GPS is just hitting the Direct To
button. Unfortunately some pilots do this because they have not bothered
to grasp the functionality of their avionics but there are circumstances when
even a tech savvy pilot might do this. The usual scenario is that you are
navigating a flight plan and are then given a clearance to some intersection
you have never heard of. It may be that you have difficulty understanding
the controller’s accent so don’t hesitate to ask for a repeat or indeed ask to
have the intersection spelt out letter by letter. If you merely enter this into
your GPS and hit the ‘Direct To’ button you will be on your way in the correct
direction but depending on the unit the implications for the flight plan may
be uncertain and lead you into the ‘how the heck do I get out of this’
scenario. Some units respond better to having the waypoint entered into
the flight plan and activating the ‘direct to’ from there. However it may be
less than obvious where this new waypoint fits into the natural sequence
and you may have developed a plan that implies an aimless zig zag
wandering backwards and forwards across Europe. One strategy if you are
fortunate enough to have two GPS units (even if one is a hand held) is to put
the next point into a box that does not have a flight plan entered. You can
then set off in the generally correct direction and sort out the implications
for your flight plan at leisure. It is quite likely that a helpful controller will
give you a waypoint a hundred miles away so you will have plenty of time to
sort yourself out. Do try for a gross error check. There are multiple waypoint
duplications worldwide and it is easy to set off for somewhere 1000 NM
away rather than the 100NM you were expecting.

In the USA it might even be that the controller just asks you your desired track
to the destination 500 miles away and then gives you cleared direct.
This most certainly does not mean that you can assume that the next six
controllers will adopt the same strategy.
Autopilots
There is absolutely no question that autopilots are a boon for instrument flying.
It has almost reached the point that at least a simple autopilot capable of holding
altitude and heading is a prerequisite for any serious IFR capable aircraft.
However, it is possible to become autopilot dependent both in the sense of
losing those hard won hand flying skills but also in the en-route phase of flight
losing any real situational awareness. This can result in embarrassment if, due
to entering incorrect data, you head for the wrong waypoint but it can also be
fatal if you lose all sense of location near high terrain or other obstacles. You can
generally, but not always even in the developed world, rely on the controller to
keep you safe but in some countries terrain separation is in reality the pilot’s
own responsibility.

One note of caution on these helpful clearances. From a controllers
viewpoint the best thing is to spit you out of his or her sector at some point
convenient to them at the boundary of their sector. This may or may not fit
in with the plans of the controller in the next sector.
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An electrically heated screen panel for de-icing. Read the manual. They
can be easily ‘burned out’ and are very expensive to replace

14. TRANSITIONS: INTRODUCTION
They are relatively uncommon in everyday flying in parts of the world where
radar vectors provide this function. Nevertheless you do have to learn how to
enter and fly a hold using an NDB or a VOR and also fly a DME arc. We are forced
to spend a disproportionate amount of your training time on these techniques
because they form such a critical element of the EASA Skill test. Please don’t
blame your instructor. Hopefully the skill test will eventually be dragged in to
the 21st century.

Transitions encompass some of the most difficult aspects of instrument flying.
Changing from one situation to another implies high workload and workload is
ever the enemy of accurate basic instrument flying. The first transition, that
from VMC to IMC occurs after take-off, sometimes very shortly after take-off.
There is nothing more important than getting your eyes into the cockpit and
settling into your scan. Retract the gear and select flaps up before you enter
cloud or after your scan has settled if low cloud makes this impossible. Don’t
make power changes or radio calls. Just get settled into the climb and be
prepared to follow your SID or other departure procedure.
Arrivals pose similar challenges. You should not look up from your instruments
until you reach your minima then you have to take a fast decision as to whether
you can safely land. In reality you have an idea what to expect from met reports
and your peripheral vision can allow you to pick up clues as to the likely
outcome. Nevertheless the key point is valid. You are close to the ground and
you must at all costs avoid becoming half visual, edging ever closer to the terrain
without really having the necessary visual reference to be truly VMC but neither
being truly IFR.
Other transitions involve moving from cruise flight to some aspect of an
approach procedure short of the IAP itself. They are safer in that that they
generally occur at a comfortable altitude but they present procedural
challenges. Most candidates find that holds and hold entries are the most
difficult of all the techniques they have to learn. These transitions all have the
essential aim of enabling aircraft to move predictably and safely between cruise
flight and the final approach procedure.

It’s good to see an aircraft hangered with a clean painted floor that enable
leaks to be spotted and minor maintenance carried out effectively
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14. TRANSITIONS: TRANSFER TO INSTRUMENTS AFTER TAKE OFF

1. Line-up on the runway with the nose wheel straight and check the HSI.
2. Smoothly increase the power and release the brakes, steering with the rudder. Check the ASI
is increasing.
3. Maintain the aircraft on the centre line by outside reference, however keep up an instrument
scan of the ASI and AI (the AI may show a scarcely noticeable pitch-up and slight roll during
the acceleration along the runway).

4. At Vr. rotate the aircraft and keep the wings level by outside visual reference. Check the ASI.
5. Now move the scan from the outside visual reference to the AI, note the pitch (typically +8)
and wings level. Hold this attitude – it is crucial not to allow the pitch attitude to reduce or
increase.

ASI
Primar
y

AI

ALT

Master

Secondar
y

6. Scan to the ASI, check speed and adjust attitude very slightly if required.
7. Scan to the VSI for rate of climb.
8. Trim.

TC
Secondar
y

HSI
Primar
y

VSI
Secondar
y

9. Now revert to the standard selective radial scan for the Climbing phase of flight.
Once you have transferred from outside visual reference to the
instruments, never try to revert to a visual scan as a ‘back-up’
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14. TRANSITIONS: THE HOLD
First we need to consider some theory. The phenomenon of dip is explained on
the following page. It is a pity we have to do this but, given the difficulty it causes
in flying an accurate NDB hold, an explanation is called for. That said your
instructor will tell you the approximate value of dip in the aircraft which you will
be flying. Typically this is about 7 degrees. Just imagine that there is a weight
on the end of the ADF needle and it will always drop down towards the lower
wing whenever the aircraft is turning but will have no effect as long as the wings
are completely level.
Secondly, you need to understand the principal behind the design of the holding
pattern and that’s to be found on a subsequent page.
At around 30 hours into the PPL training we did the mandatory instrument
time. My instructor took me into the (in my mind “dangerous”) clouds. We
did some exercises including an ILS to a nearby airport. Wow! I was hooked!
What a feeling to break through those clouds! Leaving bad weather on the
ground, seeing the sun on top! Or breaking through the clouds in an approach
and seeing the runway in front of you! What a comfortable way to travel!
Better service from ATC. Also a greater level of safety if flying low due to cloud
levels.
The IR theory and practical training was very time demanding but really
interesting and an intellectual experience. During my practical IR training I
had the luck of real IMC encounters. I did several approaches down to a 200’
cloud base in PA28 with GNS430. What a feeling!

A very old original equipment autopilot such as the one found in this
Cessna twin can be given a new lease of life by installing an aftermarket
roll steering unit. Sometimes this is a small standalone box or it may be
combined with a PFD. Cleverly it translates digital signals from the GPS
into commands the old analogue autopilot understands. In effect it is
constantly moving the heading bug with the old autopilot in heading
mode. This enables it to fly holds or complex approaches that the old
autopilot could never have handled even in its approach mode. Indeed
this modestly priced (by aviation standards) unit can work even if the old
autopilots approach mode is inoperative.

I’m a not a frequent flyer, currently only 20-30 hours a year, but I’ll always file
IFR if I can. Hopefully, I’ll be flying more in the future.
I started to fly with the Fire Patrol last year. As a private pilot in Sweden (if
you have 200h TT) you can do this in the team of two (pilot and one
“lookout”). The plane rental is paid for by the fire patrol, usually around a two
hour flight on a fixed route over back country and forests etc.
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14. TRANSITIONS: ADF DIP
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14. TRANSITIONS: THE ICAO HOLDING PATTERN

The design of the Holding Area and the Buffer Area (ICAO PANS OPS Doc 8168)
• The hold is designed to be flown at a max speed of 230KIAS (280KIAS in
turbulence) below 14,000’. The max speed increases in stages to Mach 0.83
above 34,000’. Holds specified as only for Category A & B aircraft are
designed for a max speed of 170KIAS. Helicopters are assumed to fly holds at
100KIAS.

The holding area provides 1000’ of obstacle and terrain clearance. The buffer
area extends to 5nm beyond the holding area, and provides obstacle
clearance of 1000’ at 1nm, tapering to 200’ at 5nm. In mountainous areas,
the obstacle clearance is greater.
• In general, the holding area is much larger than required for a light aircraft,
because it is designed for jets holding at 230-280KIAS. However, the hold
area is not designed for every adverse combination of strong winds and light
aircraft speeds, and ICAO PANS OPS expects that “the normal operational
adjustments made by the pilots of such aircraft should keep the aircraft
within the area”. Hence, we fly holds making adjustments to track and timing
to compensate for wind.

• The turns are assumed to use Rate 1 up to a maximum angle of bank of 25O
• The outbound leg timing is 1min below 14,000’ and 1min30s above 14,000’.
Note that the ICAO hold is no longer defined as a 4min pattern; so, strictly
speaking, the outbound leg time need not be corrected for wind
• A holding area is designed around these specifications, with various
tolerances for the fix position, the beginning of turns, time to establish a
bank, track accuracy, and the effect of 95% probable winds at the max
holding speed.

• Note that a published hold may specify a different timing or limiting speed
from the ICAO standard, and ‘non-standard’ left-hand turns
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14. TRANSITIONS: The Hold
We can now move onto the practicalities of how you enter the hold. Right hand
holds are considered standard and the entry sectors are defined by a line at 70
degrees to the holding axis. I have been able to discover no reason why 70
degrees was chosen as opposed to 60 or 90. In crude terms you could think of
just arriving at the beacon and turning in the shortest direction that allowed you
to pass over it a second time on the desired track.

In reality this would work pretty well. Considering that the protected area
associated with a hold is very large, especially for a relatively slow general
aviation aircraft there would be no safety issue. However this will not impress
an examiner and you will simply have to learn the correct hold entry procedure.
In reality this will become reasonably intuitive especially if you spend some time
practicing on a simulator.
There are excellent programmes designed for exactly this purpose so a laptop
can be a useful training aid. In the early stages it may help you to draw a faint
70 degree line on your approach chart so as to enable you to better visualise
where you are relative to the hold axis. There are various hand held devices that
purport to be useful cockpit aids but, while they may help in training, they are
useless in the cockpit.

You might reasonably ask whether this concentration on flying an accurate
hold serves any useful purpose. From one perspective the answer is no.
You will never have to fly a hold to this degree of accuracy in your everyday
flying. Its purpose is to force you to fly accurately while much of your
mental energy is consumed by a fairly useless distraction. You might
achieve the same effect by the instructor hitting you gently about the head
with a rolled newspaper. Indeed in the USA the examiner guidance actually
requires them to distract you and ensure that you continue to fly safely and
accurately. It is unfortunate that in Europe we have not adopted a more
useful way of seeing that a pilot can perform when under pressure. For the
moment you will just have to suspend disbelief and concentrate on
acquiring the skill level required to pass the test.

In cramped cockpits lateral thinking may be needed to find space for new
avionics. This is a twin with a single forward door on the P2 side so care is needed
getting in. Stepping on the avionics screen would really spoil your day.
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14. TRANSITIONS: HOLD ENTRY
Standard hold with right-hand turns
The Direct Entry is flown like a normal holding
pattern once over the fix, with a right turn onto
the outbound leg.
O
During this turn, you may level the wings with 90
to go and hold that heading briefly, in order to
avoid the outbound track being flown too close to

O

Heading to the fix at 70 from the outbound
track to the holding side

Sector 3:
Direct Entry

The hold entry Sector is determined by the
heading to the holding fix. There is a zone of
O

flexibility 5 either side of the sector boundaries
within which the pilot can select either sector

Sector 2:
Offset Entry

O

the inbound. 1sec for every 10 of deviation on
the direct entry heading from the inbound track is
a good rule of thumb.

After crossing the fix, the Offset Entry is flown by turning
O

onto a track 30 from the reciprocal of the inbound track,
on the holding side. This track is maintained for 1min and
followed by a right turn to intercept the inbound track to
the holding fix

Heading to the fix on the
outbound track
O

30

Sector 1:
Parallel Entry

The mnemonic P-O-D can be used to
remember the 3 entry names
(Parallel-Offset-Direct for sectors 1-2-3)

After crossing the fix, the Parallel Entry is flown by turning onto
the reciprocal of the inbound track and maintaining this for 1min
outbound, before turning left to track directly back to the beacon
(or, alternatively, to intercept the inbound track).
Note that the parallel leg is flown on the non-holding side, you should
not attempt to intercept the reciprocal of the inbound leg.
O

Heading to the fix at 70 from the
inbound track to the non-holding side
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14. TRANSITIONS: FLYING THE HOLD
So, having arrived in the hold, we need to fly round it. There used to be a
requirement to adjust the timing so that one complete circuit of the hold took
exactly four minutes but now 4 minutes is more sensibly regarded as a general
guideline. As you pass over the beacon you commence a rate one turn. It is
easier to explain if we use an example. The EGBJ hold depicted on the following
page is essentially East West but is left handed. After one minute we should be
abeam the beacon heading west. The abeam position will have been indicated
by the ADF needle pointing South. At that position we start our watch and, after
one minute, we will be at the end of the outbound leg. The simple geometry of
the racetrack pattern means that at that point, a line at an angle of 30 degrees
to the inbound track would pass through the aircraft’s position. In other words
the tail of the ADF needle will be on 300 degrees.

The astute reader will note that even within this book there is a lack of
consistency in the techniques described for flying a hold and correcting
for wind. You will find individual instructors or ATO’s vehemently
defending their system as the only one that works. Remember that
these are all just different methods of assessing the best means of
putting your aircraft in a position from which, given the wind of the day,
you have the highest chance of rolling out exactly on the inbound track.
You would be well advised to adopt which ever method your ATO
believes in, providing it enables you to achieve the desired result. Just
don’t let anyone persuade you that their system has any rigorous
theoretical justification. It’s just one way of making a decent guess at
the best thing to do.

We then immediately commence a further left turn maintaining rate one. If our
flying was perfect we would roll out exactly on the inbound Easterly inbound
track. However, such perfection is unlikely and it would be useful to have an
early indication of exactly what heading we are really likely to roll out on. Again,
the geometry of the hold comes to our assistance. You can see from the diagram
that, with 90, 60 or 30 degrees of the turn still to fly, the ADF needle will still
have 13, 7 or 5 degrees still to go before it points to the inbound course.

Sadly, even with this level of redundancy you are still required to
demonstrate flying with a turn co-ordinator in your IR skill test
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14. TRANSITIONS: GLOUCESTER EGBJ HOLD IN STILL AIR
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14. TRANSITIONS: EFFECT OF WIND ON THE HOLD
Wind will seriously affect the theoretical perfect symmetry of the hold and the
next page shows how various winds will distort the zero wind pattern.

If, however, you always ensure that you commence the inbound turn from a
position that is well outside the ideal turning point and somewhat further along
the outbound leg than the ideal position you will always be rolling out inside the
hold and probably a generous distance from the beacon.

There will therefore be a need to compensate for the wind. There is no
possibility of making any adjustment in either the outbound or inbound turn.
Rate one turns must be maintained at all times. Any drift allowance will need to
be made during the outbound leg. The timing of this leg will also need to be
adjusted to take account of any head or tail wind component. The general advice
is to calculate single drift and since the compensation is required for three legs
use three times drift on the outbound leg. As with many explanations in aviation
this seems superficially satisfactory: three legs, three sets of drift. It is doubtful
if a mathematician would find this convincing but it is certainly one approach
that can be made to work in practice.

The catch is that you need advance warning of the requirement to roll out of the
turn to re intercept the inbound track. We have seen that the hold geometry
means that with 60 degrees of the turn to go the ADF needle has a few degrees
still to go.

A further rule of thumb is to add or subtract 1 or 1.5 seconds for each knot of
head or tail wind.
Underlying these various techniques are two approaches to ensuring that you
establish on the inbound track within 5 degree for a reasonable period of time
before reaching the beacon. This is the skill test standard. One approach is to
make careful wind corrections to try and ensure that when you roll out you will
be on the inbound track. A second approach is to accept that perfection is
unlikely and that you are better to assume that you will always need to make
some correction to intercept the inbound track but make drift corrections that
ensure that this correction will almost certainly be from the holding side.
Products of a time when fuel cost little, older twins are expensive to run but
they are cheap to buy and still good IFR capable, reassuring load carriers.

In reality it is hard (but not impossible) to re-intercept the inbound track if you
fly through it. The most likely reason for flying through is a wind from behind
you so you will be trying to re intercept the track from the downwind side with
very little time to achieve this.
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14. TRANSITIONS: HOLDS WIND EFECT EXAMPLES
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14. TRANSITIONS HOLDS JUDGING THE INBOUND TURN
However at this point, dip will be causing the ADF needle to have dropped and
typically this drop will equal and cancel out the number of degrees the needle
still has to travel. So by happy coincidence, with 60 degrees of the turn still to
go the ADF will be exactly indicating the inbound track. If we have deliberately
made a drift allowance that has kept us wide then at this point the needle will
not indicate the inbound but will be show some higher number. The memory
aid is needle up wings up. Roll out of the turn promptly at the 60 to go point.
There will now be no dip and the needle will initially rise. As you continue the
intercept it will start to fall and when it has about three degrees still to go, turn
to intercept just as you would do when intercepting a track in cruise flight.
There is one further aid to help you in this dance like routine. If as is often the
case there is a DME co-located with the beacon then the ideal position from
which to start the outbound leg and the ideal position from which to start the
inbound turn will be at a known distance. The question of slant height and the
fact the DME origin can be changed according to the runway in use means that
this is less than exact science. However a good abeam position is about 1.3 NM
and a good end of the downwind leg is about 2.5 NM. If you are closer abeam
than 1 NM you are too close and more than 3 NM at the end of the outbound
leg you are too far. In the former case you should adjust your planned drift
correction. In the latter case nothing can be done, it just helps to keep you
orientated.
In a zero wind situation the tail of the ADF needle will be on 288 degrees in the
following illustration a 30 degree angle to the inbound track. In the past to make
this indicator of outbound position more accurate singe drift was added but this
is now thought to be an over complication and the basic 30 degree line is used
as guidance.

Early area navigation. The old Bendix King ‘VOR shifter’ with its ability to
locate a pseudo VOR where you needed it was considered amazing
technology in its day.
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14. TRANSITIONS: BOURNEMOUTH HOLD WITH WIND CORRECTION
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14. TRANSITIONS: DRIFT AND TIMING
Estimating the wind and wind components at altitude
• The estimated wind can be derived from a meteorological
forecast.

•

If you have an ATIS report a reasonable estimate at holding
altitudes of about 4000 ft. is to add 30 degrees to the wind
direction and double its strength.

• Modern aircraft with an air data computer have actual
readouts of the wind on the PFD.

Personal Log Books
A casual attitude to completing your log book will cause difficulties when you train
for your IR. The NAA will want to see your log book for rating issue and confirm
that you had the required prior experience and training and that the formal
training with the ATO is correctly recorded. A good ATO will take a careful look at
your log books. If you make it easy for them to establish your experience they can
credibly insert a certificate and this is likely to head of difficulties with the examiner
before the test and later with the National Authorities.
This is not intended to be an exhaustive explanation of the rules but typical
problems are as follows

• Maximum drift is half the wind speed at 120 knots, 2/3 wind
speed at 90 knots.
•
Estimating Drift and Head/Tail Wind Component
• We use the 1-in-60 rule, in the form of 60
• Max Drift angle = Wind Speed *
TAS
O
• In this example max drift is half the winds speed = 10
• We use a simple rule of thumb to
factor the max drift and wind speed
for the angle between the aircraft
track and the wind:
O
• In this example, the wind is at ~50
to the desired track, so we use 0.8x
• Hence,
O
O
Drift = 0.8 * 10 = ~8
Headwind = 0.8 * 20kts = ~15kts











Not entering time in the correct columns so the PIC and PUT time can be
differentiate
Not bothering to total the columns and the pages
Being unable to differentiate cross country time
Not having qualifying dual instruction adequate recorded and
countersigned
Not differentiating between IFR time and time under IMC (FBSRI)
Not being consistent in using decimal hours or hours and minutes or
using UTC time
Logging time under third country rules in ways that are not acceptable in
Europe
Not recording any necessary differences training
Not recording revalidation and renewals that cross check with the pilot’s
licence.

This may seem pedantic for pilots with multiple log books evidencing lots of varied
flight time. The NAA and the examiner just want to be sure that the experience
requirements have been met and less experienced pilots wanting to claim every
applicable hour perhaps every minute need to justify their claims carefully.
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14. TRANSITIONS: VOR & GPS HOLDS
VOR holds and GPS holds are rare but GPS holds will in time replace NDB holds.
The following diagram shows a VOR hold flown with an RMI and HSI but it is
perfectly possible to fly the hold just with an HSI or other cross pointer style
instrument alone. In essence you set the HSI onto the inbound course. The
abeam position will be shown by the ‘to/from’ flag reversing. However with a
GPS you should have a pretty good idea of orientation. Drift correction and
timing are the same as for an NDB hold and the advisory distances also apply.
With a GPS you can also have an indication of the track made good or a bearing
to the VOR or to the waypoint.

For some reason it is much more common in the USA for clearances to involve
radial intercepts and it is also common to be given an en route hold using a VOR
radial.
VOR approaches are also rare but they are fairly straightforward and GPS
assistance will often be available. You may practice one in the simulator as part
of your course.

However as long as you make efforts to ensure that you are adequately outside
and far enough along the outbound leg, the intercept will be just like the
intercept of a localiser. Simply adopt a reasonable intercept heading and follow
the needle as it comes in.
One word of warning! If your GPS is set at the en route scale it will be too
insensitive to give an adequate indication of being established on the inbound
track. This is another reason for having your GPS set permanently at the 0.3 NM
scale.
You should certainly keep a useful VOR and DME selected while navigating using
GPS. It is then always available as a gross error check or instantly available in the
case of GPS failure.
It is relatively rare in Europe to be asked to intercept a specific VOR radial. This
might well be part of a departure or arrival procedure but in normal
circumstances you will be flying these with some RNAV system.

Map display standards have certainly moved on but many pilots still
prefer data entry using rotating knobs to the prodding of a touch screen
on the latest generation GPS navigators.
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14. TRANSITIONS: THE VOR HOLD
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14. TRANSITIONS: DME ARC & COURSE REVERSALS
There are number of situations in which you are required to reverse your
direction of travel and the following page sets out the two ways of doing this.
DME arcs serve to feed traffic onto an approach procedure. This avoids the
wasted track miles involved in flying inbound to a beacon simply in order to join
a procedure and then fly outbound. An arc is most simply flown where the arc
is centred on an approach aid and the aircraft has a navigation aid driving a
needle that points at the approach aid. This is not essential. It is possible to
make a quite a good job of following an arc within the usual target limits of +/- I
NM just with a DME readout.
With a cross pointer indicator you can select radials at 10 degree intervals round
the arc and changing the selected radial when cross pointer moves in and
centres having started at full scale deflection.
Modern aircraft with roll steering allow the pilots to leave the task to the
autopilot. Even without roll steering they may depict the arc on the screen so
that the pilot can remain orientated easily and detect any divergence from the
desired track.
It is unlikely that you will be required to fly an arc on any skill test and if you do
it will almost certainly be with a needle giving you bearing information. Keep
the needle on the wing tip in zero or light winds. If the wind is from the beacon
the reference point is in front of the wing and if from outside the arc the
reference point is behind the wingtip.

Overhead switch panels are a mixed blessing, especially for older pilots with
bifocal glasses. This twin, although by no means the worst offender illustrates
why a thorough understanding of fuel cross feed systems is a must.

To recall the reference point when doing a DME arc with a cross wind
remember ‘IN FRONT OUT BACK’ If the wind is from inside the arc the
reference point is ahead of the wing if from outside it’s behind the wing
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14. TRANSITIONS: DIRECT ENTRIES AND PROCEDURE TURNS
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14. TRANSITIONS: THE DME ARC
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14. TRANSITIONS: TERMINAL PROCEDURES
Terminal procedures provide safe obstacle and terrain clearance for flight in
IMC. They may be published in text and /or chart form and may not have ICAO
identifiers or even specific route names. They also serve to standardise routes
to help ATC. Most often they are SIDs and STAR’s Standard Instrument
Departure and Arrival Routes.

I decided to scud-run, on the basis that if I couldn’t make it I could always punch
up through the cloud and make an ILS approach followed by a low-level VFR
transit.
The first thing I noticed was that it was very much bumpier than I expected
making for a very unpleasant ride at low-level. I was really being thrown about.
I could see that the cloud was hanging down in curtains and almost touching the
tree-line on the ridges. I was about to turn back when I saw a gap with brighter
sky beyond. As I neared the gap I was suddenly conscious that I was now very low
and the gap appeared to be narrowing and closing before my eyes. I came to the
only sensible decision that day - to climb into the cloud.

The nomenclature is not entirely standard and larger airports may have more
complex route structures with transitions or initial approach charts.
The following pages illustrate the features of the main varieties of chart that you
will encounter. You are very unlikely to need these in preparing for your skill test
but if you do your ATO will brief you thoroughly.

I informed ATC that I was now IFR and climbing in IMC to 3000’ and requested a
zone transit. ATC acknowledged and offered a clearance. I was about to reply
when I saw the trees.
I had made the most basic of mistakes. I had selected the correct power and
attitude for the climb but had not trimmed and as soon as I was distracted, had
lost my instrument scan and descended. I re-established the climb but cannot
have cleared the trees by more than 75 feet!
A vivid account of the basic truths of instrument flying.
You are either VFR or IFR and the order of priority is always:-

Aviate - Navigate - Communicate.
However having some understanding of the range of possibilities you might
encounter in your flying after qualifying will be worthwhile and this information
is not readily available in a digestible form elsewhere.
Now that procedures are coded into databases as well as being presented in
paper form it is not always entirely obvious what is the function and meaning of
the various kinds of identifiers.

OK the picture is here because we liked the rainbow but always have a ground
plate to hand at larger airfields. It can be very hard to find your parking place.
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14. TRANSITIONS: PROCEDURE TITLES AND NAMES
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14. TRANSITIONS: A (NON-SID) DEPARTURE
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14. TRANSITIONS: A CONVENTIONAL SID
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14. TRANSITIONS: AN RNAV SID

P
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14. TRANSITIONS: AN RNAV SID (continued from previous page)
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14. TRANSITIONS: A SID WITH A PUBLISHED RNAV OVERLAY
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14. TRANSITIONS: A SID FOLLOWED BY TRANSITION ROUTES
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14. TRANSITIONS: APPROACH PROCEDURES

The following are examples of approach procedures. You
are unlikely to need this level of detail for IR training
purposes but it is useful to have some understanding of
the scope and meaning of these plates in your subsequent
flying. Note that these are not current procedures and are
quite likely to have been superseded.

I was bouncing my way towards London at FL160. The yellow pitot warning came on and 20 or 30
seconds later the ASI started to drop. The Aspen PFD gave a 'check pitot heat' message, and I asked
ATC for a lower level. Both ASI's went towards zero, the gear warning horn started to bleat, and the
turbulence became worse. In between getting bounced off the roof I tried to locate the CB to shut
the warning horn.
Before the descent clearance came through, the Aspen altimeter and VSI ceased operating to be
replaced with big red X's. The backup traditional instruments kept on working. As a backup for
altitude I set the GPS to display the GPS altitude in case the static ports also froze. Then altitude and
direction information was also lost. Of course we practice all this but it’s nothing like the real thing in
turbulence with the magnetic compass swirling +/-90 degrees and even changing a frequency with
knobs is difficult.
ATC then asked why I was not maintaining my heading, and I told them I had lost some
instrumentation. It is turbulent and a descent clearance is really needed. That resulted in a clearance
to below the forecast freezing level. I agreed a diversion with ATC since the original destination was
near a busy TMA, nightfall was approaching and fuel reserves, although adequate, were not generous.
After levelling below the freezing level I still had no airspeed or direction indications but the turbulence
was rather less. After some time and approaching the diversion airfield the instruments were still not
working and it was difficult to fly on the compass and obtain approach information from the GPS for
this unexpected airfield. I asked ATC for assistance and was given a discrete frequency where they
passed the necessary instrument approach information. Gradually the instruments came back into life
and shortly before landing the full set became operational again.

Good approach lights are a welcome sight after a
demanding instrument approach.

There are a lot of lessons to be learned in this incident which was very well handled by an experienced
pilot who understood his advanced equipment well. You need to understand the failure modes of
modern electronics. It is not self-evident that loss of airspeed information would also result in attitude
information failing. You should be able to fly your aircraft without airspeed information. That’s one
reason why your instructor and this book goes on about Power + Attitude = Performance. Never
hesitate to ask ATC for assistance. If the situation warrants it just tell them what you are doing and
make it their problem to get any conflicting traffic out of the way. If your IR revalidation examiner
makes life difficult for you just be grateful. Nothing you experience will come close to the pressures the
real word can sometimes throw at you.
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14. TRANSITIONS: STRUCTURE OF ARRIVAL & APPROACH PROCEDURES
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14. TRANSITIONS: A CONVENTIONAL STAR AND APPROACH
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14. TRANSITIONS: PROCEDURE TITLES AND NAMES ARRIVAL DESIGNATORS
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14. TRANSITIONS: NAMES TRANSTIONS AND INITAL APPROACHES
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14. TRANSITIONS: EXAMPLE OF A ‘GENERAL’ ARRIVAL
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It never hurts to know what’s under the cowling. Get a knowledgeable friend or
engineer to point out what’s what in our aircraft. This is one of the most complete
general aviation engines, and geared and turbocharged 375HP. You can see the inclined
rocker box covers that contains the pushrods. The pipes on top are induction pipes
where the air fuel mixture enters the cylinders. On top you have an intercooler. This
is a radiator which reduces the high temperature of the induction air as it emerges from
the turbocharger.
Continental engines number cylinders from the rear right, as seen by the pilot, so the
front left cylinder most clearly visible in this photo is number 6. Continental engines
tend to be painted gold.

The Lycoming engine is an IO540 in a Piper lance. They tend to be painted
grey. You can see the propeller governor on the front of the engine and 6
fuel pipes leading to the injectors can be clearly seen.
Most common Lycoming engines number the cylinders from the front right,
so the equivalent front left cylinder to that seen in the Continental engine
photo is number 2.
You can clearly see the upper spark plugs in each cylinder and there is a
second plug below. Thus each cylinder gets a spark from two plugs and each
plug is fired by a separate magneto.
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15. INSTRUMENT APPROACHES: INTRODUCTION
This chapter explains the principals of NDB DME, ILS, SRA and RNAV
approaches. It provides detailed explanations about how to fly examples of
each approach type. At appropriate points the required pilot action is noted
in blue, power changes are noted in red and speeds in green. These numbers
will need to be decided in accordance with your own or your ATO’s Standard
Operating Procedures. As we discussed when considering the basics of
instrument flying you should always have a clear idea of the power settings
you will need to achieve the desired result. There are then detail
explanations of the approach plates. All too often pilots give the plates only
a cursory examination and sometimes notes and other small print can
contain information that is really vital.

I had flown that approach into Kathmandu in solid IMC in 2011.
My trip there was delayed by six months, so trying to save money
I did not renew my Jeppesen trip kit “assuming” not much could
have changed in that short time. This was pre iPad and Jepp FD.
So I was dependent on paper charts.
Suffice to say everything including the VOR frequency had been
changed during those 6 months the first major revision in 20 years!
I had made a very serious error.
Fortunately remembering that neither the location of the airport,
nor the location of the mountains could have changed allowed me
to use the old plate successfully, but I was not proud of myself that
day.
Nor do I wish to relive that sick feeling in my stomach every time
the controller referred to waypoints or procedures that were nonexistent on my version of the approach plate whilst I gingerly
picked my way down through the foothills of Everest in solid cloud.

The chapter concludes with an explanation of the naming and categorisation
of approaches. This can be thought of as slightly esoteric but given the
differences that can now exist between paper approach plates, paper charts
and various electronic presentations of the same information it has been felt
necessary to include it.

I repeated the word “unable” so many times I sounded like a
parrot, and the thought kept crossing my mind that this was not
the place, nor time to be second guessing an approach. Radar
vectors are not available for most of that approach due to the
mountain terrain.

An RMI automatically
shows heading derived
from a remote compass
sensor so the ADF
bearing is indicated
directly (275 degrees in
this case).This is a near
essential instrument for
an IR skill test. The
second needle is useful
but not vital.

And then, after landing, when I thought nothing else could go
wrong, those cute monkeys that hang around the airport moved
in to play with my aircraft.
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15. INSTRUMENT APPROACHES: NDB DME
Non precision approaches are now generally required to be flown with a
continuous descent final approach profile and are known as CDFA. This
technique which is valuable for large commercial aircraft has been foisted on the
piston engine GA community with little apparent thought as to what this implies.
Large aircraft have an FMS which generates an advisory glideslope. They have
considerable momentum and engines which can take an appreciable time to
deliver large power changes. A single engine piston aircraft may have none of
these characteristics and a pilot may be left to fly a non-precision approach in
which the only information available on which to base the continuous descent
is a mentally calculated multiple of groundspeed with a number of check heights
referenced from the approach plate.

Furthermore if the approach is based on an NDB especially if there is a strong
cross wind the runway may appear 10 or 15 degrees off the aircraft nose. The
old way of flying these approaches which is given the rather derogatory
description of dive and drive meant that you could be at your minima, stable and
trimmed with some distance to run to the MAP while you identified the runway.
As WAAS based GPS approaches become the norm with their various varieties
of glideslope information and more accurate lateral track information this
problem will be eliminated. You will need to ask your instructor what the local
practice involves. The following diagrams assume the old system in which you
fly a level segment at the end of the approach.
If you to fly a CDFA then at the FAF you will need to fly a profile that gives you a
rate of descent appropriate to the angle of the slope. This will generally be 3
degrees, thus a (Rate of Descent) ROD of five times your groundspeed which you
can read from the DME will work. Sometimes the approach has a 3.5 degree
slope and 6 times groundspeed is a good approximation. This ROD is also given
on the approach plate where you will also find check heights at various DME
distances along the descent. This give a useful gross error check but they can
easily distract you from the task of flying accurately and maintaining a stable
descent rate.
The minima on the approach plate is a hard number. You must not in any
circumstances go below it. However, since the approach is being flown like an
ILS, as soon as you reach the DA you must go round, and it is inevitable that you
will sink below this absolute minima. It is therefore necessary to add some
margin to the published number to allow for this. Some states published
guidelines, others do not. Our suggestion is to add an absolute maximum of
50ft., perhaps a somewhat lower number if this produces an easily remembered
round number.

This is a Redbird FNPT 2 approaching the Severn Bridge. If you need a
break from IFR training the amazing visuals allow you to fly under the
bridge and look up at the structure.
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15. INSTRUMENT APPROACHES: NDB DME
For example if the published minima was 615ft. you might add 35ft. and aim for
the easily remembered 650ft. Never be tempted to add more than 50 in a test
situation. If the published minima was 495 ft. aiming for 550 ft. would be
unacceptable.
Note that it is common practice to add approximately 50ft. to the published
minima figure on an ILS. This is for a completely different reason. The design of
an ILS accounts for the sink during the go round but an addition is required for
position error correction of the altimeter (PEC). Some flight manuals give a
specific figure (which could be zero) but most don’t and convention is to add up
to 50 ft. if no other information is available. If you think this is all pretty
unsatisfactory, we could not agree more! To make the best of a bad job just add
an absolute maximum of 50ft. to all minima in the skill test situation. Indeed,
since you are rarely likely to be as current as you would like it is not a bad
practice to carry this procedure into your real world flying.
Timing is another Stone Age practice that rears its ugly head. The old idea at
every beacon was to remember – Time, Turn, Talk. This made complete sense
when navigation was largely by dead reckoning and ATC was often procedural
without the benefit of primary or secondary radar. Given the availability of DME
and GPS information, the only requirement that remains for timing is in holds
and the very rare NDB procedures not associated with a DME. Turning and
talking still apply. As you pass over a waypoint you turn onto the required new
track and make an RT call if one is required.
A light touch on the controls works best for instrument flying but is not easy
to maintain in moments of stress. The King KR86 ADF with its integrated
indicator can be seen in the top right of this panel. It was an attempt at
economy that did not work well and they are near useless for accurate NDB
tracking.
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15. INSTRUMENT APPROACHES: NDB DME
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15. INSTRUMENT APPROACHES: NDB DME APPROACH EGHH
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15. INSTRUMENT APPROACHES: NDB DME EGHH (continued)
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15. INSTRUMENT APPROACHES: NDB DME EGHH (continued)
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15. INSTRUMENT APPROACHES: CIRCLE TO LAND / BAD WEATHER CIRCUIT
Circle to land is an IFR procedure, albeit one that is carried out visually. It is fully
describe on the next page. It is sometimes confused with a bad weather circuit
which is a VFR procedure albeit one that forms part of the UK IMCR syllabus.
They are both procedures that should only be attempted after very careful
consideration. There is a good reason why many commercial companies will not
allow their two crew aircraft to carry out any circling procedures especially not
at night. Picture the scenario. If you need to circle there is some demanding
environmental factor. The wind is not aligned with the runway and the weather
poor enough to demand an IAP. You are single crew with your eyes in the
cockpit. You emerge from the clouds and have to visually acquire the airfield
environment, orientate yourself, and identify the runway you have to land on.
You must not climb back into the clouds which may have a very variable and
ragged base. You have to fly a tight circuit so as to remain visual with the airfield.
It’s not surprising that pilots lose control and the accident statistics confirm this.

This is a coastal airfield with mountains only a short way inland. Not carefully
reading approach plates and understanding the implications of the detail can
hurt you.

Our suggestion is that you make every effort to avoid using this kind of
procedure unless the weather conditions are quite benign and well above the
published circling minima.
Visual procedures with prescribed tracks (VPT) are common in some European
countries. For example Avignon LFMV has an ILS to its runway 18 but even
though strong North winds are common there is no IAP to runways 35. The
minima is 750 ft. and there is an obstacle of 433 ft., almost directly under the
prescribed track.
The prescribed tracks are very difficult to follow exactly and you would not be
wise to spend much time with eyes in the cockpit when, at best, your terrain
clearance is 300ft.
You can legally fly this approach with pilot controlled lighting and a QNH from
the automatic system if the basic procedure is not exciting enough for you.
A similar procedure of Cannes LFMD has noise monitoring to motivate you to
follow the prescribed tracks. Here the minima is 1800 ft. and if you fly the RNAV
approach via INLOV you might be reassured by an MSA of 1500 ft., unless you
notice that the same approach via NEKIP has an MSA of 8100 ft.

In some light conditions a wet screen can be nearly opaque. You may
have to rely almost entirely on peripheral vision for the touchdown.
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15. INSTRUMENT APPROACHES: CIRCLE TO LAND
Overview
•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

•

Circling Pattern Examples

The Circle-to-land takes places at the end of an instrument approach, when the
final approach track is not suitable for landing on the intended runway.
Typically this is:either because the final approach is offset from the runway (eg. Where
terrain limits the siting of a radio aid or the alignment of the approach
track)
or because the airport does not have an instrument approach for the
particular runway in use (eg. when wind conditions favour a noninstrument runway).
or because the final approach gradient is too steep to allow a straight-in
landing (and therefore straight-in minima are not published).
Circle-to-land minima provide 300’ of obstacle clearance within an area defined
by the turning radius of the aircraft category plus a buffer.
The circle-to-land should begin as soon as there is visual contact with the
landing runway, or at the VFR circuit height, whichever is lower.
In the UK, you may descend to the approach minima and then recover to the
(higher) circling minima. In other countries, it is more common that circling
minima apply to the overall approach if a circle-to-land is intended.
During the circle-to-land, you must maintain visual reference with the landing
runway at all times. If that reference is lost, you must initiate a missed approach
and turn towards the MAPt.
You must always be in a position to land safely using normal aircraft
manoeuvring; otherwise you must initiate a missed approach.
You may not descend below the circling minima except whilst executing a
normal visual landing.
The circling minima are published on
the far right of the Approach Minima
strip on a Jeppesen plate.
The 4 speeds correspond to
Approach Categories A-D.

Pattern A is a circle-to-land from an offset final approach track.
Pattern B is used if the visual reference is established too late to permit
pattern A. When training for the circle-to-land, we typically fly this kind
of pattern back to the active runway the approach was conducted to.
Pattern C is used to land on a reciprocal runway. The initial turn to
downwind is 45O from the final approach track, not a 90O crosswind turn.
Pattern D is used to land on a cross runway. Note that you always overfly
the landing runway first, before turning downwind.

The visibility required is the pilot
determined inflight visibility, not a
reported RVR.
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15. INSTRUMENT APPROACHES: SRA & ILS
The next page tells you all you need to know about the SRA. In essence you just
do what ATC says. It is unwise to rely on them being available as not all
controllers will be radar approach authorised and current especially at smaller
airfields. Sometimes there will be an approach to 0.5 NM and one to 2 NM. You
should not just assume that the lower minima will be available.
The ILS is the only precision approach. Some of the latest LPV approaches have
similar or even lower minima but they are not precision approaches according
to the ICAO definition. The aural ILS ident says nothing about the glideslope so
at least one check of altitude against distance would be wise. 1000 ft. plus
airfield elevation at 3 miles is a convenient one to remember, or the intercept
altitude will be marked on the approach plate.
As an ILS usually implies a busier airfield, radar vectors are by far the most
common means of sequencing traffic to the procedure, they are far more
efficient and the airport can handle a higher traffic density than with a
procedural system. The following pages explain in detail the techniques and
procedures involved. The ILS demands the same technique as all IF - very
prompt small corrections, however it is very unforgiving of any lapses in
technique. For skill test purposes half scale deflection is the maximum allowed
and if you exceed this you must instigate the missed approach. In all flying, if
you reach full scale deflection you have become uncertain of your position
relative to the ground. The safety margin is very small and you must go round
immediately.
Typically candidates are able to perform adequately for a while after their first
intercept of the glideslope, but do not hold the glideslope and localiser in the
latter stages when very small control inputs are all that is required.

OK, we just liked the picture. Although IFR at night should in theory
be little different to IFR by day, given the poor cockpit lighting in most
GA aircraft it does demand rather more thought and preparation
unless you are one of the few GA pilots who fly at night regularly.

There is no magic solution – it is just practice, although a simulator, where you
can be repositioned very easily, avoids all the wasted time which will be
inevitable if learning in an aircraft. Note that some of the details on the
illustrations such as when to take flaps are type and ATO specific. Consult your
own ATO or its SOPs
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15. INSTRUMENT APPROACHES: SRA EGHH RUNWAY
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15. INSTRUMENT APPROACHES: ILS
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15. INSTRUMENT APPROACHES: ILS FLYING THE LOCALISER
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15. INSTRUMENT APPROACHES: ILS FLYING THE GLIDESLOPE
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15. INSTRUMENT APPROACHES: ILS BASIC PROCEDURE
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15. INSTRUMENT APPROACHES: ILS EGHH RUNWAY 26
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15. INSTRUMENT APPROACHES: ILS RADAR VECTORED APPROACH
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15. INSTRUMENT APPROACHES: RNAV
In principle RNAV approaches are simple. Designers are no longer restricted by
the need for aircraft to establish their initial position by passing over a beacon.
Typically they take the form of a T (like the RNAV EGBJ Runways 27) or a Y. There
are, however, exceptions such as overlay approaches where RNAV is being used
to fly a procedure designed for terrestrial aids, as in the Geneva example, or
where local conditions demand a slightly different shape as at Cologne.

On a Garmin GPS approach menus, it is usually, but not always, the
last one that is for a category A aircraft. Sometimes it is necessary to
scroll down the menu to find it.

As the initial approach fixes can be some distance from the airfield, the MSA is
given as a terminal arrival area (TAA) referenced to each IAF. Plates, as at EGBJ,
may also give the normal MSA centred on the aerodrome reference point.
You will need to study your GPS receiver’s handbook carefully to learn how to
load a procedure. Often this also involves learning how to load a flight plan as
the procedure is integrated into the final stages of the overall flight. We will
cover the basics here using the Garmin 430/530 as the main reference with a
nod towards the differences if using the GTN series. However this book is not a
GPS manual. It is possible to get very lost indeed in the buttonology of a GPS
unit. You need thorough differences training before you rely on GPS approaches
in hard IMC conditions. Assuming you are going to load a procedure
independent of a flight plan hitting the procedures key will offer a menu from
which you can select an approach. The box will offer you the nearest airfield but
you can change the airfield identifier as required followed by the range of
approaches available at that airfield. You are then offered the transitions
associated with that approach. Typically they will be vectors and one or more
initial approach fixes (IAF). Our suggestion is always to select an IAF since
selecting vectors often removes other waypoints which might later be required
or at least serve to help with orientation.
You then get the option to load or activate. If you activate the GPS, guidance
will take you to the selected IAF. If you simply load, then the approach is ready
to go and all you need to do when wish to activate it, is select ‘activate’ on the
procedures menu.

The Avidyne PFD is less common than the Garmin and has a different
menu logic but users claim it is much easier to use than a Garmin once
mastered. After long certification delays Avidyne now have a quite
complete range of avionics some of which are plug in replacements for
older Garmin units.
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15. INSTRUMENT APPROACHES: LNAV /LNAV+V
Something to keep in mind is that the IAF is likely to be a long way from the
airfield and you might be even further away when an ATC unit clears you to the
IAF. One scenario is that you descend out of an airway into Class G airspace and
told to contact your destination which has no radar. You have a clearance and
are speaking to relevant ATC units but you are entirely responsible for your own
terrain clearance and for keeping out of controlled or restricted airspace.
Secondly VFR traffic might have no idea about how RNAV approaches work and
could reasonably think they are well away from the airfield and may be located
just under the cloud from where you might descend on top of them.

The RT associated with RNAV is not complicated. Normally the pilot askes for the
RNAV approach to runway XX via the desired initial approach fix. Typically ATC
will offer a clearance and ask for a report at that fix and subsequently at the
intermediate and final approach fixes.

When your destination clears you for the approach they will probably ask you to
report at the IAF. The level at that point will be clearly shown on the Plate.
When you duly report they will ask you to call at one or more further points on
the approach culminating in giving you a clearance to land. In this respect it is
no different to any other type of approach. You do need to be careful of the
exact language. It would be easy to mistake BJ09F for BJ09I.
The GPS unit will tell you when to initiate a turn shortly before the waypoint.
Remember these are fly by, not fly over, points as explained in an earlier chapter.
This is a CDFA approach so the explanations of how to fly this given under NDB
DME apply.
So far we have been speaking of the most basic GPS approach the LNAV
approach. Lateral navigation. No information is provided about the vertical
profile. If you have a WAAS capable GPS then once inside the FAF it will generate
an advisory glideslope. These approaches are known as LNAV+V.
Note that this slope is generated by the unit. It is advisory only. It is an artificial
construct and does not provide the same guarantee of terrain clearance as a test
flown slope such as an ILS. It certainly does not imply obstacle clearance beyond
the MDA down to the threshold. You are expected to fly this visually and
although the advisory guidance continues there is nothing to stop something
solid being in your flight path.

A Garmin PFD/MFD installation that has allowed the standby attitude
indicator to be installed within a reasonable scan. In many
installations its location is far from ideal and you should practice flying
using the standby AI from time to time.
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15. INSTRUMENT APPROACHES: LPV
LPV approaches provide ILS like accuracy. They also differ from the
LNAV VNAV because they provide angular guidance. Just like an ILS
they depict degrees off course so the actual distance off course gets
very much less as you get closer to the airfield. Other GPS based
approaches are linear. They simply calculate how far off the desired
track you are and the scale is the same all along the approach.

In the late 1970s I took up an offer to accompany another pilot on a trip. At the time I had about
70 hours total time on a basic PPL; the other pilot had a few hundred hours on a PPL with night
rating. We flew the outbound route with few weather problems.
On the return we had received a bespoke telephone briefing which indicated a weak cold on our
route with cloud up to maybe four or five thousand feet. In those days "clear of cloud in sight of
the surface" was not a requirement for a basic PPL.
We could see a bank of cloud some distance ahead so we asked for current weather for our
destination an airfield a few miles to the south.
The weather at our destination was quite dire and the nearer airfield was not a lot better. The
cold front was clearly well south of the forecast position and it was not going to be possible to outclimb it. The only sensible option was a diversion to which we requested and ATC provided a QDM
together with the airfield information. There was no DME but we estimated we were about 5 miles
from the field.
I turned on to the QDM and we were asked to report the airfield in sight, weather was deteriorating
and we had to descend to maintain visual contact with the ground. Further QDMs were passed
and ATC kept asking if we had the airfield in sight. We didn't!
Weather was still poor and we were getting lower and lower, ATC asked us to report our altitude
and confirm were we still VMC. At this point we both took our eyes off the outside world for a
second and looked at the altimeter, if I recall correctly it read less than 200' (AMSL). My "co-pilot"
was doing all the radio while I flew he said simply that it was becoming difficult to maintain VMC.
ATC again asked if we had the airfield in sight - with yet another negative to that they suggested
(since VDF was no longer giving a bearing) that we climb to 2,000 feet and they would vector us for
an SRA. Unfortunately neither of us had any IF qualification.

This big engine version of the Piper Cherokee is a capable if
rather slow IFR aircraft. This example started life in French
Algeria and as well as tip tanks had a rare factory fitted aft
baggage tank giving it enormous endurance.

Despite this, in view of the deteriorating weather I was about to climb when I spotted the threshold
of runway 28 below the right wing tip so I rapidly called airfield in sight and we were cleared to
final runway 24.
If you are overhead 28 threshold which way do you turn to reach 24 thresholds? Fortunately the
runway configuration was the same as my home airfield so I knew which way to go and flew along
the taxiway at about one hundred feet, turning final over the 24 threshold still at cruise speed.
Fortunately the runway was long so we landed without further difficulty.
We didn't quite kiss the tarmac after landing but we were very glad to be on the ground.
Fortunately, a happy ending. Get some instrument flying training even if your main interest is in
VFR flying but no apologies for repeating that it’s vital to commit to being IFR if the need arises.
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15. INSTRUMENT APPROACHES LNAV+ V APPROACH
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15. INSTRUMENT APPROACHES: GPS PUBLISHED OVERLAY EXAMPLE
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15. INSTRUMENT APPROACHES: RNAV(GPS) APPROACH NON STANDARD EXAMPLE
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15. INSTRUMENT APPROACHES: NAMING & LEGALITIES
The next few pages may seem a little geeky and indeed if you are in the training
phase of gaining your IR you can probably skim them. However as you gain
experience and start flying to larger airports with pages and pages of SIDs,
STARS, transitions and approach procedures you will find that a little more
understanding of the detail will be useful. Bouncing around in cloud, even with
the help of the autopilot is not the moment to wonder why there are multiple
approaches for the runway in use and which one ATC expects you to use.
It’s a personal decision how much you care but there are legalities associated
with RNAV approaches. The assumption is that the equipment, the aircraft and
the pilot are all appropriately qualified. The most common scenario is that the
equipment is capable but that the paper work associated with the installation
is incorrect or missing and the pilot has had no training whatsoever. In some
countries pilot training for RNAV approaches is required. In others, such as the
UK, a derogation has been given to GA pilots. EASA is currently working on
common European requirements for RNAV theoretical and practical training
for new and existing pilots so this situation may change. Many RNAV
approaches still require terrestrial aids for the missed approach procedure.
This may involve an NDB or a VOR. Again whether you choose to comply or just
use your GPS is a personal decision.

A Cessna 421 is perhaps the most advanced accessible MEP. With 375 HP
geared engines it is quiet, pressurised and has a cabin you can almost stand
up straight in. Burning AVGAS at 40 USG per hour is not for everyone so they
are very cheap to buy.

The author’s personal opinion is that it is pushing both your luck and legalities
to be totally GPS dependent and certainly it is impossible to fly IFR legally
without a DME but whether a new installation of an ADF receiver is warranted
is more open to debate.
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15. INSTRUMENT APPROACHES: JEPPESEN CHART INDEX CONVENTION
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15. INSTRUMENT APPROACHES: PROCEDURE TITLES & NAMES
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15. INSTRUMENT APPROACHES: TITLES AND NAMES X,Y,Z CONVENTION
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15. INSTRUMENT APPROACHES: NDB EXAMPLE
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15. INSTRUMENT APPROACHES: VOR EXAMPLE
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15. INSTRUMENT APPROACHES: ILS EXAMPLE
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16. FLIGHT PLANNING: WEATHER
Pre Flight

The worst is fog. It’s hard to predict, it’s fickle and can be very widespread. You
should be very wary of starting a flight when the destination predicts
widespread fog. Neither should you take an optimistic view of when the fog at
the departure airfield might clear. Secondly you need a very firm view on the
lowest icing level you will accept in any aircraft that is not cleared for flight into
known icing. ROA for example has a policy of requiring 2000 ft. clearance
between the freezing level and the MEF on the planned route.

Even when you are very experienced anything but the simplest known routes
are likely to need significant preparations. Not all the issues are life threatening,
but it is not in anyone’s long term interest to be imposing load on other airspace
users or ATC. Aviation throws up enough unforeseeable challenges without
building in extra potential for embarrassment. Ironically the appearance of very
effective internet tools for route planning means that it is possible to produce
a route and a PLOG without giving their content any thought whatsoever.
Maybe the route generated involves a level change and this puts you higher or
lower than you would prefer. Maybe you are over high ground or over the sea
when a modest diversion would keep you over more forgiving terrain. If you
have not studied the route at all, clearances will come as a complete surprise
and it can be surprisingly hard to find a waypoint on the chart. Of course it’s
possible to just ask the controller to spell it and let the GPS take the strain but
really it’s unacceptable not to have a fairly clear idea of where you are for
anything longer than a couple of minutes.

Weather
Weather prediction can become an absorbing study and that is fine. It is nearly
always possible to find some reason to fear the worst. Weather forecasters
have not forgotten Michael Fish and the hurricane. (A UK forecaster who
became infamous for saying, on national television, that there would be no
hurricane the evening before the worst storm in UK history). If there is the
slightest possibility something bad might occur it seems to attract a PROB 30%.
You can sympathise with this but it does put the onus on the pilot. With a little
experience it is possible to make sensible judgment calls.
Have a look at the overall picture the night before. Just a general forecast gives
an idea of the broad picture. If you use an aviation site then you can see where
the fronts are likely to lie.

If you fly in colder climates you may find that insulated engine covers
and pre heaters are the only way you will ever get the engine to start
Finally there are thunderstorms. Visual avoidance of isolated build ups is quite
acceptable. If you cannot see the CB and have no form of radar or stormscope
then all you can do is slow down and point the aircraft at the least threatening
part of the sky.

Keep in mind that this is a private IFR flight. There is some weather you could
fly through safely but you might prefer not to. If we consider conditions in
which you should not fly, then perhaps there are only three main hazards to
consider: - fog, icing and thunderstorms.
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16. FLIGHT PLANNING: NOTAMS : THE AIRCRAFT : FLIGHT PLANS
If the forecast is for embedded CBs then it is unlikely that you will be able to
see them all but you might be willing to accept the risk if you had a reasonable
expectation of being on top of most cloud or being able to keep within a
reasonably clear layer. The tools you use for a strategic view are any TAF
updates, the METARS and internet rainfall radar and lighting. The availability
of iPhone Apps which enable you to easily enter a number of airfields along
the route and the update their METARs regularly has made last minute
checking far easier than used to be the case. There are recent tolls such as
OGIMET which use meteorologists complex forecast models to generate a
more comprehensible visual picture of the wind and weather you can expect
at various levels along your planned route. If you have access in your aircraft
to downlink weather then your options expand and we will consider this in a
late chapter.

On a VFR flight it may not be that serious if the pitot heat does not work or
you did not notice that the data card had been taken out of the Garmin for
updating but it’s a different story in hard IMC. You should put your route into
the GPS before you start the engine or at the very least put in a destination
direct and make sure the box contains the appropriate procedures. It is not
uncommon for the selection of procedures in a paper download, not to match
those in a data card. ROA has encountered a failure where the large knurled
knob on a Garmin 530 would rotate but did nothing. Think of having a flight
where you can only enter the first two of the four letter waypoint identifiers.
Your cockpit checks also need to be more thorough. Cycle boots or prop deice and make sure you run the full range of autopilot checks. Even a short
flight warrants the same thorough check on fuel quantity but for an IFR flight
there must be no compromises on overall endurance.

NOTAMS

Flight Plan

It is hard to avoid a degree of cynicism and wonder why, if this information is
vital, it has for many years been so hard to assimilate and so full of content
that has little real impact on flight safety. It is easier now that various web
applications present NOTAM data along a route. You will find that this facility
falls down as soon as you move into the less developed world. However, some
of the information then becomes vital. Discovering that an airfield is closed or
that it has no fuel when the alternates may be limited or even non-existent is
not good news. A Threat and Error Management (TEM) approach is called for.
If you are going somewhere remote something such as a failure to clear snow
is a really serious threat. In these circumstances you have to make determined
efforts to get that country’s NOTAMS from their AIS and double check by
telephoning the destination airfield direct.

Think about route changes if they might increase your margin of safety. If high
winds are forecast and your route is over high ground then a detour may avoid
turbulence and at the very least make the flight more pleasant. Perhaps a
lunch stop would give the destination weather time to improve and refuelling
would give you the fuel to turn round and come back. If you are a private pilot
you do have the ability to adapt your diary obligations to your flight planning.
It is wise to integrate these aspects of your life in a considered way and not
allow business or social commitments to be structured in ways that put undue
pressure on your flying. Most of the internet routing tools will give you a
comparison of the proposed route against the great circle routing. It is unlikely
you will fly the exact route anyway but if the discrepancy is large, say over
20%, it might be worth some effort finding out what is causing the problem.
Possibly a different level or specifying some different waypoint for inclusion
will improve matters.

Aircraft Pre-Flight
It is prudent to make more thorough aircraft checks if you expect to be flying
in IMC and especially if you are going to depart into a low ceiling.
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16. FLIGHT PLANNING: FOR THE SKILL TEST
Overall Planning
•

It is likely that your ATO will package the planning to make it as simple
as possible. However make sure you understand what has been done
so you are not merely going through the motions.

•

Check NOTAMs. Sky Demon is now recognised as the easiest way to do
this by using the graphical presentation on your planned route

•

Ensure that you have current airways and VFR charts in the aircraft even
if you have some pre prepared extracts for use on your kneeboard. Be
sure that the GPS data card or cards and your approach plates are
current.

Weather Planning

Route Planning
•

Complete the Navigation Log. Generate this from Sky Demon if you
wish but transfer the data to the ATO’s PLOG form and understand
what you are doing.

•

For each sector check Minimum Safe Altitude from the en-route chart
and the Designated Operational Coverage of Navaids. NOTAMS should
have warned if aids are unserviceable but you can always confirm this
when booking beacon slots.

•

Calculate and note expected single drift and drift for the hold

•

Have in mind alternative means of navigation if circumstances or the
examiner fail a given aid.

•

Check the likely hold entry and have a strategy in mind if you have to
delay entry into controlled airspace.

•

Give consideration to runway changes if the winds are light.

•

Print significant weather and winds aloft forms for the expected time
of flight. Do not rely on waving an iPad App at the examiner.

•

Print METARs and TAFs for departure, destination and alternate

•

Be prepared to explain the general weather picture and your go
decision to the examiner.

•

Be clear about freezing level and possible actions if ice encountered

•

Be sure that airfield weather is well within the limits for the approach
and the aircraft.

•

Consider the cloud base along the route if flying a SEP. Most examiners
will want reasonable clearance between the cloud base and terrain in
case of engine failure.

•

If winds are strong consider your personal limits. You can always test
on another day.

Procedure Brief
•
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Given the wind and weather of the day be sure you understand sector
entries, safe altitudes, tracks distances and any unusual features of the
IAP. Be clear on the standard missed approach and the common
training missed approach clearances.

16. FLIGHT PLANNING: MINIMA
Take Off
It can be as low as zero but in the absence of better information is taken to be
an absolute maximum of 50 feet. For non-precision approaches flown as a
continuous descent profile, a Continuous Descent Final Approach (CDFA), we
also add a maximum of 50ft.

There are no published minima for a non-public transport aircraft.
(Occasionally a specific airfield may impose local minima). However you might
think it unwise to take off if conditions would not allow you to return to the
departure airfield. In other words your take off minima would be the lowest
available approach minima. It might also be sensible to have a cloud base and
ground visibility that at least allowed you to have some chance of avoiding
obstacles in a forced landing after an engine failure. Often an ATO will have its
own minima. Rate One Aviation uses a ceiling of 600 ft. and 1500 meters for
SEP aircraft.

This is because the approach design does not allow for the tendency of the
aircraft to sink after power has been applied for the missed approach. So the
action is simple. Always add an absolute maximum of 50ft. to the published
MDA for all approaches but remember you are doing it for completely different
reasons on a precision approach as opposed to a non-precision approach.

Landing

The required RVR is to be found on the approach plate. There is a legally binding
restriction known as the ‘approach ban’ which says that you must not descend
below 1000ft AAL unless the RVR is above the appropriate minima. For single
pilot operations the minimum RVR is 800 meters, although with a suitable
autopilot this can be reduced to 550 meters.

There is a valid argument for saying that it should be enough for a pilot to carry
up to date instrument approach plates and therefore no calculation of minima
is involved. However for completeness we will explain the process should a
calculation based on MDH or OCH be
Facility
Lowest
required.
MDH (ft)
The highest of the obstacle clearance
height appropriate to the aircraft category
and the system minima for the approach
aid is the starting point.
Then add the position error correction
(PEC) for a precision approach. This is to
be found in some but not all aircraft flight
manuals.

ILS

200

LLZ

250

SRA 0.5 NM

250

SRA 2.0 NM

350

VOR

250

VOR/DME

300

NDB

300

Circling Minima
These will be found on the approach plate. The RVR is also on the plate and is
typically 1500 meters. Under some national rules it was permissible to descend
to the approach minima and then recover to the circling minima at the MAPT.
This was not the case in the USA where no decent below the circling minima is
allowed. You should keep in mind that this is a very high risk operation. You
are trying to maintain visual contact with the airfield and the ground possibly
while flying a tight circuit and at the same time avoiding re-entering cloud. If
you think this sounds quite dangerous and would be best avoided, we agree.
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16. FLIGHT PLANNING: PERFORMANCE and DOCUMENTS
Fuel Planning
•

Aircraft Documents
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Complete standard Fuel Plan in the Navigation Log. In the commercial
world this is based on flight time plus diversion time plus 5% of these
as a contingency plus 45 minutes of holding time and 20 minutes of
approaches. For the PPL in everyday flying, being absolutely certain
never to land with less than 1 hour’s fuel at normal power settings
might well be a simple and acceptable guideline. Your ATO will explain
its own policy.

Weight and Balance
•

Complete your normal W & B for the aircraft using the examiners actual
weight which will be provided in advance. If necessary arrange for
ballast to ensure you are well within the acceptable C of G limits at the
start and end of the flight.

Pilot Documents
•
•
•
•

Performance
•

Using the AFM, complete take-off and landing calculations using the
temperature and wind of the day.

•

Licence, Medical, Log Book, photo ID.
Any Course Completion Certificate.
Navigation Log and charts, Weather print outs, Flight Plan.
Spare glasses if worn

Equipment
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Flight Plan
•

Certificate of Airworthiness.
Aircraft Flight Manual (AFM).
Certificate of Registration.
Aircraft Radio Licence.
Weight and Balance schedule
Tech Log
Certificate of Release to Service
ARC (Airworthiness Review Certificate)
Interception Procedures
Any required NAA documents

Complete a flight plan form either manually or using Rocket Route. If
using Rocket Route or similar electronic means check with the
departure airfield that they have received the plan. Ensure you have
an Ack message in some form.
Be aware of any local procedures which require notification of training
requirements. Don’t forget to book out if that is required.
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Headsets x2.
Aircraft Checklists x2.
Pencils, Stopwatch if required.
Safety Equipment (Life raft, Lifejackets, PLB).
Spare Oil.
IF hood and limited panel screens.
Overall cleanliness and tidiness of aircraft
Aircraft equipment first aid kit, fire extinguisher etc.
Test day ‘go bag’ with charts, spare plates etc.

16. FLIGHT PLANNING: PRE FLIGHT CHECKS
External Checks
•

Approaching the aircraft, check for any snow, debris leaks and
spillages. Be sure the location will not cause slipstream damage or
prevent you from taxiing safely.

•
•

Stow equipment, fold and prepare any charts for ease of handling
Use the Aircraft Checklist as per the first flight of the day. It is unlikely
the examiner will oversee this but make no assumptions

•

Carefully check fuel and oil levels.
We were rushing to leave Greenland so as to reach Iceland before dark. I
had prepared the route and my co-pilot went into flight briefing to file it
while I supervised the refuelling. All waypoints are in Latitude/Longitude
format. Goodness knows why, considering radio communication is on HF
(High Frequency) and crackly and uncertain at best.
We departed on time and having put the waypoints into the GPS flight
plan in advance I let the autopilot take the strain. Some hours into the
flight ATC, via the remote HF radio operator, queried our position report.
It appeared that the flight plan had been amended. My co-pilot had not
thought to mention this and I had not thought to ask. We were a hundred
miles or more from where ATC expected us to be. Given that there was
probably no other aircraft at our low general aviation flight level within
500 miles, it was not a safety issue, but it was very embarrassing and a
lesson learned.
If you are used to being single crew, having assistance is great but it brings
new potential problems along with the benefits. Also the flight plan you
get is not always the one you thought you had!

Always check the acknowledgment of your flight plan especially on a
skill test. The route may be a very familiar one that hardly ever
changes but it might be your bad luck that it does change at the worst
possible moment.

It’s not surprising it is hard to judge the surface of grass
strips. This hard runway looks perfectly flat from the air.
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16. FLIGHT PLANNING: VALIDATING THE PLAN
In the past flight plans were completed using a paper form, sometimes with
multiple carbon copies. One of these was either handed to the airfield’s briefing
unit or faxed through to an individual who had a dedicated terminal connected
to the AFTN system (a telex like network that connects the entire world’s major
and many minor airfields). It was also possible to telephone a fight plan to area
offices within countries that performed the same service. With the internet,
this process has largely been replaced by automated systems. In the UK, pilots
at first used AFPex, an official service which had the great virtue of being free
but was stupidly cumbersome.

Filing when abroad
In the USA they have a non ICAO simplified flight plan form. It is common to file
verbally with a briefer at flight service using this format. In some other countries
you may find that online filing simply does not work and the old system of doing
it at the airport with a flight briefing unit or the local FBO is the only way to get
into the system. This is often the case because there are local rules which are
hard if not impossible to discover in official publications. In Brazil for example
no flight plan will work without the name of the operator in item 18. They will
be perfectly happy with OPR/Mickey Mouse but without the OPR/ your plan
will go nowhere.

An early paid service was Home Briefing operated
by Switzerland and Austria. This has the rather
reassuring backstop of human intervention and
the author fondly remembers failing to enter the
destination but the flight plan was still filed as the
human involved could see the error and simply
corrected the plan rather than rejecting it.

Airborne flight plans
It is technically possible to file a full flight plan when
in the air. This can in theory be done with any
controller but in reality most will be too busy to do
this and you should use a flight information service.
In the past it was common to have to do this when
departing uncontrolled airfields but now that plans
can be filed over the internet the need to file a full
airborne plan is quite rare. If you do have to do this,
try to read from a completed flight plan form so that
you get all the items in the correct order.

Of the commercial systems available in Europe,
Rocket Route seems to have become the brand
leader. It requires a little effort to come to terms
with its quirks. Once mastered and your aircraft
details and preferences are entered it is very
effective.

It is possible to file an abbreviated plan, for example
It is a significant advantage to be able to cancel or
you are on a VFR flight but need to cross an airway.
delay flight plans with an iPhone app. It is worth
The Piper Lance (later Saratoga) a good IFR capable six
It is usual to give brief flight details including an
noting that in reality you can only delay not
seater, not fast but, a good load carrier.
estimate and level for the proposed crossing point.
advance flight plans. Rocket Route actually
You should then get a squawk, contact frequency
cancels the existing plan and refiles for the earlier time requested. In some
and
some
instruction
such
as ‘Remain clear of CAS then call Scottish control
circumstances where there are serious en route delays leading to slot
with
10
minutes
to
run
to
Wallasey’.
allocations this may lose you your slot. You might have been better to wait for
your original off blocks time.
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16. FLIGHT PLANNING: COMPLETING THE FLIGHT PLAN
This plan is for a flight from Le Touquet to Avignon in a TB 20 Trinidad. This has been hand written from a route generated by an online resource although it could
have been developed directly from the en route chart. It could have been filed on line but was handled manually for present purposes.
Box 7 Is the aircraft registration entered
without any spaces or hyphens For
example GVPPL or N235PF
.
Box 9 Number of aircraft 1.
Type of aircraft is the designator.
Sometimes
they
are
logical
sometimes you just have to get them
from the list. Often there is a link to
find this in the software you are
using. For the TB20 Trinidad the
designator is TRIN
Box 15 Speed in knots using 4 digits e.g. 0135
for 135 knots true air speed. Just
make a reasonable estimate for this
given the planned level
Box 13 Departure aerodrome uses the ICAO
identifier LFAT.
EOBT is the estimated off blocks time in UTC.
Total EET is the total elapsed time for the
flight using 4 digits. The Eurocontrol
computer will check to see that this
number is reasonable given the
speed you entered.

Box 8 Is for the flight rules I for IFR, V
VFR. X For VFR to IFR
Type of flightG for General Aviation
Wake Turbulence category is L Light
Box 10 Equipment
Thisis where you list your radios
and navigation equipment
S standard is considered to be
VHF radio, VOR and ILS, then you
add letters for additional
equipment.
D DME, F ADF, G GPS, R PBN
performance based navigation
and y 8.33 KHz spacing on at least
one radio. (Note some states
may demand two 8.33 KHz
radios)

TB20

Alternate is your weather diversion
airfield. In this case Lyon Bron.
There is rarely any reason for a
second alternate.
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16. FLIGHT PLANNING: COMPLETING THE FLIGHT PLAN
Time is the off blocks time in UTC using four digits
TB20

The Route Box, as you might expect, is for the details of your route
and requires a little background information. You enter waypoints or
Navaids such as VORS using their ICAO designators. You leave a space
between each designator. Do not use / or -. ABB in the sample plan
is Abbeville VOR in France. H40 is an airway and BILGO is a waypoint
only identifiable by GPS. If the points you use are not obvious parts of
the airways system as is the case in this plan you would need to link
then by DCT for direct. For example, ABB DCT XORBI. There are
restrictions that vary across Europe as to the maximum distance the
system will allow between points and in some places this is zero. You
will not get away with long direct routings such as ABB DCT AVN
although this is acceptable and indeed the norm in the USA.
You may need to indicate some change in the route section. This
might be from VFR to IFR for example ABB/VFR if you intended to
change from IFR to VFR at ABB. You might want to go to point that
does not have an ICAO identified. You can do this as a bearing and
distance from some known point in the form ABB180030 i.e. on the
180 radial from the ABB VOR at a distance of 30 miles. Always use 6
figures inserting zeros as required. You might also want to indicate
that you intend to change level. It may be that the system that
generated your routing will have inserted a compulsory level change
for you and you need to be careful to ensure that whatever it has done
is viable in your aircraft. Very occasionally, such as on transatlantic
routes, you are required to use latitude and longitude but if you get
to this stage you probably won’t be needing this book.

Box 16
Is the destination aerodrome in the 4 letter ICAO format in this case LFMV.
Total EET is just a reasonable estimate of total elapsed time in a four
numeral hours and minutes format 0330 three hours thirty minutes. The
system will check the route against your TAS and the elapsed time and will
reject the flight plan if the numbers are not reasonable.
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16. FLIGHT PLANNING: COMPLETING THE FLIGHT PLAN
Box 18 Is for other information.

If you have entered R for RNAV capability in
box 10 then you must further specify the type of equipment in the form PBN/for
performance based navigation. /B2 indicates BRNAV approved. D2 PRNAV and
S1 approved for GPS approaches either LNAV or LPV.
If G for GPS was used in Box 10 and you have WAAS this must be specified. In
the form - NAV/WAAS.
Various sorts of supplementary information can be entered in this box.
RMK/allows for some plain language perhaps RMK /EIR holder. EET/ is for
Estimated Elapsed Time. In some parts of the world they are very insistent on an
EET for every international boundary that you cross. Nobody seems to check
these and in some circumstances it’s quite hard to know where the boundary is.
A reasonable guess usually does the job.
REG/ is for aircraft registration if you are using a call sign.
OPR/ is for the aircraft operator which may be required.

Survival Equipment
This information is not transmitted but kept available for search and rescue
purposes. Generally you will only be involved with maritime survival and have
life jackets with lights and perhaps a PLB (Personal Locator Beacon)
Dinghy number requires two digits so will normally be 01, capacity three digits
so perhaps 004. A dinghy colour is obvious and is usually yellow.
The name of the person filing the flight plan and the captain is also obvious.
Don’t waste lots of energy on the aircraft colour. Some people seem to think
they are on a design course giving lots of detail. It’s only to give search and
rescue teams a general idea of what they might be looking for.
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17. THREATS & ABNORMALITIES: INTRODUCTION
TEM Threat and Error Management
Very few events occur while flying that require an instant response, but there
are many events that can be made worse by an incorrect response. If something
untoward happens take a few seconds to consider your actions. If you do
something and the symptoms get worse in general reverse the action. This may
not be true for specific situations such as carb ice where carburettor heat may
make things worse as the ice melts and water finds its way through the induction
system causing coughing and spluttering before the engine runs normally.

The apparent severity of the symptoms is often unrelated to the real severity of
the problem. A misfiring plug can cause very disturbing vibrations whereas a
complete cylinder separation might have minimal effect.
The old instruction to Aviate – Navigate – Communicate is still absolutely valid.
Take whatever action is needed to keep flying safely and don’t get too focused
on problem solving. Reactions to specific issues are considered later. Don’t get
too focused on an early idea of the cause as it may be incorrect. Work through
the possible range of responses with priorities that reflect the available clues.
Don’t make heroic efforts to save the aircraft or the engine. The only things that
are important are people, both in the aircraft and on the ground.

Engines try to tell you they are unhappy. Do not close your mind to occasional
stumbles, coughs or indeed any sort of change in an aircraft with which you are
familiar. An engine analyser gives useful information as do regular oil sample
analysis.

No ambiguity about the undercarriage situation here
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17. THREATS & ABNORMALITIES: WEATHER
Icing
We assume that your aircraft is not cleared for Flight into Known Icing (FIKI).
Indeed even if it is, no aircraft and certainly no GA aircraft are capable of coping
with the worst icing conditions.

However, you need to be realistic. If you can only claw your way up in a nonturbocharged aircraft with a high nose angle this is likely to be
counterproductive. In these circumstances speak to ATC and start down. In
many circumstances it will be possible to do this and continue your IFR flight
but in other circumstances this will not be the case. Don’t hesitate to do what
it takes to put yourself in a safe situation, even if ATC is somewhat resistant.

The first thing is to try to avoid the conditions in the first place. If there is no
cloud then there can be no ice irrespective of temperature. If the temperature
is about plus 5 then ice is unlikely or if you have picked up ice then it is likely to
melt off. You should never fly if there is not an altitude buffer of say 2000 ft.
between the MEF on your route of flight and the freezing level. If you ignore
this and ice forces you down you will have no option other than to decide
where to crash under some limited degree of control.

In extreme cases if ice is building quickly you might have to tell ATC you are
descending. It is their problem to move other traffic out of the way. If you are
timid and hang on hoping for a clearance you might end up dropping through
their airspace in a stalled condition. There are no hard and fast rules about
when ice is serious. Significant loss of airspeed is the main indicator. Your
flight manual might give some guidance specific to your airframe.
If you do get into the position of having to land carrying ice be very wary about
selecting flap as this may provoke a stall. Consider taking one stage of flap at a
safe level keeping your hand on the switch so as to reverse the action if it
causes a problem.

All IFR aircraft will have pitot heat and screen defrost. In any conditions where
ice is a possibility then they should already be in operation. Ice is almost always
visible in the same place on a given airframe. Ask experienced pilots where on
your aircraft you should look first. It might be the screen; it might be the OAT
probe or a wing leading edge. Remember that, by the time you see the ice, it
could already have been building on the tail or the prop.

Turbulent Air
There is a published manoeuvring speed Va which varies by weight. The speed
reduces at lower weights. It you fly too fast and encounter a gust it is possible
to exceed the design load of the aircraft. If you are below Va the aircraft will
stall before the airframe can be damaged. In really severe condition lowering
the gear increases drag and discourages speed excursion. Lowering flaps is a
bad idea as the maximum G load is then reduced.

Unless the ice is a very light accretion in wispy stratus cloud you should almost
always do something quite promptly. Ice is very capricious. A change in level
of a couple of thousand feet even though the temperature is similar might do
the trick. If you have a reasonable expectation that climbing will put you on top
of cloud or at a temperature too cold for ice then this is a reasonable response.
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17. THREATS & ABNORMALITIES: WEATHER
Thunderstorms
If you never fly when there is any possibility of embedded CB’s you will rarely
fly. This is not to say we are advising you to blithely fly through really
threatening weather just to point out that it is very rare (but not unknown ) for
aircraft to be brought down by thunderstorms. The best way to avoid CB’s is to
be visual and fly round them. This means being on top of cloud or at least
between cloud layers.

On longer trips it may well be possible to fly up to a front and have lunch while
the worst of the weather passes. Perhaps stop somewhere overnight if the area
of poor weather is more extensive. The availability of on board weather
information is improving all the time and it may well be in years to come Europe
will catch up with the USA and handheld devices will provide downlink radar at
a modest cost. Probably the only panel mount device you may find in smaller
aircraft is the Stormscope. Certainly this is a worthwhile addition to the pilot
armoury.

It may surprise you to know that even in an aircraft with radar, storm scope and
downlink radar the mark one eyeball is still the weapon of choice. That means
getting above any messy confusing layers of cloud to a level where serious
isolated build ups are readily identified. Ask ATC for a deviation giving your best
guess as to what the deviation will involve. A call such as ‘request 10 degrees
deviation left of track for the next 10 NM to avoid build ups’ will almost always
be accommodated. Advise ATC when you are able to resume course.

This advice is inevitably rather inadequate. Only experience will help your
judgment improve. Do take the opportunity to fly with more experienced pilots
or in an aircraft with more extensive equipment than you normally have
available. Don’t get overconfident if you fly a long way from your regular area.
A thunderstorm in the south of France has the potential to be orders of
magnitude more dangerous than one in the North of the UK. If you fly in the USA
the country is so large that many different weather systems exist and a visitor
can find it hard to have any sense of what is developing or what severity of
weather they might encounter.

Sometimes the classic thunderstorm anvil picture found in the text books is
nothing like weather that still seems quite threatening. Often it’s a confusing
picture with multiple cloud types and layers not readily identified as a
thunderstorm. Vertical development is one clue. Anything that seems to go up
a long way is a sure sign of airflows best avoided. Lightening and rain intensity
are indicators of severe weather but the relationship between them and
turbulence is not always consistent. If you have a choice, being upwind of
anything threatening is better than being downwind and a 20 NM lateral
separation is often recommended

Our roof terrace in the South of France was in the direct storm track. The
wind was violent and from the North but the dark roll clouds were
approaching quickly from the South. As the sky darkened overhead the wind
dropped almost completely. Then the wind strength increased from the
South and became violent followed by hail. Having retreated inside from the
terrace we closed the curtains to protect ourselves if, as seemed likely, the
windows were smashed. 20 minutes later there was blue sky and a covering
of melting ice. We had seen the air inflow ahead of the storm, the classic
calm in the eye and the hail behind. At the very least an aircraft would have
suffered severe damage.

If you do get stuck between layers and it’s getting rough the best you can do is
reduce to penetration speed, tighten the seat bests and steer round the very
dark areas. As with icing turbulence is very capricious. Sometimes an innocuous
fluffy CB will be very rough indeed while an area of very heavy rain will produce
hardly a ripple.
We are not advocating ignoring bad weather forecasts but neither should you
assume too readily that weather is not flyable.
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17. THREATS & ABNORMALITIES: ENGINE
Rough Running

Surprisingly, the minimum oil level on most GA engines is as little as two or three
quarts so engine stoppage is unlikely. Please don’t interpret this as a suggestion
that running with this little oil is wise.

Different aircraft are susceptible to differing degrees. A Duchess which draws in
warm air from within the cowling hardly ever suffers but a Lycoming 235 with
an exposed under slung carburettor is very prone to ice. Do not give up if the
engine sounds very rough after you apply carb heat. Melting ice may take a
while to work its way out of the system.

Really major oil loss indicates something pretty serious going on in the engine
unless you have simply failed to secure the oil filler cap properly. If you are in a
twin a precautionary shut down might be appropriate. In a single you should
certainly be looking for the nearest location for a precautionary landing.

Rough Running Magnetos
If an engine appears to be rougher at altitude magnetos (mags) should be
suspected. As air density lowers it is a less effective insulator and the high
voltage impulse which should generate the spark may find some other route to
track to earth. Other than descending your options are quite limited. You can
switch to running on one set of magnetos. Be ready to switch back promptly if
the engine refuses to run at all on one set of mags.

Rough Running Fuel
The problems can only involve too much, too little or the wrong sort.
If something happens shortly after refuelling you have a serious problem. If an
AVGAS engine is fuelled with jet fuel it is going to stop running altogether very
soon. If you have a multi tank aircraft and one tank is known to have good fuel
then obviously select it but still aim to land promptly as engine damage will have
been likely.

Low Oil Pressure /High Oil Temperature
It is not easy to know what is low. Some aircraft run near the bottom of the
green arc others near the top. Some oil pumps are quite sensitive to engine RPM
others less so. You really need to get to know what is normal for your aircraft.
Oil pressure controls a VP prop so any instability in propeller revs might be an
indication of oil issues. Always consider oil pressure in conjunction with oil
temperature. If the temperature rises then the pressure will reduce. If it’s a hot
day and you are climbing at full power then this combination is likely.

It is possible for the engine to be too rich. This may not be evidenced by rough
running but it will cause fouled plugs and at high density altitudes it might
prevent you from getting anything like full power. In this situation it might be
necessary to lean for take-off in order to get best power.
There are old wives tales about running an engine too lean. It is impossible to
run an engine too lean assuming power settings are modest say less than 70 %.
If this was not the case you would ruin the engine every time you shut it down
with the mixture. However, if you are in the habit of leaning when on the ground
you should lean very significantly. Then if you forget and select full power for
take-off the engine will obviously labour and probably stop. The only way you
can do damage is by leaning a little, flying with full power and not realizing that
the engine is seriously overheating.

If it gets to be a cause for concern then climb at a shallower angle to get more
air flow through the oil cooler, use less power and open cowl flaps to bringing
the temperature under control. Any variation in oil temperature or pressure that
seems unrelated is likely to be a gauging problem rather than a real issue but
there are no guarantees. In some aircraft you might be able to see the oil leaking
out. A little oil goes a long way and a pint will make quite a mess on a cowling
while the sump typically holds 11 quarts.
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17. THREATS & ABNORMALITIES: ENGINE
High CHT

However, you should try to get used to the normal readings and not ignore any
variations. Unusually high or low readings can be caused by a range of engine
issues some minor some serious. If the EGT readings are supported by any other
evidence such as engine vibrations you might be advised to land and investigate.
The engine analyser’s flight manual supplement or user handbook may well give
useful advice on interpreting abnormal indications.

The typical red line on a GA engine is set far too high. It is not that the engine
will self-destruct at temperatures over say 400°F but its life will be significantly
reduced. 380°F is considered a good target temperature in the cruise.
For a given power setting CHT can only be controlled by increasing fuel flow or
increasing air flow. The latter may be possible by using cowl flaps but these vary
significantly in effectiveness between aircraft types. Older style instrumentation
may only have the CHT on one cylinder. In theory the manufacturer selected the
hottest but in reality different cylinders are hottest in different phases of flight.
If you have an engine analyser then you can compare temperatures across all
cylinders. There is always significant variation between cylinders but you will be
in a much better position to identify discrepancies. If you see a single cylinder
really rocketing then you may have a serious problem with detonation and you
should take immediate action to reduce power and go full rich to try to bring it
under control. Detonation of this kind is very rare but it will destroy an engine in
a matter of seconds.

Partial Power Loss
This is an awkward situation and the best course of action depends on the
circumstances. If the engine coughs and there are no other indications you
might choose to continue. The same cough with some other indication maybe
fluctuating RPM or MP might be a reason for a fairly prompt diversion. Perhaps
you just lose power and have no idea why.
Having tried carb heat, alternate air and various mixture settings then a prompt
diversion is probably called for. If you know the throttle is jammed but you can
still fly safely then a return to home base is still a reasonable option.

Fluctuating or Unusual EGT Readings

As they tend to say in the accident reports the pilot was sure the tailwind /
down slope / high approach speed were not that much of a factor.

On an aircraft with old style instrumentation you are unlikely to see this but if
you have an engine analyser then you will be able to see if an individual cylinder
EGT is doing something out of line with its neighbours. EGT probes sit in
extremely high temperatures with their connecting wires subject to vibration
and heat. It is hardly surprising that they fail from time to time.
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17. THREATS & ABNORMALITIES: ENGINE
Engine Fire
It’s not necessarily going to be obvious you have an engine fire till things have
been happening for quite some time. Let’s get one piece of aviation nonsense
out of the way. If it’s a fire on start-up forget about drawing the fire into the
engine by cranking. If you can see flames run away. If it seems prudent maybe
give ATC a quick mayday but no more than a few seconds. Don’t wait for their
questions. If you can see the flames then the fire is already potentially serious.
We doubt if grabbing the fire extinguisher is worth the effort. You do have
insurance don’t you? If, having vacated the aircraft and made sure any
passengers are safe, all you see is a trickle of smoke from the cowling then
maybe cautiously duck inside and get the extinguisher if it’s easily accessible. Be
very cautious if you open the cowling. The inrush of air may reignite something
that is smouldering. Really, if you need this kind of information then the best
advice is to stand well clear and wait for someone such as the fire crew who are
more able make the necessary judgment.
If you have a puff of smoke and then nothing this is quite characteristic of a
backfire through the air filter. Don’t assume you can just get in and have another
go. You need the engineers to examine the engine as it’s quite likely the air filter
will have been destroyed
If you have a fire in the air then you want to be on the ground as soon as possible.
Shut down the engine and shut off the fuel. You may be able to side slip if the
flames are endangering the cockpit.

A Beech 36 TC is often considered the Rolls Royce of single engine piston aircraft.
They are solidly built, fast and roomy for passengers although the crew space is
a little cramped. Spares are expensive but the burble of the 6 cylinder
Continental engine eases the pain. Beech experts argue that the aftermarket
turbo normalised conversion of the B36 Bonanza is a better choice.

If you manage to land on a runway with an engine on fire try to come to halt in
such a way that the wind will blow the flames away from your escape direction.
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17. THREATS & ABNORMALITIES: AIRFRAME
Compass Error
Many aircraft now have remote compasses which tend to be more accurate than
the old fashioned wet compass. Electronic equipment placed too near the
compass may affect it. Certainly aircraft with electric heated screens will
produce very large errors indeed. Some aircraft are placarded to indicate that
errors are likely if for example pitot heat is selected. Any sign of bubbles in the
compass or a smell of alcohol are an indication that it is leaking and needs
attention. It is a requirement for the compass to be “swung” periodically and a
compass deviation card produced. In general the errors should be compensated
out and not be significant relative to the errors turbulence or flying inaccuracy
induce when setting the DI.

It’s hard to generalize here. If you are having a really bad day and are in IMC
with the likelihood of low cloud bases then you are going to need the radio and
navigation equipment to get you down. If the situation is absolutely dire with
flames or smoke impairing your functionality then you are simply going to have
to do an emergency descent and crash in the most survivable way possible. If
things are not quite that serious you could try initiating a descent and then
switch off everything that is non-essential and reinstate the number I NAV COM
to give you some navigational assistance.
If you are in the habit of carrying some portable navigation source then this may
be another option. There have been cases of people managing to use the cabin
fire extinguisher to good effect but that only seems likely to be a sensible option
if you have two crew or a competent passenger.

If, for whatever reason, you have no compass available (perhaps it simply fell off
and broke) a reasonable way of setting the DI is to turn onto a heading and note
the track from the GPS and use this as heading. Obviously this will not be
accurate as the aircraft drifts but used promptly it is a workable solution. Some
avionics provide a heading read out and this is inevitably a more accurate way
of setting the DI than the compass at all times.

If smoke is impairing your ability to fly then opening the DV window or indeed
the door may be worth a try. The way the airflow will affect things is an unknown
but if circumstance are dire then anything is worth the effort.

Mysterious Noises

Electrical Fire

Those old enough may remember the BBC radio sketch with Tony Hancock
taking off while Kenneth Williams, as a ground crew member, was sitting on the
tail and knocking to be let in. The classic real world knock is the seat belt end
being trapped outside the door and then beating on the fuselage skin. As usual
the advice is to analyse and react but don’t panic. Try to identify the location.
This is often hard in an aircraft with airflow and other noises. See if there is
anything in the instrument indications to give a clue. Speed low maybe the gear
doors did not close. Perhaps the gear in transit light flickers. Maybe something
banging about in the engine dislodges a wire and an instrument goes dead.

The arcing associated with electrical overheating has a distinctive smell and
given that cigarette smoking is now very rare electrical problems are the most
likely, but not the only origin of cabin fires. You might consider the heater
outlets and see if some piece of trim has come into contact with a hot duct. If
the source is obvious you might try switching off the offending item and pulling
its breaker. However, if doubt exists or the problem seems serious to the extent
that significant smoke or flames are visible then using the master switch is called
for. If circumstances warrant it a very quick Mayday telling ATC you are
descending may be the best first action but don’t get involved in an RT exchange.
If you really are on fire the place you want to be is on the ground.
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17. THREATS & ABNORMALITIES: AIRFRAME
Frozen Controls

Unless you can identify the cause with some certainly and know it represents
no immediate danger then a prompt landing is called for. Be cautious with
each step in the landing process. Be ready to undo any action if it appears to
make things worse. Be especially wary as you operate the trim or the flaps.
It’s very unlikely but some loose operating linkage or cable break may cause
strange control effects.

It is possible for a little water to get into the cables that operate the controls and
then freeze. This can affect the throttle, prop or mixture controls and
conceivably the flight controls as well. Flight controls can also have ice build-up
so that they are physically jammed by a build-up of ice. If you suspect that a
control is stiffening up, try to continually exercise it while you take steps to get
into warmer temperatures. In an extreme case where the throttle has jammed
full open at altitude and the temperatures are low even near the ground you
may not be able to get the throttle unlocked within the endurance of the aircraft.
Here you will simply have to circle overhead the airfield trying to free the control
until endurance is an issue and then fly the aircraft to an advantageous position
for a glide approach and cut the engine with the mixture control or the fuel cut
off. Don’t delay this action so long that there is a danger of the engine quitting
at some unexpected moment. If you are IMC then see the engine failure in IMC
action suggestions

If you see cowlings or windscreens flexing then all you can do is reduce to the
lowest safe speed descend slowly and hope for the best.

We were in Porte Rica heading for St. Vincent. The Generally good
weather in that part of the world can lull pilots into a casual approach
to pre-flight planning. However, the note on the plate caught my eye.
‘Under no circumstances fly towards the beacon
after turning inbound on the racetrack’
Due to hilly terrain this 1500 metre, one way runway, with its NDB
approach has the inbound track offset 40 degrees to the runway and
the idea is that at the 1500 foot minima the MAP is defined by the point
the extended centre line intersects the race track. You either see the
lights; 40 degrees on your left and go for it (with a successful go round
very unlikely) or you carry straight on and go missed.

The apparently trivial can make a difference in instrument flying and especially
in the skill test. This pencil has a thicker non-standard 0.7 MM lead so is
unlikely to break at some key moment and is tied to the pilot’s knee board.

Trying to absorb this while airborne, possibly after becoming committed
to the approach in IMC is not somewhere you want to be. Of course it’s
most likely to be VFR and the issue will be how much tail wind one can
accept for either the arrival or the departure, but that’s not an
assumption a competent instrument pilot should rely on.
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17. THREATS & ABNORMALITIES: AIRFRAME
Door Opens in Flight

Radio Failure

This is hardly ever a serious matter. There are some reports on certain types of
the door affecting the controls but not to the extent that the aircraft is
uncontrollable. The obvious action is to calmly organize to land back and shut
the door. Hurried poorly planned efforts to turn a departure into a circuit may
be unwise. If necessary leave the circuit briefly and ask for a re-join so you can
get organized. This is particularly true in IMC when a quick turn into a low level
circuit with poor visibility could be fatal.

There are procedures laid down for the actions required of IFR aircraft that lose
radio communications. In general it seems unlikely that an aircraft will have
navigational equipment but no radio. Secondly these procedures differ to some
extent between countries and it is a little unlikely that you will have the ability
to check on local procedures in these circumstances. A more common situation
is to fail to make contact after a frequency change or to lose contact with ATC in
more remote areas. ATC are usually well aware of any reception issues and will
give you alternative frequencies well in advance typically call xxx on 123.45
when 20 NM to run to the boundary. If you think that reception is getting faint
on the exiting frequency then ask them what to expect next while you still have
the chance.

Sometime a door merely cracks open. It may have dual locks and one holds.
Some pilots continue the flight in these circumstances but we feel it has the
potential to permanently deform the door and so is unwise. Efforts to close the
door in flight by using passengers, opening DV panels etc. are very unlikely to
have good outcomes in certain aircraft types and in most circumstances they are
unwise. In a Cirrus for example, it is hard enough to get the door properly closed
in normal circumstances. In an old Cessna where the doors only fit where they
touch anyway and if you have two competent crew in an unpressured aircraft
then just maybe consider closing the door in flight. Even here you have the
potential for your charts or approach plates to disappear earthwards. Never ever
try to recover a door in a pressurized aircraft. They often have clamshell type
door and if the upper part pops open and someone grabs the handles there is
the potential for them to be pulled outside the aircraft

Always leave the previous frequency in the standby window so that you can
easily revert if the issue is no contact after a frequency change.
If you are in serious icing or in an electrical storm it may well be that you lose
contact for a period. There is nothing to be done but carry on with your planned
route to the best of your ability or take whatever emergency action needed to
get out of the adverse conditions. If you suspect problems for example the radio
starts to get very crackly tell ATC your intention before contact is lost
completely.
Always carry a hand held. Their range is pretty poor unless you have an external
antenna connection but they are very useful for maintaining a watch on ground
or clearance delivery if there is a delay and they are better than nothing for the
arrival.

Bird Strike
You will hear a bang and maybe see evidence such as blood and feathers. You
really need to think about a precautionary landing to examine the damage. In
some areas there are reporting requirements and attempts will be made to
identify the bird type. Don’t assume that because there are no obvious signs that
all is well. Some rather unpleasant debris might be blocking your cooling and the
problem might take some time to become evident.
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17. THREATS & ABNORMALITIES:AIRFRAME
Gyro Failure
If your vacuum pump fails you will lose all your air driven instruments. You may well have electric
backups. At the lowest level this is the turn coordinator but if you are flying serious IFR then a
second electric powered AI reasonably near your normal scan will make this failure almost a nonevent.
Gyros can fail in several ways some of which are incredibly distracting for example by vibrating
wildly. You definitely need to cover up the gauge by whatever crude method you can devise. A
little forethought will ensure you have some post it stickers or one of the rubber suction cup
covers near to hand. A more insidious failure is a gradual and increasing lean. You can of course
follow the indications into a spiral dive. A good scan should have given you warning of something
not being right even if identifying the exact problem took a little while. Always be alert to the
gyro telling you it is on the way out. Excessive noise or taking a long time to erect are sure signs
of impending failure. Your vacuum pump has a finite life. If you fly hard IFR then it is worth
thinking about replacing it every 500 hours or so. It is also best to avoid serious IFR for a few
hours after fitting a new pump as infant mortality can also be an issue.

Obscured Windscreen
Ice and oil are the main culprits although rain, sun and a greasy screen can also do a fairly good
job.
With oil there is not a lot you can do. You just have to look for the widest longest runway
available, rely on peripheral vision and do the best you can. Don’t spoil a brilliant blind landing
by trying to taxi and hitting the edge lights. There are tales with ice of pilots clearing a small hole
with their credit cards but this strikes us as unlikely. If you have not painted yourself into a much
more serious corner by flying when the freezing level is on the ground then the defroster and
patience will probably clear the ice.
If that’s not the case, perhaps your aircraft is FIKI cleared but the heated screen has failed, then
you are into the same situation as with oil.
In some ways the latter case can be the most frightening. You are landing into sun, the screen is
a little dirty and then a sharp shower makes forward visibility almost nil. The first response should
be to go round. Transfer onto instruments and do whatever is needed to
transit to a safe level and area. Then you can either look for an out of sun runway or recommence
the same approach knowing what to expect.
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Having looked at the radar I had not been unduly concerned
about the destination weather although there was Prob 30 of
poor viz and high winds. The aircraft was somewhat unfamiliar
to me and had a single touch screen GPS with integrated audio
panel. It soon became a wild ride en route and it was impossible
to maintain altitude to within 300 feet and the airspeed was
varying by 15 knots. The destination was broadcasting an ATIS
update every 5 or 10 minutes and was giving missed approach
instruction ‘in case you need them’ to every aircraft including
commercial jet traffic.
With some 30 miles to run the
turbulence eased and I managed to set up the ILS and radio
frequencies on both boxes. As I neared the island the
turbulence returned with a vengeance. My iPad flew off the
seat beyond reach and I simply could not reach, much less
operate, the touch screen.
Fortunately the old fashioned paper approach chart remained
visible in its clip. As I was vectored onto the localiser I felt pretty
much in control given the weather conditions although there
were large speed variations and the latest weather was on the
limits both for visibility and crosswind. At about 100 feet above
DA in what seemed like an instant the glideslope indicate a full
fly up and the localiser and almost full fly right. I put in a huge
drift correction applied full power and pitched up almost
simultaneously seeing the approach lights well off to the right.
Probably because I wanted to be on the ground I carried on to
land and it seemed to take an age to fight my way back to the
centreline. As I kicked off the drift and started to go wing down
I was unsure if I would be able to counter the drift and was
ready to go missed. In reality the gust must have passed and
the aircraft settled to a near perfect landing. On refection I was
not proud of my performance. My planning was poor and my
ability to make a clear decision as to going missed was eroded
by the effort needed to fly the aeroplane.

17. THREATS & ABNORMALITIES: HUMAN ERROR
Control Locks, Pitot Covers, Tow Bars.
It is very easy to leave control locks and tow bars in place or pitot covers on.

Before flying you should make every effort to ensure that passengers
understand they should let you know at the earliest opportunity if they are
feeling unwell. This gives you more time to plan and execute an orderly landing.

The best answer is to always having a quick walk round before climbing in the
aircraft. If you are flying with two pilots it is important that only one person
does the checks or the potential for confusion is high. Taxiing away from the
pumps with the earth wire in place or leaving your fuel caps will cause
embarrassment at the very least. These events do not start out as in flight
emergencies but they easily develop into them. They are not generally life
threatening so, as ever, the first thing is fly the aircraft. If fuel is streaming from
the tank just do a circuit and land normally. If the tower tells you that you have
managed to get airborne with the tow bar in place you stand a reasonable
chance of landing with it still in place. The difficult one is having the pitot cover
in place. You should spot that your airspeed is not live early in the take-off run
and simply abort. If you do fail to spot this till you are airborne then just fly the
normal power settings and attitudes. You GPS or DME may well give you a
groundspeed which may be useful. Use your normal power settings on the
approach. If you think you are slow add power or pitch down. If in the event
you feel you are too fast or will land too long just go round for another go. You
have plenty of fuel and there is no hurry.

Low Fuel
The obvious advice is not to get into this situation in the first place but each year
many people do. You must always take realistic steps to know your fuel state.
Best of all is to see a brim full tank or a tank with proper tabs indicating a known
capacity.
In an aircraft only you fly or a flying school aircraft in regular use the fuel burn
may be well known and the logs reliable. It may then be acceptable to work on
hours flown but even here you reduce safety margin slightly. Most aircraft fuel
gauges are hopeless but they can still serve as a prompt. If they show empty
when you think the tank is full or they just don’t seem right in an aircraft you
know well heed the warning signs.
Aircraft now often have well calibrated fuel management systems which are
reliable but you need to understand them properly and be familiar with how
they have been set up in the aircraft in question. There is no need for complex
fuel logs if you start from a known fuel state and have a realistic idea of fuel
burn. Knowing there is a good 3 hours with an hours reserve is quite good
enough.

Sick Passenger
This can be very distracting especially if it is a loved one or a child. Remember
that the worst that is going to happen is a disgusting mess in the aircraft. This is
infinitely preferable to you and your loved ones becoming a disgusting mess in
the wreckage. Do have a sick bag easily to hand. Perhaps open up one of the
commercially available sick bags and imagine your child using it. Some are so
small as to be pretty useless and you may prefer to make you own ad hoc
arrangements. You may have to be cruel to be kind and simply tell them to shut
up you need to concentrate on flying the aircraft and you will land as soon as it
is safe to do so.

If work has been done on an aircraft and then something happens think about a
possible link. Aircraft almost always try to give pilots clues when something is
going wrong.
At Rate One Aviation SOP is always to put the chocks and pitot cover in the
rear foot well, in sight of the pilot. Then if they have a moment of doubt
after starting the engine, a glance is all they need to be sure that there is
no problem.
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17. THREATS & ABNORMALITIES: HUMAN ERROR
Plates Not Available

Airspace Infringement

It’s always worth a final check to see that the plates for the departure and
destination airfields are to hand. Aside from not bringing them at all it’s easy for
them to be in a flight case in the back of the aircraft. With modern avionics and
portables it’s quite likely that the information is available to you anyway (plates
on the iPad or approaches in the Garmin 430). Do you know how to access
them? If it’s your regular aircraft why not photocopy a set of the most common
approaches at your normal range of airfields. They won’t be up to date but they
might well save a lot of stress. Keep a similar set in your flight case. That gives
you three chances.

Take whatever action you can to minimize the risk to others. You should anyway
have been squawking. Call the appropriate ATC unit immediately and tell them
the problem.
If you don’t know the correct unit call the area flight information frequency.
Turn away from the CAS in whichever direction will put you into a safe area.
You will not be prosecuted if you make a mistake but then take honest actions
to put it right. It is completely unacceptable to turn off the transponder or in
some other way hide your error

If all else fails tell ATC. They can give you an SRA or pass you the necessary data.
Don’t be so embarrassed that you try to work from memory or impractical
extrapolations from available en route charts. Unlikely as it seems one quite bad
accident was caused by a pilot flying an IAP from memory.

Misfuelling
Jet and diesel engines will run to a certain extent on 100LL. It is likely that you
will become aware there are issues without this necessarily causing the engine
to cease running. You should always report any event of this kind since some
engines have a time limit on how long they can run on their secondary fuel.

Uncertain of Position
This really should not happen with panel mounted and portable GPS equipment.
If you are having a really bad day and your GPS fails and your portable GPS
batteries are flat then, if you have a working radio you can get ATC help. You
should do this ASAP not wait until you might be infringing airspace for some
time. If your transponder is working you can squawk 7600.

The most likely event is to have Jet A1 loaded onto an aircraft that uses 100LL.
The first thing you can do is ensure that warning signs are in place especially in
aircraft types that have very similar models some of which have turbines and
some of which are turbos. This is a problem waiting to happen and you should
aim to always supervise fuelling on these types. Indeed supervising fuelling on
all occasions other than perhaps at home base where you know the system is
not bad advice.

If you are IMC and you really don’t have anything electronic working then the
first thing is to mark on your chart or log your best guess of last known position
and time. Fly a steady heading keep to your flight plan.

It is hard to identify Jet A1 with a typical fuel sample. Some AVGAS will remain
in the tank and the colour may well be blue. Putting some on absorbent paper
and seeing that it does not evaporate readily and leaves a greasy mark is one
indication. If there is the slightest doubt the easiest thing is to look at the fuel
invoice or check with the re-fueller.

You should have a pretty good idea of the likely cloud base and you can head for
the sea or an extensive area of low terrain where a cloud break should be
possible using dead reckoning. Adopt some reasonable heading with a best
guess wind correction. This is hardly going to be a risk free process unless the
sea is fairly close but it’s the best option available.
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17. THREATS & ABNORMALITIES: HUMAN ERROR
Another scenario is to load with bad AVGAS. Very occasionally there may be
some issue at the refinery but more probably it will be because you are
loading from a barrel at some remote location. The best advice is never to
accept fuel from a barrel that is already open. If circumstances do force you
to then you can only take every precaution. Drain the fuel several times. Use
a filter funnel if at all possible and try to restrict the suspect fuel to a single
tank and take off using another tank if the aircraft type allows. Even if you
aircraft is approved for MOGAS be very suspicious and read all the advice and
restrictions given in the STC for your aircraft.

This twin has main and auxiliary tanks in each wing. The port wing feeds
the port engine and the auxiliary tanks feeds into the main tank which in
turn feeds the engine.
While the fuel gauges are generally accurate they are not perfect. Over a
long multi sector trip it seemed that the port engine was using more fuel
even though the fuel flow gauge (a true flow meter not a pressure based
system) showed it burning slightly less than the starboard engine. Once
having fuelled the night before to full tanks the port main tank seemed
markedly low on the walk round. Having kept a careful watch on this at
several other fuel stops this observation was not repeated. Once in flight a
passenger saw what seemed to be a fuel haze behind the port engine. On
the ground there was never any evidence of leaking fuel and very variable
temperatures made it possible that fuel loaded hot had a reduced volume
on a cold morning pre-flight.

What might be going on?
The clue came when checking the port auxiliary tank and on removing the
cap the pilot was sprayed with fuel. Just before the trip the transfer pump
that moves fuel from the auxiliary tank to the main had failed and was
replaced. It turned out that although externally identical the replacement
pump did not have a non-return valve. It was deduced that only when the
port main tank and port auxiliary tanks were full and the aircraft stood for
a long period the fuel level difference was such that the port auxiliary was
slightly pressurized and lost fuel through its overflow.
This pipe was quite small and in high temperatures the fuel presumably
vaporized rather than forming a puddle then leaving a blue fuel stain on the
tarmac. For some reason on one flight the fuel loss must have been visible
as a fuel haze for a short time. Only when the pilot got a face full of fuel
having checked the auxiliary tank, an action only needed for long sectors,
did the penny finally drop.

A modest avionics refit in progress in a quite simple aircraft. Considering that
some of this wiring is well over 30 years old care needs to be taken in deciding
what needs replacing and what can be reused. It reinforces the point made
elsewhere that the first flight after maintenance is always relatively high risk.
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Centre of Gravity really matters. While test flying this this rather extreme example it was necessary to support the tail in order to
allow one pilot to reach the cockpit without the tail boom hitting the ground. Adjustments to the installation of the heavy on board
sensing equipment brought the C of G into an acceptable albeit aft tending position. In spite of this careful experimentation there
was nearly an embarrassing not to say expensive occurrence. Two equipment operators rather than the expected single operator
boarded and took up aft seating positions without thinking to inform the flight crew forcing a flight to be aborted.
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18. EIR SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
There is confusion about how flying safely with the EIR
might be managed. The starting point of any flight is some
assessment of its feasibility given the relevant
circumstances. This applies to pilots and aircraft of any
level of capability. There are circumstances which would
be unsafe for the most highly qualified and capable pilot
in the most advanced aircraft. Just as with any rating or
licence the EIR will not be a suitable qualification to enable
a particular trip to be undertaken. The legal limitations of
the rating can be summarized in quite simple terms
 To conduct flight under IFR in the en route phase of
flight in any class of airspace
 The latest Met information must indicate that at
the destination ETA it will be possible to conduct
the approach and landing under VFR
 On departure an EIR holder shall not enter IMC
below 1000 ft. above the nearest object within 5
NM.
The intent could hardly be clearer. The pilot is to depart
and arrive visually. The basic IFR rule is to maintain 1000
ft. above the highest obstacle within 5 NM of track.
The basic VFR rules are somewhat more complex as
visibility becomes a factor in addition to terrain clearance.
The intent of this chapter is not to be legalistic but to
allow pilots to develop sound safe strategies for their
flying. To be VFR you need to be 1000ft from cloud
vertically and 1500 meters horizontally.

Typically this implies an in-flight visibility of 5km. This in flight
visibility may be reduced to as little as 1500 meters outside CAS
in some circumstances. However in the real world it is not
possible to navigate visually in these circumstances and 3km.
might be a more realistic guide. A prudent EIR holder might take
1000 ft. from cloud vertically, 1500 meters horizontally and 3km
in flight visibility as a sensible basic reference.

Meteorological information
In reality the main source of information about departure and
arrival phases will be the TAF and METAR. It is beyond the scope
of this chapter to go into the detail of TAF and METAR definitions
but it is important to note that it is easy to be optimistic about
the meaning of terms such as scattered, broken, tempo and
becoming. It is very easy to put a favourable gloss on conditions
that are ‘VMC’ while in reality it will be difficult or even
impossible to fly safely under VFR

ATC
As you fly more complex aircraft the
systems and hence the switches
multiply. Lack of panel space forces
them to migrate to locations where
it’s not easy to read the labels. More
study is needed you don’t want to be
searching for the prop de-ice after the
ice has started to form. This panel is
next to the P1 arm rest.
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ATC may not understand the limitations of your rating. If this
seems to be the case it is your responsibility to make this clear.
This is no different to the existing situation where ATC might
offer a basic PPL a ‘maintain VMC’ clearance when they cannot
do so. You should file an X not an I flight plan but RMK/ EIR
holder in section 18 of the flight plan may be helpful especially
until the rating becomes widely understood.

18. EIR SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
En-Route
It is important to keep in mind that the purpose of the EIR is to facilitate travelling
distances by light aircraft. There is no intrinsic value in being IFR. It is about enabling
you to go from A to B safely and enjoyably while being less dependent on good
weather conditions. While the standard flight might be thought of as departing
under VFR transitioning to IFR fairly speedily and transitioning back to VFR quite
close to the destination. That will not, in reality be the case. Most IFR flights by IR
holders take place in VMC. Why would anyone want to be in a cloud unless they
needed to be there? It is very common in Europe to fly through a few thousand
feet of cloud to FL 90 or so, be VMC for the whole flight and descend through a few
thousand feet of cloud for radar vectors to a visual arrival. EIR holders will need to
gain an understanding of the airways system and some of its peculiarities and then
adopt a suitable strategy.
Some parts of the airway system are very busy and can involve quite complex
routings. It is almost impossible to be in the airways without being at FL90 or above.
Some aircraft types will be very slow and have marginal performance at that
altitude. Pilots should not put themselves into a situation which is likely to be
stressful and perhaps disrupt other traffic.

This is the
business end of
on board radar in
a GA aircraft with
the nose cone
removed.
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I was meant to be flying to Sheffield City. As we started to taxi the
visibility had dropped from 3,000 metres to 1,400 - below limits for
an IMCR so we shut down. Next day the weather was better so my
friend and I decided to go to Sheffield, visibility 3,500 metres and
fairly solid cloud at 800 feet - forecast to stay just like that.
We arrived at Sheffield without incident and after lunch phoned
Blackpool our home base to recheck weather - 200 metres in fog sky
obscured! Totally un-forecast.
We checked on weather at possible alternates, Manchester forecast
to be below minimums, Liverpool likely to follow but Leeds CAVOK.
We made a plan to fly back towards Blackpool, re-check the weather
in case it cleared, then if not try Liverpool and if necessary divert to
Leeds. We had five hours of fuel.
In the event Blackpool was still 200 metres in fog, Manchester similar
and Liverpool had just dropped to 1500 metres. About to divert to
Leeds and Warton (a military airfield near to Blackpool) told us they
could accept an unplanned diversion, we could see the runway from
ten miles away but flew through a thin cloud layer on the ILS.
Next morning I drove to Warton to bring the aeroplane back to base.
There was good visibility but a layer of cloud at 2000 ft. with beautiful
blue sky above. The visibility dropped and I had to fly the ILS and only
at absolute minimums saw the lights and landed.
An excellent illustration of how unpredictable and localised fog can
be. This pilot made a good decision in initially abandoning the flight
but went on later to land well below his legal minimums. Fortunately
all ended well. In IFR just ‘having a look’ is rarely wise. It is much
better to have a firm achievable plan and stick to it.

18. EIR SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Emergency Approaches
We are of the opinion that it will be unwise for an EIR holder to attempt a normal
instrument approach, even in an emergency situation. Why would you at a time
of high stress, when some misjudgement has brought you into a difficult
situation, want to attempt a demanding procedure for which you have not been
trained and which you saw demonstrated some considerable time ago? You
have not been trained to interpret instrument approach plates and you probably
will not have them in the aircraft.

5. The answers so far are negative so it is unlikely I can land safely within
the EIR privileges.
6. I now need to declare an emergency and tell ATC what I want to do. I
will be wary of accepting any well intentioned offers of assistance that
may be based on a misunderstanding of my rating.
7. I am looking for an airfield with a reasonably long into wind runway.
8. I want the minimum of hostile terrain, ATC, an instrument approach, and
the best weather available. (Hopefully in your planning you identified
airfields along the route so have a good idea of the best choice. If
planning has been poor, you could ask ATC for their assistance telling
them the characteristics needed.)

On the other hand you have been well trained and are very current in one useful
skill. You can descend in a controlled manner using your GPS to fly an accurate
track. Our advice is to always fly with you panel mounted GPS with a current
data base and the scale fixed at 0.3 NM. This is in effect localiser like accuracy.
Using the OBS. function gives you a magenta line to follow to any point.

9. I have identified a destination that is within range and offers the best
set of desirable characteristics. I will enter ‘direct to’ in the GPS. Set the
autopilot. Confirm that we are above the MSA for this unexpected leg
and that there is ample fuel. I will not be distracted from leaning or
changing tanks as required.

Your thought process might go along the lines of:1. I am not going to be able to regain VMC in order to land at my
destination.

10. I am now well set up for a successful resolution of the problem. There is
still missing information as to the terrain height in the vicinity of the
airfield. Good quality VFR airfield plates will provide the MSA typically
based on a 25 mile ring round the airfield. This may be separated into
sectors. A runway that is not into wind but which avoids high ground
might be the better option. I am now starting from a safe level. ATC
may be able to help with more detailed information to enable me to get
lower. I will ask ATC the level at which the IAP starts. Typically this will
be two or three thousand feet at about 8 - 10 miles from the airfield.
ATC will be able to give me this figure along with the local QNH.

2. What are my fuel reserves? I need to land within x hours.
3. Is there somewhere within range that I have already passed where the
weather is good. Can I reconfirm the weather is still good and go back
there without stretching my fuel reserves? (Recall the headwind will
now be a tailwind and vice versa.)
4. Is there anywhere within reasonable range where a descent to VMC
might be possible, for example the sea and a coastal airfield.
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11. I will intercept the extended centre line of the runway at a safe altitude
several miles outside the point at which I will start the final descent. At
a GPS distance of x miles and have written this on my pad to avoid
confusion.

If you are prudent in your flight planning this will never happen or at least be
more of a serious inconvenience and embarrassment than an actual risk to life.
You might make the effort to borrow copy or download approach plates from
AIP for potential diversion airfields. It does not matter if they are out of date.
There are also iPad apps that offer free or low cost plates. All you want is the
non-precision approach for the two main runways and the only information you
absolutely need is the so called platform altitude, at which the procedure starts,
and its distance from the airfield. Note that you will have been using the airfield
reference point since you put the airfield identifier into your GPS but the
distance may relate to the runway threshold. The difference should not be
critical. If you have the spare mental capacity there are check heights at a range
of distances given on the approach plate and you could glance at these for a
gross error check

12. I will configure the aircraft for the approach. Lower the undercarriage,
take one stage of flap and do normal approach checks while flying
normal approach speeds.
13. I will establish a descent to follow a three degree glide path by simply
multiplying the ground speed by five and start this decent at the point
ATC provided. I will avoid exceeding this rate, if anything erring on a
lesser rate of descent so as to be slightly high. ATC will have provided
the weather and the cloud base so I will know what to expect.
Hopefully your assessment of the weather will not have been so much in error
that the cloud base is very low indeed. Perhaps it is somewhere between 500
and 1000 ft. AAL. Using this technique you will break out with ample time to
make a good visual landing.

Your GPS is may give you terrain warnings since its terrain map is quite crude.
These may be unhelpful if they become a distraction and you should know how
to inhibit them.

If you have made a very serious error and there is fog or cloud almost to the
ground then you will simply have to keep the descent going. Obviously this is
high risk but you now have no good options. Hopefully you will see the airfield
lights, possibly at a very late stage. If necessary take full flaps quickly, cut power
and push forward for the ground so that you force land within the airfield
boundary. You may well damage the aircraft or overrun the runway but your
chances of avoiding personal injury are good. If you attempt some heroic low
level circuit with very steep angles of bank you may well lose control with a much
greater chance of serious personal injury.

A Simple Route
Say that you want to travel down the West Coast of France. Perhaps you are
leaving from Exeter in the UK, or Dinard in the North West of France, and are
heading for Biarritz or San Sebastian. This is about as easy as it gets. There is
low ground or indeed the sea along the whole route. There is a convenient
airway with a low base. There are potential diversion airfields along the whole
route.
If the weather was VMC, considering airways are Class E in France you might
choose to fly VFR. If the weather was poor somewhere in the middle of the route
it would be a classic EIR situation. You file IFR and when you have flown through
the area of poor weather you could simply cancel IFR and proceed to you
destination VFR. Depending on circumstances this transition might be 20 or 100
NM from the destination.

You should have practiced this eventuality several times during your training
course. If you have access to a good simulator you could practice it in quite
realistic conditions.
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A Route through Busy Airspace
Say you wanted to go from Central England to Northern France -perhaps Coventry to Calais?
This route is deceptively simple. The airway is almost a straight line and finishes at Dover
DVR which is at the edge of the Channel. It should be easy to descend out of controlled
airspace over the sea and arrive visually at Calais. The cautionary note should be the
weather. You would want to be very sure of being on top of cloud or in temperatures that
made icing very unlikely. Your options for descending in the middle section of the route
are very poor indeed since you are passing though one of the most congested sections of
airspace in Europe around London’s airports. The same considerations might apply if your
route took you somewhere along the Amsterdam – Brussels – Frankfurt axis.

A Route over High Ground
The issues here are not that different from those facing an instrument rated pilot. If you
need to descend your options are limited but you have the additional need to find VFR
conditions. Perhaps some adjustment to the route might avoid the worst of the high
ground and offer more options and only add a modest penalty of additional track miles.
For example if your route took you past Lyon in central France with a destination of Troyes
to the South of Paris the most direct airway takes you over the edge of the Massif Central
but keeping more to the East via Dole before striking out West to your destination will keep
you over lower ground for most of the way with only a modest penalty in additional track
miles.

A Route through Difficult Airspace
If you were trying to get from the South of France to Italy, then your route passes Nice,
some of the most difficult airspace in Europe. This is no different to the problem faced by
most IFR aircraft since the only available levels are above FL150 unless you follow a large
diversion that almost takes you to Corsica. Your only choice is to accept the very low level
corridor along the French coast and convert to IFR to cross the Italian mainland or to accept
the long, over water, diversion towards Corsica. This is a most dangerous area in which to
have any doubt as to whether you are VFR or IFR. There is high ground a few miles inland
from the French coast and there have been several fatalities in this area.
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This small dial controls pressurisation in many GA aircraft. You
can either set the desired cabin altitude on the outer scale or
more normally the cruising altitude on the inner scale and the
system maintains the lowest cabin altitude it can achieve.

During the second world war, British women’s auxiliary air
force pilots delivering aircraft to the front line squadrons,
were expected to get in and fly everything from a small
biplane trainer to a four engine bomber on the basis of the
technical information summarised on a couple of pages of a
small handbook that covered every aircraft type in service.
There was a substantial commonality in instrumentation
between most aircraft. Today this is simply not true, even in
single engine general aviation aircraft. Pilots need to study
the manual and spend time getting familiar with how the
equipment works.
This is the P1 panel of a single engine Cessna. It has a
relatively rare Chelton flight management system which is
highly capable with enormous functionality and a manual that
extends to well over 100 pages. It does not necessarily follow
the conventions established by more common Garmin units.
It has no conventional back up instruments. Back up is
provided by a Sandel HSI which has its own quirky way of
working.
Finally the standby AI to the right of the Sandel is a Trilogy
electronic attitude indicator which also backs up airspeed,
compass and slip ball. These two instruments also have
substantial manuals. It would be perfectly possible, for even a
highly experienced pilot, to become very confused indeed. A
pilot needs to spend significant time reading the manuals.
Then get a thorough checkout or at the very least, only fly the
aircraft in benign VMC conditions till they become competent.
When this aircraft emerged from the Cessna factory in the late
1970’s almost any pilot would have been able to operate and
interpret all its equipment with scarcely a moment’s
consideration.

A Cessna P210 converted to turbine power was renamed the Silver Eagle
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19. THE SKILL TEST: ATTITUDE
It is a fact of life that reports about skill tests most often originate from those
who have failed them. Understandably they are not happy about this and only
the most self-confident are willing to admit they made some unacceptable
errors. Thus stories abound of stern unreasonable examiners who fail candidates
for some minor error after a near perfect skill test performance. This is not true.
No examiner likes to fail candidates. They only do so when they feel they must
but their internal procedures mean that they have to point out a specific failure
point. Thus if a candidate’s performance was generally pretty unsatisfactory and
they went well over half scale deflection on the ILS they might be told they failed
for a number of reasons including the ILS but in the stress of the aftermath the
candidates rarely hear the whole message. Your course will have given you a
very thorough understanding of what the examiners look for. He or she is very
unlikely to miss any errors you make but aside from the specifics of your
performance you can affect the outcome by your attitude, outward appearance
and general demeanor. This does not mean wearing a uniform and calling the
examiner sir at every possible moment. It does mean looking reasonably smart,
being organized, on time, able to cope with the unexpected and generally
looking as if you are safe to be let lose in the IFR system.

In the flight planning and aural part of the exercise if you are asked something
you don’t know do not guess or waffle. Admit ignorance but say where you
would find the information. The examiners take great pains to explain what is
expected of you but if any aspect is not clear just ask. Everything in the ATO is
orientated towards giving you the best chance and your instructor will be
almost as nervous as you are.

Do not second guess the examiner and give up if something goes wrong. Take
some appropriate action and tell the examiner what you are doing.
‘I started to turn the wrong way in the procedure. I am well within the protected
area and have corrected this’.
‘We have been kept high on the outbound leg so I will tell ATC we are extending
by 1 mile. This is still within the category C limits so it is safe’.

View limiting devices are rather awkward to use. Try several styles to find
one that suits you.

Try to adapt your response to circumstances and take any opportunity that offers
to demonstrate that your brain is working and you are not just regurgitating rote
learning. Speak your checks clearly. The examiner cannot mind read. You don’t
have to do this in circumstances where it is a distraction but do it enough to show
your mental processes.
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He should try to be available for any last minute questions and be there for
your post flight debrief. He as an instructor and the ATO should also want to
learn and improve. In Appendix 1 there is a sample UK skill test scenario setting
out the whole process in great detail including all the checks and radio calls.
This chapter describes the test in more general terms indicating the kind of
attitudes and actions likely to find favour with the examiner.

19. THE SKILL TEST: SECTION 1 – PRE FLIGHT OPERATIONS AND DEPARTURE
Section 1 Pre Flight Operations and Departure
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Use of flight manual especially performance and mass & balance
Use of ATC documents & weather documents
Preparation of IFR flight plan and log
Pre-flight inspection
Weather minima
Taxiing
Pre take off brief /take off
Transition to instrument flight
Instrument departure procedures /altimeter setting
ATC liaison /compliance /RT

In the UK the examiners use a CAA form SRG 2131 on which to record the result
of the skill test. This is split into 6 sections and details all the manoeuvres they
are required to see and judge. The above bullet points are taken almost verbatim
from section 1. The points that follow in italics are amplification and advice as to
what this tends to mean in practice. Examiners are human and their individual
interpretations vary somewhat. However these variations in interpretation will
almost never result in candidates failing a test. There are a very limited number
of errors which are so serious as to make a fail inevitable. Other points may
cumulate to make a fail or a partial pass likely. The following advice clearly
indicates those errors examiners will consider most serious.



You must demonstrate proper use of met information and aircraft
documents to show convincingly that the flight can take place safely.
You need to be able to explain your decisions. You must submit a flight
plan and be prepared to explain aircraft and personal documentation if
so required. You must show and if asked explain weight and balance
and performance calculations using the real data from the day.



You must do a full pre-flight inspection assuming the first flight of the
day and icing conditions. You should if asked be able to demonstrate
that the aircraft is serviceable, has all the necessary documentation and
safety equipment. If any item is unserviceable you should be able to
demonstrate it is properly documented and that flight safety is not
compromised. It is unlikely the examiner will accompany you but act as
if they were present.
Start up and carry all checks in accordance with the checklist. Be
methodical but try not to take an inordinate amount of time. It is your
responsibility to meet the scheduled departure time.
You should provide a passenger brief if requested. Offering a pre
prepared passenger briefing card is acceptable. Taxi in a safe manner
in accordance with ATC instruction and carry out appropriate safety
checks. This is your first opportunity to impress your competence on the
examiner.
Offer a sensible concise and contextual departure brief. Do not churn
out lots of rote learning of doubtful utility
Depart in accordance with clearances and SOPs
Transition to IF using appropriate altimeter settings and correct RT
At the briefing you should clarify with the examiner the procedure for
donning your view limiting device. He will probably take control for a
few moments shortly after take-off to allow you to put it on.









Never in any circumstances make the first flight after maintenance in IMC or at
night. GA aircraft were not designed to make maintenance easy. It’s possible
for even the best engineers to disturb something entirely unrelated to
whatever they were working on. Perhaps some avionics have reverted to the
default setting, maybe navigation data cards were removed or circuit breakers
were pulled and not reset. Something which is trivial to resolve on a nice VFR
day can be a very different matter in poor weather with high pilot workload.
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19. THE SKILL TEST: SECTION 2 – GENERAL HANDLING
General Handling
1. Flight by sole reference to instruments at various speeds
2. Climbing and descending turns.
3. Recovery from unusual attitudes including sustained 45 degree bank
turns and descending turns
4. Recovery from approach to the stall in level flights, climbing
/descending turns and in the landing configuration
5. Limited panel stabilised climb and descent level turns onto given
headings, recovery from unusual attitudes










Full panel general handling in the sense of 1 and 2 above is normally
assessed as part of the flights general progress
Examiners usually take the view that if you can do unusual attitude on
limited panel you will be able to do them on full panel so they do not form
part of the skill test. However this is not guaranteed so you should have
some practice on full panel as part of your training.
Examiners during the general handling will be taking responsibility for
lookout but you should be aware of the normal HASELL checks in case they
ask you to fly them while they do the lookout.
Even if the unusual attitudes are not extreme, it is normal for the throttle to
be fully closed or opened as appropriate.
Be very clear with the examiner in the briefing what they require with regard
to minimum height loss and recovery to specific heading, level flight or
climb.
It is normal to use a redundant VOR indicator or other aid to calculate the
timing for the timed turns. It is perfectly acceptable to take two or even
three attempts to achieve the required heading providing it is the result of
some systematic process.
You are very unlikely to fail for occasional modest deviations from cleared
altitudes as long as they are promptly and smoothly corrected. This is not
to imply that sloppy flying with continual altitude and heading deviations
will be overlooked.
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How to really fly an ILS
Doubtless your instructor has told you never to chase the needles
when flying an ILS approach. Set an attitude, see if it’s giving the
desired result and if necessary make adjustments. Bug adrift
adjusted heading and fly it to correct localiser deviations. Try to
get him or her to admit how they fly an ILS or watch them closely.
You may well find they chase the needles. This is not as
contradictory as it seems.
Firstly the presentation of the necessary data has changed and a
lot more of it tends to be in one place rather then spread over
three separate round dials, as used to be the case, so it’s easier to
chase. Secondly, experienced pilots can configure the aircraft
correctly as they intercept the glideslope and they already have a
good idea of the drift correction needed to centralise the localiser.
This almost certainly won’t be true when you are learning. You will
be too slow and the corrections will become larger and more
desperate.
On a mechanical HSI or PFD you can see heading as well as lateral
and vertical deviations. On a PFD you might have track, wind and
vertical speed information within the same scan.
If - and it’s a very, very big if - you react to needle deviations quickly
with small attitude and heading adjustments you might not need
to look at the AI.
Don’t try this during your training. Follow standard techniques, but
as you gain experience perhaps a more relaxed scan will work for
you.

19. THE SKILL TEST: SECTION 3 – EN ROUTE IFR PROCEDURES
En Route IFR Procedures
1. Tracking including interceptions e.g. NDB, VOR, RNAV
2. Use of radio aids
3. Level flight control of heading, altitude and airspeed power
setting trim technique
4. Actions in the event of an actual emergency
5. Altimeter settings
6. Timing and revision of ETA’s and en route hold if required
7. Monitoring of flight progress, flight log, fuel usage, systems
management.
8. Ice protection procedures simulated if necessary.
9. ATC liaison compliance RT procedures.











The examiner may or may not require initial tracking by back track of
the NDB but you should assume it will be needed even if you also
track using the GPS.
Likewise you should assume that you will have to identify the airway
entry point by means other than the GPS
You should assume that the autopilot will only be available to you in
the level en route sector.
You must identify any aid that you are actually using for tracking at
least once.
You are expected to maintain the speeds you declared at the briefing
although you can change to another speed by telling the examiner.
The published limits are +/- 5 knots but a little more leeway will be
allowed.
Examiners are rightly keen to see very effective use of the trim.
It is very unlikely you will be required to use the flight log as long as
you have demonstrated its use for the first airway point estimate.
You will not have to complete a fuel log if you have a totalizer but you
will be expected to note tank changes.
You should be prepared for a hold if the route makes a delay in
entering controlled airspace likely. The examiner will not request an
en route hold.

Sometimes they don’t make it easy. This is a PA 31 and the fuel
selectors are on the floor behind the pilot. It is impossible to read the
labels while seated at the controls. They can only be handled by feel
and all tank selections pass through the off position.
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19. SKILL TEST: SECTION 4 PRECISION APPROACH

19. SKILL TEST: SECTION 5 NON PRECISION APPROACH

Precision Approach Procedures
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Setting and identification of aids
Arrival procedures altimeter checks
Approach and landing briefings including all checks
Holding procedures
Compliance with published approach
Approach timing
Altitude speed and heading control (stabilised approach)
Go round actions
Missed approach procedure /landing
ATC liaison /compliance



Missing one or even two ATC calls may be overlooked as you will
be using an Exam call sign which will not be a familiar prompt but
missing multiple calls is likely to be a reason to fail.



Approach timing is not a requirement the only timing needed is in
the outbound leg of the hold.



Busting approach minima is quite rightly a fail point.



Examiners are quite rightly keen to see a stabilised approach.
They are perhaps even more likely to fail an approach that stays
just within limits by virtue of desperate aggressive control inputs
than one that strays slightly but is promptly and smoothly
corrected.



Non Precision Approach Procedures
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Set and check navigation aids
Arrival procedures altimeter setting
Approach /landing brief including checks
Holding procedure
Compliance with published approach procedure
Approach timing
Altitude speed heading control stabilised approach
Go around action
ATC liaison /compliance

 Identifying aids is somewhat less pedantic now that cross checks
against a GPS and automatic identification by the Avionics systems
is more common, but at least one aural identification of each aid
must be accomplished.
 Timing is only used for the hold. If the DME fails during an approach
it is safest to go round and give time for proper preparation to
commence an alternative approach.
 Examiners are always looking for evidence of forward thinking and
airmanship.
 The CDFA profile is best established by a steady rate of descent
without too much fixation on the check altitudes on the approach
plate.
 Descent rate on a 3 degree slope is 5 times the ground speed, on a
3.5 degree slope it is approximately 6 times groundspeed.

There is no longer a requirement for a hold to be exactly four
minutes although if you are given an expected approach time you
should try to adjust the timing to suit.
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19. THE SKILL TEST: SECTION 6 – FLIGHT WITH ONE ENGINE INOPERATIVE
One Engine Inoperative
1. Simulated EFATO or on go around
2. Approach, go around and procedural missed approach with one
engine inoperative.
3. Approach and landing with one engine inoperative
4. ATC liaison and compliance


Fly the aircraft. Speed and heading are vital



Don’t rush your checks



Certainly don’t rush your checks for securing the dead engine

I did my IMC rating over a 4-day period and loved it. We flew two or three trips each day
and it was fun. Shortly after I passed the skills test and that was that.
I immediately began using my IMC rating as a mini-IR. I flew myself to business meetings,
revelling in the ability to climb up through cloud and fly in glorious VMC on top until close
by my destination. Whenever I could I contrived to do a procedural approach to a cloudbreak in order keep in practice. But it was quite some time before I ever flew an instrument
approach to land. And when I did, I had a shock.
The first time I did so I was so pleased to have successfully flown a ‘real’ approach that it
was only as I taxied clear that I noticed I’d done a flapless landing. I was puzzled - I don’t
normally do that. The second time I did a real approach to land I was saved from
embarrassment by my ‘reds, greens and blues’ on finals. Belatedly I realised that I hadn’t
made the mixture rich since I’d started the approach and it was almost fully lean. Thank
goodness for Final Approach Checks. Both errors were so uncharacteristic that I sat down
to analyse why they had happened.
The reason was very obvious when I thought about it. In training I had shot what seemed
like endless instrument approaches at the local ‘big’ airport to which we had flown, but they
had always been just that: instrument approaches flown to the go-around. We had never
landed, not once. As a consequence my instructor had never taught me to do pre-landing
checks as part of the approach nor taught me to set the flap or configure the aeroplane as
if I was going to land it. They were all flown as approaches to 500’ followed by a go-around.
This also led me a moment of amusing RT embarrassment on my first ‘real’ approach. I was
beacon out-bound on a procedural ILS to land. I reported “beacon outbound” and then
congratulating myself on staying ahead of the game, I asked for my go-around clearance.
There was a pause and then a puzzled note in the controller’s voice. “Are you not intending
to land?” he asked. “Affirm” I replied, suddenly feeling less sure of myself. “But I want my
go-around instructions in case, er.., in case I have to go-around….” There was another slight
pause as the controller considered this before replying. “Continue your approach and report
localiser established. On the go-around, follow the published missed approach procedure.”
Looking back at it I felt stupid but actually what I was doing was a direct result of not having
been trained to fly approaches to land.
It is quite common for pilots to have limited experience of landing off approaches since
instructors try to pack in as many training approaches as possible and the weather may
not always co-operate for the final approach back into home base.

I wonder if I could log the flight time towards my sea plane rating
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20. MEP: INTRODUCTION
Multi Engine Piston (MEP) Aircraft
A web search will produce many articles on the relative merits and safety of
MEP verses single engine aircraft. Our suggestion is that this is very much a
personal choice based on what makes you feel comfortable. If you often
complete long over water or night flights then a second engine gives
reassurance. It is probably true that a higher level of currency is desirable for
MEP flying than SEP flying so an engine failure can be dealt with effectively. It
is probable that most if not all twins are less efficient than a SEP in terms of
speed and range. We suggest you read some of the articles and make your own
judgement. In this book we will concentrate on MEP flying in the context of
gaining an instrument flying qualification. There are several excellent text
books on MEP flying and associated issues in general. You should read these if
you are considering your multi engine rating as there are serious matters such
a minimum control speed which are not specific to IF so not covered here.

Engine Failure
Obviously the key issue is handling an engine failure. In the European skill test
world these only happen immediately after take-off (EFATO). The rationale for
this is that you have the maximum power and the minimum speed shortly after
take-off so this is the critical case. In the real world other failure situations can
be very demanding. In the descent for example it is quite possible not to notice
that an engine has failed at all since the prop continues to turn and power
settings are low. Also engine failure is often not the tidy, complete and obvious
failure found in the skill test. You can get surging and various partial power
situations when the decision whether to shut down and engine is not obvious.
If you do fly twins you should shut down an engine from time to time in a
controlled situation. Although the rational mind tells you that the aircraft flies
perfectly well on one engine the sight of a stationary prop can be quite
disconcerting.

It’s very obvious to an external observer which engine has failed but the crew still
have to rely on instrument indications and airmanship to respond appropriately.
For the explanations of the MEP procedures we will use the speeds and power
settings appropriate to a BE 76 Duchess. This is a typical training aircraft and it
is easier to explain the procedures in the context of a specific example. We will
also cover some of the basics which might be considered VFR flying. They are
normally dealt with in the class rating but they are so fundamental to handling
the engine failure in IMC that they bear repetition.
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20. MEP: ENGINE FAILURE IN THE CRUISE STRAIGHT & LEVEL
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20. MEP: ENGINE FAILURE IN THE CRUISE IN A TURN
Effect of Engine Failure: in turns
(Example: right hand turn)
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20. MEP: ENGINE FAILURE IN THE TURN
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20. MEP: ENGINE FAILURE FOLLOW UP CHECKS
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20. MEP: TURNING WITH A DEAD ENGINE
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20. MEP: SINGLE ENGINE CLIMB & DESCENT
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20. MEP: EFATO ENGINE FAILURE AFTER TAKE OFF
As we said at the start of this chapter there is no special reason why engines
should fail just after take-off. It is the worst case scenario since the aircraft is
close to the ground and the engines will be at full power. On the other hand this
has become a rather stereotyped training situation in which the engine failure is
simulated in exactly the same way at the same point in the flight. Also typically
this is practiced in training aircraft at relatively light weights at normal density
altitudes. Bear in mind that in a real world situation it is quite possible that a
MEP at gross weight will not climb at all.

runway when you are on short final, land on the grass. You may damage the
aircraft but you will walk away from the accident. Even if the ceilings are below
minima and you are forced to continue the descent to the runway the likely
worst outcome will be survivable. If you lose control at low altitude in a missed
approach the outcome is likely to be fatal. For skill test purposes you will have
to adopt the local procedures but think carefully about this issue in your
subsequent flying.
Take off safety speed also has its problems in the real world. Again it addresses
a real concern in a rather academic way. If you become airborne at below
minimum control speed and an engine fails you will not be able to recover the
situation. Not all general aviation flying takes place from long hard runways. An
alternative view is that getting the aircraft of the ground matters and the time
below minimum control speed is very short. Holding the aircraft on the ground
after it is ready to fly carries its own dangers. Some pilots choose to commence
the take-off roll with their hand in front of the throttles with the intention of
closing them should anything untoward occur. As soon as a safe speed is
attained they move their hand behind the throttles so the first reaction to any
occurrence is to select or confirm full power.

Having said all this, the engine failure as it is presented in the skill test is a
demanding exercise and if you can deal with this calmly and effectively it will
give you good grounding for dealing with a wider range of engine problems. The
most important thing is not to panic or react too quickly. Controlling the aircraft
is always the first priority. Then apply full power. You may well already have full
power and it is slightly awkward in the training situation since the examiner will
be covering the throttles. Thus the first action is usually identifying the failed
engine using the dead leg dead engine method. This allows the examiner to
uncover the throttles so the procedure is the reverse of what might be
appropriate in a real situation. Nevertheless the time interval between
identifying and having access to the throttle in order to apply full power is short.
The immediate actions are the priority. Secondary actions involved in
safeguarding the live engine and securing the dead engine are very secondary
indeed. Concentrate on getting the aircraft fully under control going where you
want it to go before worrying too much about the follow up actions.

Never shut down an engine unless you are within easy ‘drift down’
distance of an airfield. There is no rational reason why an engine should
be more difficult to start when airborne, but they are! Worse still, if
during an attempted restart, the engine comes out of feather but refuses
to run, you will be descending. The drag is just too much for the
remaining engine to overcome. There is no need to panic, the rate of
decent is likely to be modest, but it is not the time to be a long way from
a suitable airfield. This is also something to consider if you have a real
engine failure and discover why the engine failed. Perhaps you
mismanaged the fuel. The aircraft might be flying quite well with one
engine feathered but a restart gone wrong could make the situation
worse.

Asymmetric committal height is reasonable as a concept. It is a point at which
you decide you are landing come what may. However as it has developed in
some countries skill tests we feel that it is positively dangerous.
It is one thing to go round from low level in a training aircraft at light weights
when the action is expected. It is an entirely different thing in a heavy large twin
when the danger of a stall spin accident at low level is real.
We suggest that in the real world below some conservative committal altitude
such as 800 or 900 feet you land, come what may. If someone pulls onto the
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20. MEP: EFATO
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20. MEP: EFATO SKILL TEST PROCEDURE
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20. MEP: EFATO SINGLE ENGINE CIRCUIT
The asymmetric circuit is a feature of the MEP skill test. In everyday flying you
should do everything reasonably possible to avoid having to do one. If you have
one engine shut down it is best to keep as high as practical at a good speed with
the aircraft well under control. You only bring back the power on the good
engine and reduce speed when you are well established on the final approach
to a suitable runway. If for some hard to imagine reason you do find yourself
having to go round, then the best course of action might well be to climb
straight ahead and ask for radar vectors to another approach.
Returning to the test situation the required actions are set out on the following
page. The underlying principle is to manage drag and only put down the
undercarriage and flap in stages. Each stage in moving the aircraft into the
normal landing configuration is actioned at points in the circuit where you are
closer to landing and your certainty of being able to complete the landing has
increased. Full flap is only taken when you are stable on the final approach
track, have a landing clearance and the runway is clear.
If you have to land with a real failed engine you may find it very difficult to
maintain directional control while you taxi. Having brought the aircraft to a
safe landing it would be shame to lose control on the taxiway. If you have
plenty of room it is usually best to always turn in the direction of the failed
engine even if this is the long way round.
A less extreme technique is to give a short burst of high power to get the
aircraft moving and then use differential braking to re-establish directional
control. Having said this, don’t hesitate to shut down and seek a tow. In
some aircraft types at airfields with narrow taxiways or obstructions, this
may be the only safe option.

Emergency undercarriage gear lowering systems work in a variety of ways. This
is a hand pump with an extending handle hidden behind a panel. Some aircraft
types need a special tool to release hydraulic pressure to allow the gear to drop
by gravity. Beech aircraft have a hand crank positioned low down behind the
pilot that requires a lot of turns and some physical strength to operate.
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20. MEP: EFATO SINGLE ENGINE CIRCUIT
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21. A SUITABLE AIRCRAFT FOR INSTRUMENT FLYING
Introduction

Capability

The starting point is to decide what sort of flying you want to do. One might
assume that if you are reading this, going places in a fairly effective and
predictable manner forms part of your plans. That said a large part of the
European car industry would close down if decisions on means of transport were
entirely rational. Nevertheless, if the disconnect between your emotional
attachment to an aircraft and its ability to serve your practical transport needs
is too great, a messy divorce may be the outcome.

Pilots are always talking about how fast an aircraft goes. They almost always lie.
If you knock about 20% off the notional cruise speed of most aircraft you will be
in the right ball park, given that most people operate at economical cruise
settings and that 30 year old aircraft peppered with radio antennas and dents
no longer develop the manufacturer’s promised performance, assuming they
ever did! Ask people what they actually see as an indicated airspeed on a normal
flight. Don’t get confused by TAS or by MPH instead of knots. At the more
modest end of the touring aircraft spectrum, if you don’t see an absolute
minimum of 120 knots and ideally 135 knots, then the aircraft is probably too
slow. There are then a series of more mid-range aircraft in the 140 to 150 knot
IAS range which are more capable performers at altitude and TAS has more
relevance. Finally there are 160 - 180 knot aircraft where other capabilities such
as multiple engines and pressurization are probably part of the equation.

Transport need
Do you have any definable need? If your business has a subsidiary that you need
to visit regularly in another country or you are married to someone from another
country then the nature of a typical flight is clearer. If you just want to fly as a
hobby with a few weekends away and one or two weeks of flying tours a year,
then a different set of parameters apply.

Range

Cost

Range is an underrated quality. Some very fast aircraft have poor fuel capacity.
Almost any fuel stop will take an hour and if you have to wait to file a flight plan,
two hours delays are not uncommon. It is one thing for commercial pilots flying
a regular route to work on minimum fuel reserves, but there is nothing that gives
quite such a warm feeling as knowing you will have fuel for two hours at the end
of your trip. This is likely to mean that if the weather deteriorates en-route you
will have fuel to turn round and go home. Commercial flights have different
criteria involved in selecting their
alternate. They have an operations
department to sort out the logistics. Do you really want to be somewhere
unexpected, having to hire a car and look for a hotel? For the private pilot, in
some circumstances just going back home might easily be the sensible course of
action.

This tends to be a slightly elastic number, with emotions sometimes overcoming
rationality, but most people have some limit beyond which they cannot go. The
options come down to purchase, sharing or renting. The last is rarely viable since
there are so few IFR capable aircraft for hire and those that exist are in ATOs
who are unlikely to want them to disappear for extended periods. Sharing is, on
the face of it, a good idea since so few aircraft are adequately utilised. It is easy
to find information on how to join or organise a group so we will restrict
ourselves here to saying that you must be very clear that other group members
share, or at least accept, your needs as an instrument pilot. It is all too common
for VFR pilots in a group to refuse to repair some item of avionics or the autopilot
that they regard as optional, but which is pretty much essential for IFR use.
Ownership obviously offers the most flexibility but of course that comes at a
price.
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21. AIRCRAFT FOR INSTRUMENT FLYING: PAYLOAD, LIMITING SPEEDS AND ALTITUDE
Payload

Oxygen

Payload is another factor. You may think that you only ever travel with your
partner, but it is surprising how much equipment accumulates to enable you to
service the needs of both the aircraft and your loved one. In general if an aircraft
says it’s a four seater, think two, a six seater, think 4 or even three.

There are very capable portable systems available now at modest cost. While
10,000 ft. is the typical level at which legislative requirements kick in, many
pilots find that at anything over 7,000ft. oxygen improves their performance and
reduces the incidence of headaches. Why not borrow a pulse oximeter and see
how your personal O2 levels vary with altitude - it is not as directly related to
personal fitness as one might think. You will probably not use enough oxygen
to warrant having your own refilling arrangements. You can get engineers at
larger airfields to do this for you although other sources may be cheaper. In
spite of the labels that say aviation breathing oxygen, it is absolutely identical to
that used for welding. Indeed some welding requires purer O2 than does
breathing. Dive shops may be another source although be careful not to get
confused with compressed air. The normal means of delivering O2 are cannulas,
the small tubes that fit up your nose which will be familiar from television
programs featuring intensive care patients. They are not a joy to wear but a
huge improvement on the old face masks. Cylinders are often equipped with
battery powered regulators that squirt a small dose of oxygen into your nostrils
to coincide with your intakes of breath. This means that they are very
economical and avoid excessive O2 which can cause dryness of the throat.
Oxygen and grease can be an explosive mixture; however stories of people being
set alight by lipstick are urban myths. Providing you take sensible precautions,
oxygen is a safe and economical way to make your high altitude flying more
enjoyable.

Some might choose to occasionally compromise a little on the MAUW. After all,
a 10% over gross ferry permit is automatic for most aircraft types, but under no
circumstances compromise on the C of G range and give proper thought to
runway length and outside temperatures. There is also the matter of comfort.
You are more likely to enjoy flying if you can easily load your equipment and
passengers.

Limiting Speeds
Cross wind capability and flap/gear operating limits warrant some
consideration. At the end of a hard IFR flight you don’t want to be circling to
land if you can avoid it and fewer and fewer airfields now have an alternate
runway. In some circumstances you really want to be able to introduce drag
without fear of encroaching on operating limits, so a gear and ideally flap limit
speed of 120 knots plus is almost a necessity.

Flying High
Operating altitude is a big factor. Flying high has many advantages. You are
likely to be on top of the clouds in bright sunshine. Your true airspeed will be
greater and you may be able to take advantage of strong tailwinds. Of course
the converse is true and headwinds may also be strong but you always have the
option of flying lower. You can possibly have this flexibility with a large normally
aspirated engine, but more usually a turbocharged engine is employed. As you
move up the scale of complexity and expense pressurization is an option and at
the very top we have pressurized aircraft with turboprop engines.
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Turbocharging

Autopilots

The turbocharger is effectively an air pump driven by the exhaust gases from the
engine. It compensates for the reducing density of the air as you go higher, by
compressing more of it and forcing it into the engine. The process raises the
temperature of the air and this can be an undesirable side effect. In some
aircraft types it will lead to the engine running hot. It can be quite difficult to
keep cylinder head temperatures within acceptable limits particularly in long
climbs. It is possible to fit an intercooler, a radiator like device that cools the air
between the turbocharger and the engine intake and this can be very effective
indeed. People will tell you that turbochargers are unreliable and lead to
increased maintenance expense. It is true that you need to take them seriously.

Some sort of autopilot is getting to be pretty essential. You are expected to
maintain altitude plus or minus 100 ft. for long periods and hand flying for
extended periods is not easy, especially if you have some distraction like a need
to refold a chart. There is no need for anything fancy. The ability to follow a bug
and hold altitude is perfectly adequate.
It is now possible to modify old autopilots with aftermarket approved devices
that provide roll steering. These translate the electronic output of a modern GPS
into signals the old autopilot understands. This is hardly essential but once your
autopilot has flown an accurate hold or ILS for you it is likely you will be hooked.

Avionics

Turbocharger pipe work
is complicated! Don’t let
anyone tell you that loss
of turbocharging just
leaves you with a
normally aspirated
engine. It may leave you
flying a high temperature
blow torch. Land as soon
as possible.

Almost all IFR navigation is by GPS waypoints, many of which cannot be
identified using terrestrial navigation aids. Thus a panel mounted GPS with a
moving map and a reasonably up to date data base are essential. Really a
Garmin 430 is about the minimum that is workable. These units have the bonus
that they come with 8.33 kHz spacing of radio frequencies and this is now a legal
requirement, even if the new frequencies are not much used as yet. WAAS
capability is only needed for approaches, but it is worth having to future proof
your installation and it eliminates the need for RAIM checks.

De-Icing
Ice is a capricious phenomenon. The potential for icing exists for much of the
year in many areas of Europe. One interpretation of the regulations would imply
that any aircraft not certified for known icing and wanting to operate around
FL100 would be grounded for much of the year. We would suggest that is
foolhardy to operate in potential icing conditions unless there is 2000 ft.
between the freezing level and the local terrain. Beyond that icing risk can be
managed with a little thought.

There are a lot of pipes and control mechanisms associated with them. Some of
the pipes contain very hot gasses and even a small leak needs immediate
attention. However this is one of the most cost effective ways to get a significant
power increase with only a modest increase in weight. On balance they offer
the IFR pilot far more advantages and options than problems. However they do
demand a little more effort in understanding how they work, how they are
controlled and their potential failure modes.
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Instrumentation

All aircraft will have pitot heat but you should check to see that the cabin and
screen heater works well. If you go high it is cold and flying with freezing hands
and feet is no fun. Landing with an ice obscured windscreen is even less fun.
Any sort of de-ice system is a bonus. Even having it on the propeller but not the
wings is a plus. No de-ice system will cope with everything and the basic strategy
is first to avoid ice and secondly to get out of icing conditions if you do encounter
them. Our suggestion is that de-ice capability is good to have, but not essential.
If the choice was between a turbocharger to be able to fly high and a nonturbocharged aircraft with de-ice capability, other things being equal we would
choose the turbocharger.

There are various sorts of aftermarket instrumentation that add capability and
are certainly nice to have. Really some form of HSI, be it mechanical or
electronic, is almost essential. Constantly resetting a DI is really something that
should be consigned to history. If you are flying an aircraft with a bigger or more
complicated engine, possibly at higher altitudes, then some better engine
instrumentation than the pathetic inaccurate gauges which were considered
acceptable in the past is desirable. Some form of fuel flow measuring device
which has an actual transducer based on flow (not something that extrapolates
from fuel pressure like the factory gauges) will give you very accurate and
dependable endurance information. An engine analyser that gives you CHT and
EGT on each cylinder will save you fuel and may well give you advance warning
of impending problems.

Fuel Injection
Having to apply carburettor heat is a distraction you can do without in
instrument flying. That said, it is of course perfectly possible and some aircraft
types like the Beech Duchess draw their intake air from within the cowling where
it is always warm and carb ice is almost unknown. Fuel icing is a possible
problem for all engines but is far less prevalent than carb ice, and many pilots
will never encounter it in their whole career. On balance you would be best to
avoid a carburetted engine if your intention is to fly serious IFR at altitude.

Turboprops and Diesels
A full discussion of turboprops is getting beyond the scope of this book. However
if we link them with diesels there are two common themes worth considering.
First is fuel availability. If you want to travel further afield then AVGAS may be
hard to find, whereas every airfield has Jet fuel.
Secondly, these engines are far more reliable than AVGAS engines, turbines
especially so. They typically have a life of 3500 hours compared with 2000 or
even 1500 hours for Continental and Lycoming products. More importantly they
don’t need much attention in day to day operation. If a turboprop starts it is very
unlikely to stop unexpectedly. Diesels had early reliability issues but these
seems to have been resolved and intrinsically, once they are running they have
fewer things to go wrong than an engine relying on magnetos and sparks to keep
it operating. Turboprop’s problem is that they don’t scale down well so in small
airframes there can be too much power and not enough load capacity to tanker
the large amounts of fuel they need. Thus they go impressively fast but have
poor endurance. Diesels are incredibly economical and may be the best hope
for cost effective and capable future general aviation aircraft.

Redundancy
At a pinch, in VFR, as long as an engine keeps turning you can fly after pretty
much anything on the aircraft fails. That is not the case in IMC. The most critical
instrument is the AI and really no serious IFR aircraft should be without a backup.
The turn coordinator is completely inadequate for this purpose. There are
various ways of approaching this with duplicated vacuum pumps and alternative
power sources. All have their merits but some back up is essential. You might
also consider some back up for radios and GPS appropriate. Given that portable
devices are now so capable this is not difficult to achieve. However, you might
give some thought to battery back-up and charging arrangements if you become
reliant on hand held devices.
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21. A SUITABLE AIRCRAFT FOR INSTRUMENT FLYING: ASSESSING FOR SALE ADVERTS
Naturally vendors want to present their aircraft in the best possible light. You
need a clear strategy for assessing the validity of their claims. When you are
focussed on a specific airframe you would be wise to call in expert assistance.
However the number for sale may well be limited and inspecting them may
involve travelling to other countries. You need to filter those with potential. The
perspective given here is that of a purchaser wanting an aircraft suitable for
serious instrument flying so avionics are important.

If you understand this you can get a good deal but you will suffer when you come
to sell. There can however be real issues between models. On some Cessna’s
very significant changes were made to the undercarriage systems and the later
and less trouble-prone models rightly attract a significant premium. Be very
wary of major engine work. Anything less than a full overhaul indicates doing it
cheap not doing it right. In most circumstances, a so called ‘top overhaul’ where
all the cylinders are changed or a ‘strip and repair as necessary’ are bad signs. If
the engine has been overhauled or zero timed that is good but check who did
the work. Not all overhauls are created equal. There are a handful of engine
rebuild companies with established reputations and an engine from one of them
should rightly be thought of as a plus but an unknown rebuilder carries risks that
should be reflected in the price.

In the advert are there some decent photos of the aircraft including the interior
and the instrument panel. Is there plenty of detail including a list of all the
avionics? Is its maintenance state clear? You need to see the hours flown on the
airframe, engine and propeller. If the vendor cannot be bothered to present the
aircraft well when they are selling it perhaps this attitude carried over from their
attitude to its maintenance.

Assessing aircraft logs is an art and only someone with engineering knowledge
and or a long history with a given type will really be able to advise on the detail.
However you should know what to look for in general terms. How complete is
the documentation. On older aircraft you might hope to see several archive
boxes of material but as a minimum look for decently presented log books
covering the airframe, the propeller and the engine for the last few years. Think
of judging your child’s homework from junior school. Are the books tidy,
apparently in order, entries made in ink or with tidily stuck in certificates from
the maintenance company? A scattering of barely legible hand written entries
is not good news. A complete lack of consistency in who did the maintenance
smells of disputes and the search for the cheapest option. While it is normal
practice to refer back to detailed files held by companies a complete lack of
useful information is suspicious. A fat maintenance record is not necessarily a
bad sign. Indeed it is most probably a good indicator. Aircraft need
maintenance! A really good sign is skimpy early log books followed by large
amounts of work paid for by the most recent owner. That’s a clear sign of catch
up following a period of economy ownership.

A few vendors are dishonest but many owners have little real idea of what
constitutes good maintenance or being IFR equipped. If the panel pictures show
obvious gaps in the installed avionics, INOP stickers can be discerned and
temporary attachments for portable devices abound these are bad signs. A
sprinkling of ancient avionics such as the Narco or Cessna own brand avionics
that were the economy models of their day (a day now long past) is not good.
Some consistency across the avionics equipment is a good sign. Look for digital
Bendix King and Garmin units. That is not to say that some older avionics mixed
in with new is unacceptable. You want evidence of an owner doing a good job
relative to the aircraft type and market value. The best possible find is a vendor
who has obviously spent a quite disproportionate sum on new avionics in an
aircraft that didn’t warrant that expenditure. This can represent a great
purchase as a given airframe could be gold plated and would still only attract a
modest premium over the average value for the type and year.
Either for rational or irrational reasons the market can assign very significant
value differences to different models within a range. For example in one twin, a
trailing link undercarriage model attracts a large premium although other than
making poor landings feel better it offers no practical advantage.

When you have narrowed down the choice firstly get good advice and secondly
a survey. The latter might cost you a significant sum but it is good insurance.
Buyer remorse is a rampant disease amongst recent aircraft purchasers.
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Conclusion

The pressurised Cessna P210 is interesting and delivers a lot for the money,
albeit by making high demands on the engine. Cabin comfort is a significant
factor for instrument flying in that journeys are likely to be longer. A comfortable
roomy cockpit with decent ventilation and heating will make these trips both
more enjoyable and potentially a little safer.

We don’t really have one, there are too many variables. It is astounding that
people who will study test reports and get specialist advice to purchase a car or
a computer will buy an aircraft almost on a whim without any form of survey or
informed advice. Part of the problem is that good advice is hard to come by.
Owners can be prejudiced and the average instructor or ATO has minimal
experience of actually owning and operating an aircraft in the way a private
owner wishes to do. Pilot magazine reviews almost always focus on the positive
aspects of the type. A US magazine called Aviation Consumer is about the most
objective information source although not everything it says applies in Europe.
Perhaps we will leave this issue with a few very personal and doubtless
prejudiced comments about some of the aircraft that will come up for
consideration.

Small twins like the BE76 and the Piper Seminole are economical if a twin can
ever be called economical. Most have been trainers so hard used. Performance
is modest but if second engine security mattes to you they worth considering.
Larger twins like the PA 34 and Baron use quite a lot of fuel in return for being
more spacious. The Seneca does everything acceptably but nothing brilliantly.
Both are comfortable. Barons come in several variations and are generally fast.
Beech products are considered to be of superior quality but expensive to
maintain. Both are decent IFR machines and often come well equipped. Watch
out for old Senecas that have seen hard flying school use and avoid a Seneca 1.
Don’t forget that aircraft over 1999Kgs MAUW attract Euro route charges.

Cessna 172s and PA 28s are reliable old busses and cheap to operate but rarely
well-equipped and often poorly maintained. In the bigger engine models they
may be just about acceptable, particularly if someone has spent a lot of money
on new avionics which won’t be reflected in the sale price.
Bigger engine four seat singles like the Cirrus SR 22, Cessna 182 and Socata TB20
are a better choice if finances allow. The SR22 delivers the performance the
manufacturer promised and is still in production. It favours long runways and is
not the best off grass. It is quite expensive to maintain later in life, given
parachutes and air bag seat belts. The Cessna is much slower but has good take
off performance and is more versatile. The TB20 was very advanced for its day,
a decent load carrier and roomy cockpit but not as fast as it might be. It is French
built so it’s quirky in some respects. All these aircraft are reasonably stable
instrument platforms.
Bigger airframes like the Piper Lance and Cessna 210 are roomy and good load
carriers. They are not as fast as they claim, easy to get into although the Cessna
with its 2 crew doors suits some while the single crew door in the Lance but a
large aft passenger door suits others. Both are good all-rounders and very stable
for instrument flying. As you move up the size and price scale, the likelihood of
the aircraft coming equipped with modern IFR equipment increases.

TB20, a good stable IFR trainer with a wide comfortable cockpit
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22. AFTER YOU QUALIFY: Currency and Revalidations
First steps
Any IR holder who tells you they were not nervous on their first flight post
qualifying is almost certainly not telling the truth. It’s one thing to pass the
skill test flying a familiar route, probably in quite benign weather conditions.
The first time you are on your own in the clouds, especially if it’s bumpy, it will
feel quite different.

Perhaps take a friend along, if possible one holding an IR the first time you
tackle crossing a really busy TMA. Different pilots find different aspects of
flying the most challenging.
Just increase the workload in a planned gradual fashion and things that you
once found challenging will start to feel more routine. Make every effort to
stay current. It would be sad to waste all that effort.

Charts
You will need the normal VFR half million charts for the areas you are visiting
plus the low level en route Jeppesen charts. These can all be presented on an
iPad but we would always want to back up the iPad with paper, even if only
one of the duplicate data sources was up to date.

Currency
Piloting skills in general and instrument flying skills in particular decline very
quickly if they are not practiced. Of course the rate of decay differs for a
10,000 hour pilot and a 500 hour pilot. The highly experienced pilot will
probably regain their skills more quickly but the basic truth applies to
everyone. If you are not very current your skill level will have declined quite
markedly. Pilots ask what is current. The author has completed several quite
long trips where five or six days of continuous flying were followed by a two
night one day break and the skill decline albeit small was noticeable. Certainly
any break of a couple of weeks should be recognised as a factor. Perhaps you
should opt to only fly in relatively good weather or only in an aircraft with
which you are very familiar. Maybe a quick session on a home flight simulator
would be enough to sharpen you up. There is some minimum annual number
of flight hours below which you will never be really current and capable of
handling challenging instrument flying.

Some aircraft control columns go a little ‘top gun’. Here you have switches
for trim, autopilot disconnect, autopilot interrupt and hidden out of sight
on this shot the PTT. It’s also possible to find com switching, transponder
ident and several other less common functions.
There are a number of ways to approach this. Try not to leave it too long so
you are starting to feel rusty before you ever launch out on your own. One
method is to take your first airways flight when you can be pretty certain it
will be VMC. Don’t choose a difficult route for your first few trips. Maybe
start with a slight variation on one of the training routes.

Try never to be an early adopter of any product related with aviation unless
you are very knowledgeable. Purchasers often find themselves in the role
of product testers; sometimes with little real option other than to keep
paying until the problem is resolved.
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22. AFTER YOU QUALIFY: Assessing Risk
Most pilots know if they are feeling comfortable. At one extreme they stroll out
to a familiar aircraft feeling in current practice about to do a flight they have
done several times before.
At the other extreme they look doubtfully at a somewhat threatening sky, refer
to the flight manual because they cannot quite remember where the fuel drains
are located and wonder if they have a Paracetamol to fend off that tightening
across the forehead.

A number of systems have been proposed which try to encourage pilots to
assess risk before flight. Cirrus has a scheme as does AOPA USA. They fall down
in two ways. They try to give some rather spurious scientific credibility by
assigning a numerical weighting to various risk factors. Inevitably, not all the
weightings seem to have personal relevance and there is a temptation, if the
outcome is not to the pilots liking, for the numbers to be changed. Secondly,
they tend to be hopelessly conservative to the extent that many pilots would
never fly especially because of currency and currency on type criteria which
seem to belong in an environment where annual flight time was measured in
hundreds of hours not tens.

Let’s call the comfort spectrum Green Amber Red in the sense of Green not
being an issue at all, Amber something to warrant a little more thought and Red
a clearly negative factor. I suggest that a fuzzy three point scale is about all that’s
realistic and useful. It is pretty unarguable that if something is wrong on the
ground the situation will not improve in the air. On the other hand if you don’t
push the edges of your comfort zone a little then you will never improve as a
pilot. Perhaps we could approach this by thinking in terms of the numbers of
amber warning we are willing to carry into the air with us while clearly
understanding that any additional negative events during the flight are almost
certainly a reason for terminating it is as quickly and safely as possible.

Few would argue with the basic criteria.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Total time / time on type
Recent experience
Recent check flight or instruction
Aircraft equipment /capability

5.
6.
7.
8.

IFR or VFR
Day or night
Complexity/familiarity of the flight
Nature of the airfield and terrain

9.
10.
11.
12.

Aircraft endurance
Weather minima of various sorts
Personal fitness
External pressures

The first four criteria can be considered well in advance of the flight. They attract
only a single traffic light since nothing can be done about them quickly but you
can react to any concerns, for example take a safety pilot or opt for a flight with
an instructor.
If you fly IFR you should carry and understand the approach plates for
airfields on your route. Jeppesen is the only provider with worldwide
coverage and a common standard. They don’t have the best reputation for
fair pricing in Europe or for customer service. It is perfectly possible to
download plates from National AIPs but they are not produced to a
common standard. Think carefully about whether you really want to be
trying to decipher the approach plate while flying into some unfamiliar
airfield.

Assessment is further complicated as many factors interact negatively. Perhaps
a more capable aircraft is better suited to the weather but if the pilot is not
experienced and current on type the complexity might outweigh the benefit of
the capabilities.
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Total Time

Aircraft Equipment /capability

Total time is not going to change quickly so really it’s something that
influences the whole framework of risk assessment. - It is important to be
honest about the experience. Thousands of hours in an airliner are not that
relevant to a tail dragger. Endless hours spent in the right seat as an
instructor doesn’t mean you are ready for a long distance flight in unfamiliar
airspace

Advanced equipment can make flights safe which would otherwise be very
unwise but only if you know how the kit works. A turbocharger and oxygen
will get you over the weather. An aircraft which is cleared for known ice will
not cope with anything and you always need a plan B but it will enable you
to have a go at trips that would otherwise be unsafe.
The next four criteria are allocated a further single traffic light. They are still
factors which can be considered some time in advance of the flight but
where a wider range of immediate actions might be taken to address any
concerns. You have the choice of going VFR or IFR. Maybe you can change
the route to avoid mountainous terrain etc.

Time on Type
Time on type is a significant factor especially with more advanced aircraft
or complicated avionics systems. The latter is especially important for IFR as
it is possible to be completely flummoxed. The author recently flew five
hours with two crew in a PA 31 with a KLN90 GPS modified with Icarus roll
steer. We never discovered how to stop it speaking to us or how to input a
user waypoint. Under pressure I had broken one of my own norms - never
fly any aircraft unless you know what all the knobs and switches do. If you
can fly one fairly basic light aircraft you can probably fly another but if you
don’t have say 10 hours on a type with any complexity or unusual features
within the last 12 months then an amber light might flash.

IFR /VFR
This is a not always clear cut. An IFR flight in VMC might well be easier than
a VFR flight through unfamiliar airspace. I suspect that in their hearts most
pilots will just know how this should be assessed. If you could make a pretty
fair stab at describing how the flight will go on a napkin in a restaurant then
its fine. If it’s a VFR or IFR flight over an unfamiliar route but you have done
plenty of preparation then that’s probably OK. If you find yourself
wondering if there is crossing service for that danger area or how that funny
procedure works in Class F airspace then that’s a warning sign.

Recent experience
Flying skill degrades very rapidly, IFR skills even more so. Perhaps put the
amber light somewhere about two weeks for IFR and a month for a VFR
flight.

Day or Night
There is no getting away from the fact that night flight carries a higher risk.
This applies IFR or VFR and the statistics bear this out.

Check flight / Revalidations
Sadly these are not as useful as they might be given the stereotyped way
they are often carried out. Nevertheless, if you have undergone one within
the previous three months, it will have forced you to demonstrate to
someone that you are safe. That has to be worth something.
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Complexity of the Flight

Weather

Complexity added to unfamiliarity can be a toxic combination. It is obvious
when the warning flag needs to be raised here. You don’t want to be going
into a major airfield in an unfamiliar country and combining this with an
unfamiliar aircraft and a day when you are slightly unwell.

This is often a difficult factor to assess. There is almost always a possibility
of something or other that you would prefer not to experience. Having a
Plan B is important here. If you can clearly envisage what you would do if
faced with the worst, albeit unlikely eventuality, then this is an area where
nudging your acceptable envelope is perhaps inevitable. On the other hand
there might be a place for a few firm ‘no go’ rules.

Nature of Terrain/Airfield
This judgement should be obvious.



Finally there are four factors which each get their own traffic light. They
include the things that are most changeable, have trade-offs or are difficult
to assess and most prone to cumulative effects.

2000 ft. minimum clearance between the freezing level and the
terrain in any aircraft without serious de-ice capability.



A 600 ft. minimum cloud base if flying a SEP so that if the engine
fails there is at least a minimal chance of a good forced landing.



One answer is that if you don’t immediately think the weather
forecast is good and feel the need to consider it in more detail then
weather should attract at least an amber light.

Aircraft Endurance
There is nothing beats the security of knowing that you started a flight with
full tanks and more than adequate fuel for the route. With various accurate
fuel measuring systems now available it is feasible to rely on the gauges in
many aircraft, but this is only true if you tell the system how much fuel it
started with. Prudent pilots like to land with significantly over an hour’s fuel
remaining. There is almost no justification for an alternate not being short
of the destination. For a private pilot arriving at a destination holding and
then diverting will almost always be evidence of poor planning. (We exclude
planned more adventurous flights without good alternates which are
undertaken with an understood and accepted risk.)

Minima
Adding a margin to the DA is sometimes suggested as suitable risk
mitigation. There is some justification for this on an ILS where much more
skill is required to fly the final few hundred feet where it is very sensitive.
More generally it is worth considering the complexity and familiarity of the
IAP as a whole. There is a considerable difference in flying an approach at
a well-known airfield to flying one for the first time perhaps in challenging
circumstances.

Personal Fitness
Few pilots would fly if they were really ill but most of us sometimes fly when
we are not absolutely at our best. If you cannot avoid this take extra care in
accepting other risks.
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Pressures
It’s never wise to fly yourself in any situation where business or personal
pressures will push you to get there or return home. Always have a plan
B. That might be a commercial flight or staying overnight. Maybe keep a
simple overnight kit in the aircraft. A toothbrush and some clean clothes
might just make the difference when you are deciding whether you really
can make it back to the unlit home airfield before dark.

Threat and Error Management (TEM)
Although this concept has to some degree been inappropriately foisted on
us from the commercial world it does encompass good old gross error
checking and airmanship. In the present context certain threats can be
managed. Maybe you take a competent pilot to share the workload on a
difficult trip although crew coordination can bring its own difficulties. If you
leave for a business meeting, go the day before. Maybe take a pilot with
you, even on a familiar short trip, so that the flight plan is filed and the fuel
loaded when you return to the airfield the inevitable hour behind your
optimistic schedule. Never fly without a portable GPS and a hand held
radio within reach. In general terms you can do everything reasonable,
given your aircraft and your circumstances, to eliminate or reduce the
effect of potential risks.

Conclusions
We have considered 12 factors which yield 6 ‘traffic lights’. We might
agree that if either of the two groups you consider in advance yield a red
then the flight is unwise without some action to address the problem and
at least move them into the amber. It’s a personal decision how many
amber warnings you want to take into the air. Perhaps take three as a
starting point while understanding clearly that this has already moved you
near to the limit of your capabilities. Any additional negative event during
the flight should be screaming ‘quit now’ to the prudent pilot.

I was to fly in order to calibrate some expensive survey equipment. Three engineers who
had installed it were due to fly back to the USA for Christmas. I had a cold and was not
feeling very well. Although current on heavy twins I only had about 20 minutes time on
type. The aircraft had been in many pieces for months and this was its first post
maintenance flight. I insisted on a short shakedown flight before taking the equipment
operator and flew with another pilot who was highly experienced on type but also had a
cold. An amber light at best..



The flight went well but on returning to the aircraft we discovered they were loading two
equipment operators not the expected one. The aircraft had no recent weight and
balance, seemed to be at MAUW and near the aft limit of the C of G. After spirited
discussion I refused to fly the second engineer. A red light and a good decision.



The next day due to equipment failure we had to re-fly the calibration runs. I was not
feeling at all well. The previous day’s pilot was not available. I found another highly
experienced commercial pilot and he sat in the left seat but I was P1. He had never flown
the PA 31 and was not especially MEP current. I felt together we added up to one
competent pilot.
The amber light was starting to have a red tinge, - but the flight was local and the
weather fairly good. We were only carrying one equipment engineer. We had flown the
aircraft for six or seven hours without difficulty the day before and while under pressure
to get the job done, on balance we seemed in control.
The aircraft had been used for the transport of prisoners and had a variety of locks and
security devices. Three of these were on the large door alongside the P1 seat. The
instructions on the door were complicated and hard to follow. Pushing and hammering
appeared to show it was closed. You can see where this is going. The engines were
running. The survey equipment was temperature critical and needed to stay powered up.
The inner voice was telling me that we did not understand the door but I persuaded myself
it had been OK yesterday. I talked my colleague through the checks. We departed
normally and at about 500 ft. the door banged wide open. He responded admirably,
grabbed the door and shouted ‘you have control’. The door was affecting handling and
there was lots of noise. He could only hang onto it if the airspeed was kept low. I made
my second landing on type from the right seat after a quite exciting low level priority
circuit.
Good decision making is something you have to work at.
 Getting
it right yesterday does not mean it is right today!
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Over water safety
Your attitude to over water precautions is to some extent a
personal choice but a few reflections might help the thinking
process. It is surprising how may pilots will don a life jacket for a
trip over 20 NM of the channel at 6000 feet but do nothing when
practicing approaches at airfields like Cardiff where the approach
leaves them just a few hundred feet above some very uninviting
water. Somehow the psychology of going abroad differs from
that of practicing approaches at a local airfield. There are
constant wear jackets in a small pouch that can sit on your waist.
They are perhaps not as effective as the more substantial jackets
that are already in place round you neck. However, they can be
seen as a reasonable compromise and far better than doing
nothing.
On longer overwater flights pilots may take a life raft. Typically
these are four man rafts placed on the rear seat. If you see some
of the cheaper lighter rafts inflated you will be unhappy at how
flimsy they are, if used as a paddling pool you would want to be
sure your child cut their toenails before use for fear of puncturing
them. A more expensive raft it is likely to be heavy. Even with
the lighter rafts in some aircraft with high seat backs, it seems
unlikely you would ever get them out of the aircraft in an
emergency. There are one man rafts available. These tend to be
repackaged ex-military items and are both good quality and good
value. With a typical situation of two people in a four place
aircraft having two of these rafts is a good compromise. It
increases the chances of one device actually being available and
they are small enough that at least one, and in some cases two
rafts, could easily be positioned alongside the front seats prior to
ditching. There is no suggestion that this is the ideal approach
for everyone and it’s certainly not adequate for very long and
adventurous over water flights but it might be the best option in
many circumstances.

A lightweight four man raft and a repackaged ex air force
single man raft.
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23. Glossary
ADF
AH
AI
Alt
APV
ASDA
ASI
ATO
ATPL
Baro-VNAV
BFO
CANPA
CB
CBM
CDFA
CFIT
CNF
DA
DER
DH
DME
EASA
EFIS
EIR
FAA
FAF
FBSRI
FCL
FIKI
FIS-B
FNPT
GA
GBAS
GLS
GNSS

Automatic Direction Finder
Artificial Horizon
Attitude indicator
Altimeter
Approach with Vertical Guidance
Accelerate-stop Distance Available
Air Speed Indicator
Approved Training Organization
Air Transport Pilot Licence
Barometric Vertical Nav for RNAV
Beat Frequency Oscillator
Constant Angle Non-Precision Approach
Cumulous Nimbus
Competence Based Modular
Continuous Descent Final Approach
Controlled Flight into Terrain
Computer Navigation Fix
Decision Altitude
Departure End of Runway
Decision Height
Distance Measuring Equipment
European Aviation Safety Agency
Electronic Flight Information System
En Route instrument rating
Federal Aviation Authority
Final Approach Fix
Flight by sole reference to instruments
Flight Crew Licensing
Flight into Known Icing
Flight Information System Broadcast
Flight Navigation Procedures Trainer
General Aviation
Ground Based Augmentation System
GBAS Landing System
Global Navigation Satellite System

GPA
GPS
HAA
HAT
HATh
HILPT
HSI
IAF
IAP
ICAO
IFR
ILS
IMC
IR
IR(R)
JAA
LAAS
LNAV
LOC
LPV
MAP
MDA
MEP
MFD
MP
MVA
NAA
NDB
NORDO
NOTAM
NPA
OBS
OCS
ODP
OEA

Glide Path Angle
Global Positioning System
Height above Airport
Height above Touchdown
Height above Threshold
Hold in Lieu of Procedure
Horizontal Situation Indicator
Initial Approach Fix
Instrument Approach Procedure
International Civil Aviation Organisation
Instrument Flight Rules
Instrument Landing System
Instrument Meteorological Conditions
Instrument Rating
IR Restricted
Joint Airworthiness Authority
Local Area Augmentation System
Lateral Navigation
Localizer
Localizer Precision with Vertical Guidance
Missed Approach Point
Minimum Descent Altitude
Multi Engine Piston
Multi-Function Flight Display
Manifold Pressure
Minimum Vectoring Altitude
National Aviation Authority
Non Directional Beacon
No Radio or Radio Malfunction
Notice to Air Men
Non-precision Approach
Omni Bearing Selector
Obstacle Clearance Surface
Obstacle Departure Procedure
Obstacle Evaluation Area

23. Glossary
OTS
PAN-OPS
PFD
PIC
PIFR
PPL
PRM
PT
RAIM
RBI
RF
RMI
RNAV
RNP
ROC
ROD
RPM
RVSM
SBAS
SDF
SEP
SID
STAR
TAA
TC
TCH
TDZ
TDZE
TK
TMA
TODA
TORA
TRACON

Out of Service
Procedures for Air Navigation Services Operations
Primary Flight Display
Pilot in Command
Private instrument flying rating
Private Pilot’s Licence
Precision Runway Monitor
Precision Turn
Receiver Autonomous Integrity Monitor
Relative Bearing Indicator
Radius to a Fix
Radio Magnetic Indicator
Area Navigation
Required Navigation Performance
Require Obstacle Clearance
Rate of Descent
Revolutions Per Minute
Reduced Vertical Separation Minima
Satellite Based Augmentation System
Simplified Directional Facility
Single Engine Piston
Simplified Instrument Departure
Standard Arrival Route
Technically Advanced Aircraft
Turn Coordinator
Threshold Crossing Height
Touchdown Zone
Touchdown Zone Elevation
Theoretical Knowledge
Terminal Manoeuvering Area
Take Off Distance Available
Take Off Runway Available
Terminal Radar Control

VCOA
VDA
VDP
VFR
VGSI
VMC
VNAV
VOR
VSI
WAAS

Visual Climb Over Airport
Vertical Descent Angle
Visual Descent Point
Visual Flight Rules
Visual Glideslope Indicator
Visual Meteorological Conditions
Vertical Navigation
VHF Omnidirectional Range
Vertical Speed Indicator
Wide Area Augmentation System

APPENDIX 1:

A UK IR SEP SKILL TEST SCENARIO

Background
This is a typical UK skill test route with all the required actions and
radio calls detailed.
Paragraphs in italics give a little background information
Coloured backgrounds indicate radio calls. These may in reality vary
slightly as circumstances will drive small changes in procedures.
Blue background for a call or reply from the aircraft

Conversely, when the same mnemonic is used for the final approach
checks on the downwind leg, it is too early for Brakes, Undercarriage
and Flaps. The aim is to run these checks quickly but effectively
taking account of the context.
Don’t just say the words without looking or touching. Maybe you
loaded ample fuel but left the fuel cap off so even though the gauges
are very inaccurate they may still occasionally have something to tell
you.

Beige background for a call or reply from ATC

Sample Route
This summary is only intended to provide a memory prompt not a
full explanation. Levels and headings are only indicative to avoid
using xxx. Radio frequencies are real.

Basic Checks
The standard Rate One Aviation checks have been fully explained
elsewhere. However it is worth emphasising that they are ‘check’ lists
not ‘to do’ lists. In many cases, perhaps most cases, some actions will
have been previously completed. For example after take-off
BUFFPEARL B Brakes, U undercarriage and F Flaps will almost
certainly have been completed well before you have time to run the
check list. There is no need to laboriously re check items which you
know to be complete. You just mentally check them off.

This is an actual single engine skill test route. It starts and ends at
Gloucester EGBJ routing to Cardiff via BADIM airway L9 to ERNOK
then leaving the airway to the CDF for a Radar vectored ILS and
missed approach. You then return direct to Gloucester (with the
general handling section of the skill test en-route). At EGBJ there are
holds and an NDB DME to land. The aircraft is G-VPPL TB 20 using the
call sign EXAM100. (UK Examiners each have their own unique
number)
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APPENDIX 1:

A UK IR SEP SKILL TEST SCENARIO

Advance Preparation Night Before the test


















Preparation on Day of Flight

Aircraft fuelled / Shadin re-set / Oil checked
Screens / hood in aircraft
Garmin GTN settings unchanged
Garmin 430 data base in date, settings unchanged insert
flight plan
Aircraft and screen clean, remove unnecessary equipment
Transponder code changed to EXM100
Aircraft document pack, including C o A, Insurance, Radio
licence
Aircraft in maintenance check period
Ask examiner to confirm route and his weight
Check weather & NOTAMS
Check RAIM
Personal documents: Photo ID, pilot licence, medical
certificate, logbook
Prepare PLOG
Prepare W&B
Performance calculations for take-off and landing
Prepare and file flight plan retain ACK message
Booking training slots










Pre-flight the aircraft
Telephone Cardiff ATIS recording note on PLOG in pencil
Get EGBJ ATIS Note on PLOG in pencil
Review weather
File flight plan or update as necessary
Complete PLOG with latest weather
Calculate and note drift corrected heading for all procedure
legs
Enter expected clearance on PLOG

Do not become iPad dependent the examiner may ask to see a
manual calculation.

Aircraft Walk Round Inspection





Basic inspection as checklist
Chocks, pitot covers removed
Parking location sensible
Lifejackets to hand for Cardiff (approaches over the sea)

In the cockpit
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Run the checklist
Use COM2 for ATIS / Start clearance
Gloucester Tower EXAM 100 request start with PAPA QNH
1010
EXAM 100 start approved temperature x degrees information
PAPA ,1010 current

Avionics setup


















NAV 1 Check with Gloucester ILS 109.95(rotate and ident)
then set to airway centreline radial. Re-select to BCN VOR
(117.45). Confirm VLOC selected. Cardiff ILS (110.7) in
standby. This checks NAV 1 since the VOR is out of range
NAV 2 set Gloucester ILS (109.95) Cardiff ILS in standby
(110.7) Ident. Rotate indicator ILS so no changes in a sensible
indication NAV 2 set up to provide an emergency return to the
departure airfield
ADF: GST (331.0) with CDF (388.5) in standby. Ident and
switch off/on, see needle park and return to sensible
indication.
DME: GOS (109.95) BCN 117.45 in standby, Ident. Do not use
remote function as this can cause confusion
COM1: Set Gloucester Tower (122.90) Approach in standby
(128.55)
COM2: Gloucester ATIS (127.47) with Cardiff ATIS (132.47) in
standby
In general Com 1 used for all calls. Com 2 only used for ATIS
Both HSIs and RMI in sync and compass agrees
Audio Panel and marker beacon check
Autopilot check
Set heading bug NAV 1 to drift adjusted heading for first
waypoint BADIM
Ensure fuel correctly added to Shadin totaliser. Contents
appropriate
Set Garmin Box 2 scheduler for 30 minute tank change
warning
Confirm Aspen PFD set up as per SOP
Confirm flight plan entered in NAV 2
Confirm EXM100 in transponder

Gloucester Tower EXAM 100 request TAXI
EXAM 100 taxi holding point ALPHA 2 for Runway 27

When taxying
 Check brakes P1 /P2 sides
 Full rudder deflection both sides in safe area
 Taxi checks:Turning right, numbers increasing (on 3 indicators), turn right,
skidding left, AI level, VSI zero, ADF tracking
Turning left, numbers decreasing (on 3 indicators) turning left,
skidding right, AI level, VSI zero, ADF tracking.
At ALPHA 2 park well clear of the threshold with tail pointing away
from parked aircraft
If you have had no chance to get taxi checks done on the narrow taxiway
there is no objection to taxying in a circle on the main apron. Try not to
combine full rudder check with taxi checks due to the collision danger

Power checks


Per checklist

Request clearance when convenient. Write clearance down and read
it back in the same order.
EXAM 100 ready to copy clearance
Bristol clears EXAM 100 to Cardiff, enter controlled airspace 5 miles
North of BADIM level FL80 squawk 1234. Next frequency will be
Gloucester Approach 128 decimal 550.
The read back follows exactly the same format and Gloucester Tower will
confirm that the read back is correct
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Pre Flight Checks




BUFF PEARL after take-off check

The second altimeter remains on QNH. Note if unexpectedly you are asked
to report an altitude after selecting 1013 then you can use the second
altimeter for the altitude passing report.







As checklist
Any avionics changes due to unexpected clearance.
If cleared to climb to FL, then set No 1 altimeter 1013 if not
remain on QNH

Set target altitude in PFD if required
Set squawk 1234 confirm identifier correct



Gloucester Approach EXAM100 passing altitude 2000 feet climbing
FL80
EXAM100, Procedural service report passing altitude 5000 feet
Procedural Service WILCO EXAM 100


When cleared to the runway





Note take-off time (Add 1 minute to current time for the
PLOG)
Calculate and enter estimated time at first waypoint
Pitot heat on
Mixture rich

Confirm heading
Confirm cleared for take off

After take-off






Enter Bristol Radar on COM1 standby

FATRED checks every 2000 ft. Power adjustment and Threat check
if applicable
Call passing Altitude 5000 feet using the No 2 altimeter if necessary
It is likely that once the examiner has seen adequate evidence of your ability
to backtrack the NDB he will allow you to identify BADIM from the GPS and
the flight plan, however have a plan B. It is also possible he may allow
navigation by GPS alone for the whole leg.

On runway



Consider further ident of the NDB and DME
Intercept and backtrack NDB GST to BADIM or use GPS if so
briefed
When told to do so, change frequency to Approach

Tap the brakes, gear up, slight pause, flaps up
Turn 10o right for local noise abatement (runway 27 only)
At above 600 ft. AAL turn left onto drift corrected estimated
heading
At 1000 ft. fuel pump off
Select Cruise climb if appropriate (25" 2500 RPM)
Take account of track miles and level required for the airway

Gloucester Approach EXAM 100 passing Altitude 5000 feet
EXAM 100, contact Bristol Radar 136 decimal 075
Bristol Radar 136 decimal 075 EXAM100
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Toggle frequencies

Bristol Radar, EXAM100, passing FL60 climbing FL80
EXAM 100, identified traffic service cleared to join controlled
airspace in the climb report level FL 80
Traffic service cleared to enter CAS in the climb report level FL 80
EXAM100
Do not in any circumstances risk infringing CAS. Remember that this starts
5 NM from BADIM. If you will not have ample time to call Bristol and get
permission to join in the climb turn away and start a hold on the inbound
track you were flying.

Although you will only use heading or Nav modes the examiner may ask
you questions about any aspect of the autopilot operations especially how
to disconnect it in an emergency.

Expect a frequency change from Bristol to Cardiff. After that change
set Cardiff tower 133.1 on Box 1 standby.

FATRED check




FATRED check during the climb if time allows









Fuel (sufficient tank change A/R)
Altimeter (1013 set, cross check, target Alt set)
Threats (icing check?)
Radio: Typically around 5 mins before BADIM = 10D from
Gloucester, toggle DME to BCN and ident. This means DME
now reports distance from BCN. Enter Cardiff DME into the
standby frequency) COM1 standby to Cardiff approach
119.15. Update estimate for BADIM if necessary.
Engine (Check Ts & Ps)
Direction (instrument agree correct direction being flown)
Continuing tracking from GST to intercept the BCN VOR. DOC
of GST ADF extends to BADIM if required.

EXAM 100 entering controlled airspace radar control service
Radar Control Service EXAM 100

Confirm Cardiff Tower 133.10 on COM1 standby
Toggle ADF to Cardiff (388.5) and ident
Listen and record Cardiff ATIS

EXAM100, contact Cardiff Approach 119 decimal 15
119 decimal 15, EXAM100


Toggle radio frequency

Cardiff Approach, EXAM100 FL80
EXAM100 maintain FL80
Maintain FL80, EXAM 100


Do the initial approach check FATREDWASP

Self-brief on the approach plate, especially visibility. Cardiff approach
may ask your intentions or may ask you to call when you are ready
for vectors to the ILS
On reaching ERNOK or earlier if you are ready for vectors
Cardiff Approach Exam 100 Request vectors for the ILS 30
Roger EXAM 100 radar heading 190 descend FL 60
Radar heading 190 descend FL 60 exam 100

On intercepting the airway (at BADIM) Turn, Time, Talk
 Note time on plog
 Set heading bug to course of 282 +/- drift
Continue tracking BCN VOR along airway as cleared or until ERNOK
 Select the autopilot if using it was so briefed by the examiner.

You can expect a stepped descent to bring you down probably to altitude
2000 feet for the ILS intercept. Definitely cross check the altimeters when
they are first both set to QNH
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If you feel that you need more track miles for a comfortable descent ask.
Make sure you maintain target speed in the descent. You may get several
headings but it should become clear that you are on a downwind, then a
base leg and finally an intercept heading. Orientate yourself with the GPS
map if the examiner allows. If not use the ADF needle and whatever raw
data helps.

Fit in FATRED descent checks as workload allows
EXAM 100 descend altitude 2000 feet QNH 1010 Radar heading 180
report localiser established
Descend altitude 2000 feet heading 180 wilco EXAM 100



Cardiff tower EXAM 100
EXAM 100 cleared for the low approach and go around
EXAM 100 what are your intentions after the approach
Missed approach, IFR direct GST, EXAM 100
EXAM 100 On the go around, cleared for standard missed approach
After going around, cleared for standard missed approach EXAM 100
The missed approach instruction may be standard or ahead to 3000 feet
expect radar vectors or just fly straight ahead climb altitude 3000 ft.






Confirm /set QNH 1010
Ident localiser when the flags are away.

EXAM 100 localiser established
EXAM 100 call tower 133.10
Watch the ADF needle for advance warning of when the localiser will start
to come in.
Look at the instant wind readout and check that your pre calculated single
drift correction is reasonable.

Call out your minima from the Rate one plate. Looking for
x00
At minima call out Going around
Power up, Nose up, Gear up, Flaps up. Power Attitude Trim.
Fly the missed approach procedure as cleared

EXAM 100 going around
EXAM 100, contact approach 119 decimal 15
119 decimal 15, EXAM 100
Note that according to traffic, tower may hold you for some time or
give an almost immediate frequency change to approach

After intercepting the localiser watch for the glideslope coming down. With
one dot to go take the gear, at half a dot take one stage of flap. Set power.
Check 5 times ground speed for a target rate of descent. Any variation from
this indicates you will lose the glideslope even if you are currently on it.
Crosscheck the altitude at glideslope intercept to confirm you are on a true
glideslope.

For the TB20 -20” 2300 =120 kts. 18”2300 110kts in level flight.
In general 1”MP =100 ft. /min. Gear and flaps =300ft/min
Hence 16” 2300 is a good power for 110 knots on the glideslope
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Toggle radio frequency

Cardiff Approach, EXAM 100 passing altitude 1500 feet
EXAM 100 climb altitude 4000 feet, after 3000 feet right turn own
navigation to GST,
Climb altitude 4000, after 3000 feet own navigation to GST, EXAM
100
This clearance may be quite variable. Check with the examiner in the brief
how they wish you to handle the start of the return leg.





On reaching 3000 turn right, continue climbing to 4000 feet
Fly heading 055 towards GST
Expect a change to a traffic service as you leave CAS

At some stage, examiner will take responsibility for navigation and organise
to conduct the general handling part of the skill test. The most convenient
place to do this is west of the Severn and beyond Cardiff CAS. Depending on
personal preference and weather the examiner may ask for a traffic service
while working in an airspace block.
General handling will be as directed. It can include, on full panel, sustained
45 degree turns and stalls in different configurations. More often it is
limited to using partial panel and includes timed turns and recoveries from
unusual attitudes. At the end of the general handling the examiner will tell
you your locations and give you a time to set up the aircraft for the
approach back into Gloucester. Within reason, take your time to get sorted
out while he flies the aircraft.










Toggle ADF, ident GST
Set the DME on GOS 109.95
Track inbound towards GST
Listen to ATIS and note the weather
Make sure the correct plates are to hand
Get any tank change completed
Run FATREDWASP
Then make the radio call

Gloucester Approach, EXAM 100 Estimate GST time xx FL 40 with
JULIET QNH 1019
EXAM 100, Juliet current, cleared to the GST at FL 50, what are your
training requirements
EXAM 100 require one or two holds and procedural NDB DME to land
EXAM 100 roger, call taking up the hold altitude 4000 feet no delay
expected for the NDB DME 27
WILCO EXAM 100





Decide on a track, bug it and then track it to the beacon
Confirm that hold entry is a direct entry
Confirm slowed to holding speed
Check the pre calculated drift corrected outbound heading
against the instant wind readout

EXAM 100 taking up the hold FL 50.
EXAM 100 call ready for the procedure
Take up your pre calculated drift corrected outbound heading. Confirm with
the instant wind readout that this is sensible. Start the clock. Check the
abeam distance is about 1.2 NM and if much less consider a heading
adjustment.
If you intercept the gate (302 degrees) early, fly up it. At the elapsed time
check for about 2.7 DME.
In normal circumstances you will need to roll out of the turn with 60 degrees
to go (heading 152 degrees) and do the inbound intercept with wings level.
If your intercept is good and you are an appropriate distance out, give
Gloucester a call and ask to start the procedure. If this is not the case go
round the hold again and do better but tell the examiner what you are
doing! In the latter case, call ready for the approach when westbound in
the hold.
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EXAM 100 inbound in the hold, ready for the procedure
Or
EXAM 100 outbound in the hold, ready for the procedure next time
over the beacon

Gloucester Tower EXAM 100
EXAM 100 call 4 miles
Wilco EXAM 100



The response will be clearance for the procedure but may include an
altitude restriction

Roger EXAM 100 cleared for the NDB DME runway 27 maintaining
altitude 3000 feet.
On passing the beacon get your radio call in promptly and only if so cleared
start the descent. If not cleared to descend, consider how this will affect
your descent and perhaps ask for a clearance to extend the outbound leg
by one mile.



Do your ‘downwind’ checks

BUFF PEARL
At some point Gloucester will clear you for the descent and ask you to call
base turn complete. You can only call base turn complete when within 5
degrees of the FAT.
Note the peculiarities of the NDB on runway 27 at Gloucester. You should
always need to roll out of the turn with 60 degrees to go. Typically the
needle will drop to just below the inbound track but then rise sharply to
several degrees above the inbound and it will stay there for some seconds.
Hold the wings level and wait for the needle to drop. Do not anticipate the
turn onto the FAT. Do this only when the needle is just lower than the FAT.
From then on, obey the needle but minimise any correction to the left and
maximise any correction to the right.

At 5.5D drop gear and first stage flaps
Check the ground speed and calculate 6 times groundspeed
for your target ROD

Try to maintain the ROD. Make an occasional check against the table
but do not fixate on these checks
At some point run a LUC Check
EXAM 100 4 miles
EXAM 100, cleared to land runway 27
Cleared to land, EXAM 100
 At 30 feet before the minima call minima
The examiner should tell you to raise the hood and land
 Run LUC checks again
 Land
Vacate runway before performing after landing checks. Do not relax. The
test is still in progress. Taxi to the parking following ATC instructions. The
examiner will probably give you the verdict after you shut down the engine.
He or she may well ask you to secure the aircraft and then join him / her for
the debrief, in the office.

Gloucester EXAM 100 Base turn complete
EXAM 100 Roger, descend with the procedure call tower 122 decimal
9
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APPENDIX 2

Converting an

FAA IR
to an

EASA IR

APPENDIX 2: INTRODUCTION
EASA and the European Commission/Parliament have directed that, from April
2016, any EU resident pilot must have an EASA licence and EASA Instrument
Rating if they wish to operate under IFR in European Airspace.
Thus an EU resident operating a foreign registered aircraft (the vast majority
will be N registered) under IFR on the basis of their foreign licence will need to
hold:
 An EASA PPL, CPL or ATPL
 An EASA IR
 An EASA Class 2 medical with Class 1 Audio
 EASA Class Ratings, as appropriate
 EASA Type-Specific qualifications as appropriate
 English language qualifications
While this is written referring to the FAA, it applies equally to all other nonEASA ICAO states or third countries as EASA expresses it. USA or FAA is simply
used as shorthand.
Under the new arrangements, the applicant must:
a) Successfully complete the IR Initial skill test.
b) Demonstrate during the skill test that he has acquired an adequate
knowledge of air law, meteorology and flight planning & performance.
c) Demonstrate he /she has an adequate knowledge of English.
d) Have a minimum experience of 50 hours of instrument flight time as
PIC on aeroplanes.

The flight test will be identical to that for an initial issue of an EASA Instrument
Rating and the performance criteria are unchanged.
Providing that the applicant has flown 50 hours PIC under IFR, there will be no
requirement to complete a written Theoretical Knowledge (TK) exam, but the
examiner will ask questions on the above topics. The examiner will need to be
satisfied that the applicant’s knowledge is sufficient to operate safely in a
European environment. It is likely that the examiner will pitch the questions
according to the experience of the applicant. In most cases, they will have a
good deal of experience of European airspace, ATC and weather, and the
knowledge test may be quite brief. Candidates with less experience or those
with little European experience can expect a more demanding and lengthy
questioning process.
The examiner will expect to see formal evidence in a candidate’s licence of
language proficiency. If in reality a candidate is unable to communicate with
ATC effectively this will still result in the test being failed. This appendix is
intended to help prospective candidates, instructors, examiners and ATOs
prepare themselves adequately to fulfil their role. It inevitably duplicates parts
of the main text but tries to draw together those aspects most pertinent to an
existing IR holder looking to concert their rating. In our view, most FAA IR
holders will not be able simply to present themselves for test without some
preparation. Being a safe, competent instrument pilot will not be enough - the
candidate will need to know how to pass the European IR skill test.
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Bilateral talks between EASA and the FAA

Training in an ATO

There are bilateral talks about crediting each other’s qualifications and these
have been due to conclude ‘imminently’ for well over a year. An early draft has
been published and it would appear that rather than a skill test a proficiency
check will be required. A proficiency check has the same content as a skill test
but is much more relaxed and since it does not involve the national aviation
authority is likely to be cheaper. At November 2015 if remained unclear if the
deadline would be extended a second time or if the agreement would be
published.
Overall we suggest it is rather like waiting for the newer and better laptop or
TV set. Life moves on and at some point you just have to make a decision. It is
likely that a somewhat more attractive process will emerge in the future but
there is an achievable conversion system on the table now.

There is no legal requirement to do any training before the test. However, in
order to perform to the well-established standards expected in the Skill Test
you will almost certainly need a certain amount of training. Whoever does that
training must have an adequate knowledge of test techniques. You may find
an independent instructor who can fulfil this role. It would be wise to confirm
that whoever you choose has recent experience and understanding of the
EASA skill test process.

Log book assessment?
The requirement for 50 hours PIC under IFR may need to be demonstrated to
the examiner’s satisfaction. (Some NAAs may do this at the point of licence
issue). This can be done on the day of the test, but there is always a risk that
there will be something in your logbook which causes the examiner to
question the validity of your hours or how they are recorded. If, at that point,
the test cannot go ahead, you will be liable for considerable costs.
For that reason, and peace of mind, we would suggest that you go to an ATO
familiar with the IR and have them look at your logbook and sign it off as
meeting the requirements. At least that way it will have cost you very little to
discover that there is a problem. If you decide to do some training with an ATO
they will doubtless do this check automatically.
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How much training will be needed?
This will vary a great deal. FAA IR holders who have significant IFR experience
most or all of which was gained in European airspace will require less training
than a low hours applicant or one who has little experience in Europe.
Historically conversions typically took from 15 to 25 hours. Remember that a
full skill test profile flown in an aircraft can easily take 2 hours. A very current
Instrument pilot familiar with his aircraft and with European airspace might be
test ready after 8 or 10 hours dual instruction but that is likely to be the
exception. It is easy to imagine that a candidate who is slightly rusty or one
who’s day to day IFR flying is perfectly acceptable but a little limited in scope
will require longer.
To put this in context, very experienced airline and military pilots need training
or retraining to fly general aviation aircraft under single pilot IFR and
historically 10 to 15 hours dual instruction was needed. Similarly, the holder
of an EASA IR would typically need 10 to 15 hours of training to pass an FAA IR
check ride.

The aircraft will need to be legal for the IFR approaches involved in the skill
test. In the past this was an issue if your aircraft is not fitted with DME and
ADF. If it was not fitted with an RMI (i.e. it has a fixed card ADF indicator) the
skill test was significantly harder but by no means impossible. If your aircraft
had a glass cockpit the NAA could require a short separate test of limited panel
flying using traditional round dial instruments. This is now rather more relaxed
than used to be the case and it will be possible to test without having an ADF
although the number of airfields with usable procedures will be limited. It is
not currently possible to test legally without a DME. It will be a matter of
chance whether an NAA examiner understands the FAA system but you would
be foolish to assume ignorance. Thus you and your aircraft should be
absolutely compliant with FAA regulations. This would include documented
VOR checks and all the normal documents including a flight manual complete
with all the supplements, certificate of registration and a certificate of
airworthiness validated by a log book sign off for the Annual.

Using a simulator

This varies from country to country. In most you can deal directly with an
examiner but in some countries you must work via the local aviation authority.
If you train in an ATO, they will do this for you, or advise you.

You can certainly use any device that helps you whether that is a desk top
machine or an approved FNPT2 simulator in an ATO. You cannot take the skill
test on a simulator. This really comes down to practicalities. Using an ATO
simulator, perhaps in combination with your own or the ATO’s aircraft may be
cost effective.

I hold a UK IMCR (now the IR(R)), as well as my FAA IR.
Does this help?

Useful text books

Booking a skill test

All experience helps but not in any formal sense. The IMCR test, although not
dissimilar in content to the EASA IR, is not a good benchmark for assessing your
chances of passing the skill test.

Using your own aircraft?

All the material produced for the IR is helpful although much of it has a
considerable commercial pilot content which is irrelevant here. Some of the
basic IF text books provide a good refresher and you may well have these on
your bookshelf. Most of the basics remain valid. Of course, this book is
intended specifically for this purpose.

In principal this is fine but it may need to have a permission granted to be used
for training. The system for obtaining this may vary from state to state.
Insurance will need to cover training and testing.
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Will the skill test systems cope?
There appear to be several thousand people with a UK address and a current
FAA IR. The numbers are slightly smaller in Germany and presumably an even
smaller, but still significant number in most EASA States. However, what is not
clear is what proportion of these people already has an EASA IR and there is
no way of establishing this. In the UK, training on an N registered aircraft
requires a permit and several thousand permits are issued annually. Again
there is no way of knowing what proportion of these people have or need an
IR. In recent years quite small numbers of pilots across Europe have gained
the JAA /EASA IR, therefore, it seems quite likely that a very significant spike
in the demand for training and skill tests will occur.

Really this will be down to common sense and individual circumstances. If you
made a serious and silly mistake maybe you could retest almost at once. If your
performance was poor on a number of fronts you should do some more
training.
You can expect the examiner to debrief you very thoroughly. Try to listen
closely to what they say and make notes. Obviously it is quite hard to
concentrate when you are disappointed and tired after a test. If you have
worked with an ATO they will speak directly to the examiner so they may be
in a better position to advise you.

Do I need Differences Training?

What happens if I pass?

What happens if I fail?

It’s not obvious that anyone has thought this through. Our best guess would
be that you and your aircraft should be legal under both the FAA and the EASA
systems. Sticking with the pilot for a moment there are seven sorts of
differences under EASA. They are retractable undercarriage, variable pitch
propeller, turbo or supercharging, pressurisation and glass cockpit, tail wheel
and single lever power control. Under the FAA you might need the
endorsements for high altitude, complex aircraft, high performance sign off
and tail wheel.

Let’s hope you don’t need this information. It’s possible to get a partial pass
in which case you only have to take those elements of the test you have failed
and any elements needed to get you to the section you are retaking. For
example if you only need to fly the non-precision approach again you still have
to competently fly a departure and return to land after the approach. A
complete fail will result in the need to re fly the whole test. The examiner has
the discretion in normal circumstances to specify necessary retraining and or
the ATO who put you forward for test would define this. However, since in this
situation there is no formal course and no permission is needed, there would
be nothing to stop you taking the test again in the afternoon, having failed in
the morning, providing the examiner is available and agreeable.

Differences training on an SEP are not valid on an MEP. Differences sign offs
are valid indefinitely on a SEP but, at least as interpreted by some NAA’s, need
24 month revalidation on a MEP if that variant has not been flown in the
intervening period. EASA has said that if a variant is flown within the 2 years
following the differences training, it then lasts indefinitely. If you think this is
somewhat bizarre please don’t blame the messenger. Then there is the
question of variants within a class and familiarization training. GM1 to EASA
FCL 710 states ‘differences’ training requires the acquisition of additional
knowledge and training on an appropriate training device or the aircraft.
Familiarization training requires the acquisition of additional knowledge’

You hand over a fee and some paperwork to your NAA and in due course you
will receive the rating on your licence. The examiner will explain the local
details. In order to keep the rating valid you have to fly a proficiency check
with an examiner every 12 months. This is a much more relaxed affair than
the initial skill test but it does follow a similar format.
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This seems to indicate that differences training needs a simulator or an aircraft
but familiarisation can be a classroom exercise.
There is a well-known TV quiz program in the UK where contestants can, in
answer to an obscure question, wave a ‘nobody knows’ card and gain extra
points. If faced with the question ‘Exactly what will make you undeniably legal
for an EASA skill test waving your ‘nobody knows’ card might well be the
appropriate response! Rate One Aviation, as part of their assessment process,
will sign off either by way of log book evidence or by questioning the fullest
possible range of applicable differences in both FAA and EASA systems. For
experienced candidates this will be a paper exercise but in a few cases it might
involve actual differences training. Whether this is over the top or inadequate
will be a matter for the individual pilot’s judgement. In due course that
judgment will be validated by the outcome of a skill test. We doubt that any
examiner will be looking for difficulties but if you take a cavalier approach to
the legalities of this complex situation then you may incur the not
inconsiderable costs of the test and then find that the examiner refuses to fly.

This French homebuilt is constructed mainly from a domestic aluminium step
ladder. A senior NAA examiner noticed the photograph in our office and
quickly remarked ‘probably a step too far.’
These guys are human and are looking for reasons to pass you in the skill test
not reasons to fail you.
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Will the examiner be qualified to fly my aircraft?
You might think that this was not your problem, but in reality it will be,
especially if you fly some unusual type or it is fitted with uncommon
equipment. NAA rules may impose quite onerous currency requirements on
an examiner and it will not be economic for them to be current on all the many
possible combinations of aircraft and equipment. Neither is it obvious why
they should risk their hard, and expensively acquired, examiner rating for a
single skill test that earns them a modest one-off fee. It is very hard to
generalise, but you will need to speak to an examiner or ATO about your
specific situation.
In normal skill test situations the examiner needs to be able to be P1 as the
candidate is not qualified to take this role. At least within the period of grace
to April 2016 (or perhaps later), in this special case, the candidate is qualified
to be P1. Whether the NAA will grant any dispensations will remain to be seen.
You can of course avoid this by using some common type of training aircraft
but many candidates will be understandably reluctant to lose the advantage
of familiarity and currency on their regular aircraft.
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The EASA IR Skill Test
The EASA Skill Test differs significantly from the FAA test. In our view, very
few, if any, FAA IR holders who have not been trained in the JAA/EASA system
will be able to simply enter themselves for the Skill Test and pass. This is no
criticism whatsoever of the FAA system. The FAA system trains pilots to pass
the FAA test and to fly in North America. It does not train candidates for the
EASA test and to fly in Europe. Even the experienced FAA IR holder who has
been flying in Europe extensively will not know exactly what an EASA examiner
is looking for, in the same way that an experienced driver might well not pass
a driving test without preparation.
The EASA skill test is much more formalised than an FAA skill test. In general
the skill test is an extensively pre-briefed, choreographed exercise and a
candidate who performs all the exercises to an acceptable standard will pass.
There are no surprises or gotchas. A candidate should be confident that he is
appropriately prepared for the test, and the result will simply be a case of
whether, on the day, he performs to the standard he has previously
demonstrated. The accuracy of flying demanded is perhaps rather more
precise than would be the case in the USA, but there is none of the decision
making and unplanned approaches that feature in an FAA test.
A very high standard of checks and adherence to standard operating
procedures is also a feature which may come as a surprise to someone used
to the rather more relaxed US environment. Again let us emphasise, this is not
about good and poor, it is just about different.

The examiners are very professional and make great efforts to be fair. Later
in this document there is a list of common fail points but in reality there are
relatively few individual actions that will definitely result in a fail. Mainly these
involve busting minima and no one can argue that descending below the DA
or MDA is acceptable. Although there are published standards for accuracy of
flying in all its aspects candidates are unlikely to fail for a brief excursion
beyond the published limits providing errors are promptly and smoothly
corrected. However, consistently working right to the limits with rough and
excessive corrections allied to a generally poor standard in other aspects of
the flight might well result in a fail.
Overall the candidate will need to convince the examiner that his attitude is
professional and that he is competent. There will be no informal chat just
calling out checks as they are performed. If the candidate changes some preagreed speed or needs to make some amendment to, in normal procedures,
for example extending an outbound leg of an IAP having been kept high by ATC
he should explain to the examiner what he is doing and show he has
considered any safety implications.
Although only a hold, rather than a type of hold, is specified in the regulations
it often takes the form of the NDB hold flown using a single needle indicator
without any GPS information. This can then be one of the more difficult parts
of the skill test. You are expected to establish on the inbound track having
corrected accurately for drift. Learning to do this takes up several hours of a
normal IR course in Europe. En route holds, which are one of the more
demanding parts of an FAA skill test, do not feature in Europe.
The test is described in detail in Chapter 19. The UK CAA has published a list of
common failure points. This is useful if slightly depressing reading.
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The EASA IR Skill Test continued
Although the product of one NAA, it is likely to have some validity for all EASA
states. It is unlikely that points other than those which involve exceeding
absolute minima would individually result in failing the test. It is more likely
that a number of these issues taken as a whole, in combination with inaccurate
flying over an extended period, would lead to a fail.

11. Failure to correctly identify any radio navigation aid before use and
failure to monitor such aids when in use.

1. Failure to comply with any aeroplane speed limitation e.g. flap or
undercarriage extension / retraction.

13. Correcting track by turning in the wrong direction and maintaining the
error for an unreasonable time.

2. Failure to apply the correct altimeter settings at any phase of the
flight.

14. Failure to adjust ETAs such that ATA differs from ETA by more than
three minutes.

3. Failure to check before flight any one of the flight instruments
including the compasses (gyro and magnetic).

15. Failure to apply the correct joining procedure and timing during the
holding pattern or to establish the inbound track.

4. Failure to check any of the following items during the pre-flight
aeroplane inspection: pitot head(s) and static heaters; static vents; all
de-icing and anti-icing equipment for serviceability; fuel and oil;
electrical system.

16. Failure to observe the instrument approach minima during an
approach to land.

5. Failure to check on the ground, as far as possible, any item of radio
and navigation equipment which is to be used during the flight.
6. Failure to complete any checks and drills as prescribed in the
appropriate check list including taxi, engine and pre take off checks.
7. Failure to obtain ATC clearance whenever necessary.
8. Failure to comply with ATC clearances or use correct R/T phraseology
and reporting procedures, including use of the transponder.
9. Jeopardising the safety of the aeroplane at any time by lack of control
such that the Examiner is caused to take over.
10. Exceeding the tolerances of speed, height, heading/track and
maintaining the error for an unreasonable period of time.
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12. Failure to maintain the tracking required within ± 5° specified when a
good signal is being received at a suitable distance from the
transmitter.

17. Failure to maintain published tracks and reference heights/altitudes
for a given instrument procedure.
18. Failure to intercept and maintain the NDB/VOR inbound track before
the intermediate descent and final approach fix or facility, or maintain
the final approach track and height reference.
19. Failure to maintain within half scale deflection the published glide
path and final approach track or to establish the aeroplane on a
stabilised approach.
20. Exceeding the limits applicable to DH/A, or MDH/A for the instrument
approach.
21. Failure to comply with the ‘cleared go around’ and ‘missed approach’
procedure.

The EASA IR Skill Test continued
22. Failure to carry out correctly, any simulated emergency procedure and
maintain the control of aeroplane, within the prescribed limits.
23. Failure to trim the aeroplane in all axes including during asymmetric
flight.
24. Failure to achieve departure ATC slot time within acceptable
tolerances necessitating a delay and re-filing of the flight plan.
25. Failure to maintain the aeroplane on a stable approach path during
the instrument approach procedures.
26. Failure to recognise any equipment malfunctions within a reasonable
period of time.
27. Failure to demonstrate sufficient skill or technique with instrument
flying such that excessive aeroplane control inputs are required.
28. Failure to maintain an adequate record of the flight.
29. Failure to check and use A/C documents correctly including the
technical log.
30. Entering Controlled Airspace without clearance.
31. Failure to fly an approach so that a safe landing could, when
permitted, be made.
32. Demonstrated lack of understanding of airspace and altimetry.
33. Failure to obtain a satisfactory RAIM check prior to a RNAV/GNSS
approach.
34. Continuing an RNAV approach without the equipment operating in the
correct mode.
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Theoretical Knowledge Oral Examination
To the best of our knowledge, no work has been done by any NAA to expand
on the requirements of the oral TK examination. We expect that it will largely
be left to the discretion of individual examiners, who will assess the
background and experience of the candidate and ask questions accordingly.
It seems much more likely that the scope of the questioning will depend on
the candidate’s background and the credibility of the candidate’s early
responses. We think that for experienced pilots with European experience 15
or 20 minutes would be adequate for the task. The following pages give
examples of pertinent questions and answers.
It would make sense if examiners were to focus on elements of the TK which
differ between Europe and USA. We are hopeful that this will not degenerate
into an expectation that pilots memorise aviation trivia of little use in real
world flying. We hope that a practical thought process along the lines of ‘do
this candidate’s responses make me feel I would be happy for my
son/daughter or partner to fly with them’ might inform the examiners opinion.
The following section effectively lists all the relevant EASA learning objectives
but expresses them in more user friendly terms than the official text.
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Airspace classification and usage
Clearances to enter controlled airspace
NOTAMs – sources and interpretation
Information Promulgation – AIP, AIS, AIC
Prohibited, Restricted and Danger Areas
FPL completion, including PBN
FPL filing, opening and closing
Clearances and Slots
Adoption of and Changes to Flight Rules
SVFR and VFR availability
Alerting and Emergency Services
Customs, Immigration and Cross Border requirements
Documents to be carried
Airways Structure – RAD, Chart Interpretation
MEA, MSA, MORA, MHA
Reading SIDs and STARs
Differences between CFMU accepted routing, Clearance and route flown
Air Traffic Service provision
ATC Phraseology/read backs
Radar Services Outside Controlled Airspace
Radio Failure Procedures
Interception Procedures
Position Reporting
Separation, including IFR/VFR separation
Collision avoidance in IFR/VMC
Licence and rating validity /privileges
Avionics and Instrument requirements

Theoretical Knowledge Oral Examination
















PRNAV/BRNAV/RNP
Common units – Litres, Kg, lbs, MPH, Km/h, Kts, m/s, °C
Departure and Approach Minima
Calculation of Minima – Autopilots, Single Crew, OCA, System Minima,
PEC
IFR Visual Approaches
Expected Approach Times
Visual manoeuvring/Circling
Choice of Runway
Runway State Reporting
Runway Characteristics (Strip/Clearway/Stop way
Runway Markings
Runway Lighting
Airport Signage
CDFA Approaches
Terrain avoidance
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Altimeter Setting Procedures including units and standard setting
Transponder procedures
ACAS/TCAS procedures
Transition Altitudes and Levels
Interpretation of Weather Charts
TAF and METAR standards
ATIS and VOLMET
Visibility and RVR
Icing / Freezing rain
ATC Descriptions of Icing and Turbulence severity
Ground Visibility, Flight Visibility, Slant Visibility and Vertical Visibility in
and above mist and fog
Windshear
Mountain and Valley Winds
Mountain Waves
European Air Masses /fronts

Sample Questions
The following are simply suggestions as to the style of questions that
might be appropriate. The answer given is just an indication. An examiner
might be satisfied with less detail supported by the candidate being clear
as to where they might find more information. They cover what might be
thought off as specific FAA /EASA conversion topics and some more
general questions that it would be reasonable to expect a competent IR
holder to be able to answer.
On approaching Class D
airspace, is it sufficient to
inform Air Traffic Control. Is
a Clearance required? Is a
flight plan required?

It is sufficient to ask for clearance on the
radio, this is considered to be an
abridged flight plan, but it is an absolute
requirement to receive a clearance
before entering the airspace.

How have you checked
whether there are any
NOTAMs affecting your
planned route?

The candidate would be expected to use
correctly one of the recognised sources
of online NOTAM briefing.

If temporary changes are
too complex to be described
in a NOTAM, how are they
promulgated?

AIP supplements referenced by NOTAM.

May an active Danger Area
be crossed?

There will be references in the AIP and on
charts as to whether there is a crossing
service and who provides it.

Under what circumstances
must a Flight Plan be
opened or closed by the
pilot directly?

If the departure or arrival is to an airfield
which does not have the technology or
staff to open or close it. If in doubt, the
Tower, Information or Radio Operator
should be asked.(in most states)

If your departure is subject to
a slot restriction, what are the
time limits for taxying or takeoff?

The slot restriction is related to takeoff time. Taxi time is regulated at
some large airports but more usually
it is for the pilot to estimate
appropriate taxi time. The aircraft
should be at the hold exactly on time,
but, ATC can provide clearance
between five minutes before and ten
minutes after the given time.

If you leave controlled
airspace by descent, who
decides whether and when
you cancel IFR?

It is always the decision of the pilot
when and whether to cancel IFR.

What are the conditions
required for entry to a Class D
zone under SVFR?

1500m visibility, clear of cloud in sight
of the surface. 140 knots or less

If you have an emergency
while on airways, and require
immediate assistance, what
should you squawk and what
frequency should you
contact?

You should retain your squawk and
make a Mayday call to the frequency
in use.

How can you tell whether an
airway has access restrictions
in terms of direction or days
of the week?

Such restrictions are marked on the
charts and in the EN route section of
the AIP. However it is easier and
quicker to use Eurocontrol or
commercial tools to build a route and
to test it for acceptability.
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Is your aircraft permitted to
enter known icing? What
items of equipment need to
be functioning in order for it
to remain permissible?

Depends on aircraft, but should include
flying surfaces (including fluid in tank if
applicable), Pitot Heat, Windscreen Heat or
fluid, Propeller heat or fluid, Alternate Air.

When should you file a
PIREP (Pilot Report)?

This is a common practice in the USA, but
very rare in Europe, probably only used to
report some very unusual and dangerous
situation.

You are approaching an
airfield in Northern France in
November and the RVR is
reported to be 400m. What
information do you need to
decide whether to hold or
divert?

Fuel state; Time available at hold with IFR
reserves; Weather at alternate;
Destination TAFs for previous two hours
including RVR, Temperature and Dew Point
to spot trends; Calculate a definitive time
to divert, regardless of improvement if still
below minima. However, a comment that
prior planning would mean you would not
be in this situation might impress the
examiner.

You are on the Airways when
you encounter Mountain
Wave activity and are unable
to maintain altitude, what
should you do?

Inform ATC that you are unable to
maintain altitude and ask for a block; do
your best to return to cleared altitude after
each excursion. Keep a careful eye on
airspeed, for stall and Vra or Vne as
appropriate. Request a higher level if
possible.

Your route crosses a front
with a forecast risk of freezing
rain. What should you do?

Determine vertical extent to be certain that
you will be above it. If that is not possible,
significantly reroute or cancel flight. Point
out that with your normal prior planning
you would not be in this situation.
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Appendix 3: Rate One Aviation IF Knowledge Base
Introduction
The following document is Rate One Aviation’s internal checklist for instructors.
Its purpose is to ensure that the whole range of required topics is covered. Some
items are very specific to our own aircraft and operating area so won’t be directly
relevant for everyone. Its inclusion here is to indicate to pilots the scope of what
they are expected to know before they arrive for a notionally 10 hour finish up
for the CBM IR. In an ideal world, a pilot arriving for a finish up course should have
all the background knowledge needed and be able to fly all the required
manoeuvres. In three or four days and 10 hours flying, no one can teach pilots
lots of new stuff from scratch. We don’t expect anyone to be perfect and maybe
you have forgotten a few things but little or nothing should be absolutely new to
someone expecting to reach EASA skill test standard in the minimum time.
The purpose of these 10 hours is threefold
 To polish away the last ‘rough edges’ on your instrument flying.
 To help you put together all the individual skills and knowledge elements that
made up your prior training and experience.
 To let you practice and experience the likely skill test profiles. (A typical profile
is detailed elsewhere).
It has to be said that many pilots are overoptimistic about the breadth and depth
of their existing knowledge and skills. This can of course be corrected but it does
take time. Anyone who has taken their CBM TK reasonably seriously and passed
the exams will be largely (but not entirely) OK on the required background
knowledge. This is perhaps less true of candidates converting from an FAA IR. UK
IMC holders should recognise that while the IMC TK syllabus is excellent in its
scope and content, the actual exam is very simple and almost irrelevant to
instrument flying outside of a very limited and UK centric context.
So the message here is try and be realistic about your current knowledge and skill
levels. Take whatever action you can to correct any deficiencies before you fly.
Don’t waste your time and money with ad hoc additional training at a less than
ideal unplanned point in the whole process.

These topics are intended as an aide memoir for instructors as to the topics they
need to check or train for in the following situations:




An in house IR course
An in house IR(R) course
A check on external candidate’s prior knowledge before a ‘finish up’ IR
course
An FAA IR to EASA IR conversion

The level of understanding will vary according to the course and the candidate’s
needs. Sometimes a thorough theoretical and practical understanding is needed.
In other cases a simple mention and awareness of how to get more information
will suffice. For key topics the training records should make clear how training
was delivered and what standard was attained. In other cases a simple tick and
instructor initials on this list or initials supported by a brief comment will be
appropriate. The following abbreviations can be used where helpful.
K - Prior knowledge confirmed. Candidate answers one or two questions to
establish that they have retained PPL standard understanding.
B - Briefed, a topic new to the candidate briefed to the level appropriate to their
needs with detail in the training record as necessary
D - Discussed, the candidate is aware of the topic and knows how to find further
information.
NA - Not applicable to the course in question.
C – Completed. Only used for forms or other administrative actions
Some guidance is provided in italics but it is primarily an instructor responsibility
to assess appropriate actions given the individual circumstances. The document
must remain with the candidates file, as it is gradually completed.
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Administration (K,B,D,C or N/A)

Background Knowledge PPL Level General

Customer details form & Records. ROA manual

AIP /AIC/IN

Complete. Copy license, passport, medical, recent log book pages, read OPS manuals and sign
sheet

Aircraft details form

Reasonable awareness role and content

EASA FCL
Reasonable awareness role and content

Copy and file key docs

Airspace classifications
Safety brief
Deliver

Operation and errors of Altimeter, ASI , VSI. Turn coordinator
Training records
Start file if necessary

Engine operation throttle, prop, mixture, CHT, EGT

Local facilities
B& B, aviation, door codes

Pre-flight checks
Run through checklist at the aircraft

Simulator
Brief and demonstrate

Altimeter setting
QNH, QFE, 1013 IFR (in practice RPS & QFE not used).
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Background Knowledge PPL Level IFR Related (K,B,D,C or N/A)

Basic IF

Spatial disorientation

Power Attitude Trim

General discussion

Preconceived idea of settings for each phase of flight

ATC services
UK differences and ICAO standard

Bug it fly it
Use of bug to select suitable heading and fly it

Special VFR
Concept and implementation

Basic concepts of ADF

Aviate Navigate Communicate
Priorities & IFR mind set

Merits of pointer, errors, ident, DOC

Basic concepts DME
Slant height, ident

Rate 1 turns
10% +7 not turn coordinator

Basic Concepts VOR
Radials to and from, Range

Scan
Basic concepts ILS

Role of AH

False slopes, alt cross check

Basic concepts RNAV
WAAS, RAIM

Level flight
Trim

Transponder
Emergency codes, EXM call sign input

Climb
Initial and cruise climb

Cross pointer tracking
Bar right go right, scale for VOR & ILS

Descent
Single needle tracking

ROD calculation 3 and 3.5 degree

Push head pull tail, head needle right go right
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Advanced IF (K,B,D,C or N/A)
General handling Full / Limited Panel

Taxi checks
Importance. Brakes, then full rudder then taxi checks

Full panel not normally tested if limited panel good

Booking out /Beacon slots /Tech log/Shadin
Compass turns
Use of visual aid

U/A increasing speed
Close throttle, wings level, ASI reverse

U/A decreasing speed

Advance Aircraft /Engine Operation
Retractable undercarriage
Limitations, emergency gear lowering

Full throttle, level wings ,reverse ASI

Turbocharger
Airborne checks from memory

Operations, waste gate types, failure modes

Good ability vital

Variable Pitch Prop
Rev up throttle back failure indications

Pre-flight Preparation
Performance calculations t/off, landing ,W&B

Engine analyser
General utility, Cylinder 4 selection on VPPL

Safety factors

Check lists

Flight Plans
Rocket route, route finding, completing, submitting

Pre-flight checks Check A

Endurance
Oil type /quantity
Multi grade min 9-10 QTs

Weather
Sources, main risks

PLOG

Fuel procedures
Brakes off, crew out, get assistance, file fuel ticket

Provide ROA model PLOG

Parking and securing covers
Fuel Plan

Chocks, cover, pitot cover, control locks

Requirement with and without Shadin, L&R tanks only issues
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Advanced Avionics & Instruments (K,B,D,C or N/A)

Route Planning

Garmin 430

Airways

Basic function, on line manual, test settings, North up 0.3 scale

Direction, joining, crossing, ATC structure

Garmin GTN

Levels /semi-circular rule
Quadrantals gone, variations on airways

Basic function, on line manual, North up 0.3 scale

Position fixing
Aspen

IMCR only

Icing levels
ROA policy

HSI /RMI
Fog
Widespread nature ,dew point split

Charts /Plates

Winds /drift /winds true runways magnetic

CAA VFR Half million
Use, MEF,Limitations of iPad apps

IR(R) Privileges /Revalidation
Low level IFR charts
Jepp , MSA

Privileges legal /advisory
Revalidation, renewal

Inside CAS
Approach plates
Refer to AIP concentrate on ROA amended Jepp plates

Outside CAS
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Approach Aids (K,B,D,C or N/A)
Ground Radar

Entry angles

Primary, secondary, availability

VOR
Holds and approaches

NDB
NDB DME, NDB Only, alternate procedure

Pilot interpreted / radar

Holds
Entry, drift, timing, en route holds

ILS
Procedure turns
Localiser
Minima
GPS

PEC ,DDA

Missed approach
Markers

DME distance/ speed /time

Timing

Approach Procedures (General)

The 4 Up checks

Circle to land
ROA policy to avoid whenever possible, circle with defined tracks

Timing
Only for holds

Checks
From memory per ROA list

General design features
Arcs
IAF, FAF, holds, course reversals

Using ADF or VOR, with and without needle or cross pointer
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RT /ATC (K,B,D,C or N/A)
Types of service

Threats
Icing

Basic, procedural, traffic, deconfliction flight info

Correct RT content
IFR vs VFR concepts less is more

Density altitude

Radio failure
Role of EAT, carry a hand held

Terrain

Handovers
Fatigue
Separation standards
Lateral, vertical angular

Decision making
Departure clearance
Managing and recording

Start procedure

Currency

Calling for start

Traffic
Approach Procedures Specific
Radar Vectored ILS
Weather
RNAV
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Emergencies (K,B,D,C or N/A)
EFATO

Airfield Specifics
Gloucester

Engine failure in IMC
Cardiff
Door opens in flight
Bristol
No approach plates
Sick passenger
Low oil pressure

Coventry

Special procedures

Rough running engine
AOE
Fire
Low fuel

Airfields outside Europe

Autopilot/trim runaway
Radio failure

Cockpit Management
Kneeboard

Bird strike
Mystery Noises

Items to Carry / Flight case

Fumes in Cabin
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Briefing notes /reference material Issued or location of hard copy explained
Basic IF, Airborne checks, TB20 Manual and Checklist, Skill test route, Aspen
Manual,

G430 Manual, GTN Manual, Rocket Route guide, Single needle tracking, cross
pointer tracking

Flight plan note, CAA Doc 1, Jepp chart legend, skill test route

iPad apps, Sky Demon, Aero weather.
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Appendix 4
CHECK LIST
Generic SEP / MEP

This draft is intended to be adapted and / or provide guidance
for those wanting to produce a skill test compatible check list
for their own aircraft. The Emergencies section is likely to
need additional type specific material.
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Pre Start
Externals
Chocks / Tow Bar
Pitot Cover/locks
Master
Mixture
Doors/ belts
Battery
Beacon /lights
C/B & Alt air
Fuel contents
Flaps /cowl flaps
Hobbs
U/C
Briefs
ATIS /clearance/start
Cold Start
Brakes
Area
Mixture
Prop
Throttle
Pump
Primer
Prop
Starter
Starter warning
Oil Pressure
Alternator
Mixture
Fuel pump
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Complete
Out
Off
Off
CO
Secure
On
A/R
Check
OK / tank selected
A/R
Noted
Down
Given
A/R

On
Clear
A/R
Max
A/R
A/R
A/R
Clear
Operate
Out
Rising
On
Lean
Off

After Start
Annunciators
Avionics master
Gyro pressure
Avionics
DI
Heat/ Air con
De ice equipment
Flight instruments
Nav aids
Autopilot / trim
Taxi clearance
Time

Check /off
On
Check
As required
Set
A/R
Check A/R
Check
Check
Test A/R
Obtain
Note

Taxy
Brakes
Rudder
Flight instruments

Check both sides
Travel check
Check.

Power Checks Left / Right Engine)
Brakes
Set
Tanks
Change
MP drains
Check
Mixture
Rich
Throttle
Set
T&P
Check
Propeller
Function check
Throttle
Set
Propeller
Feather check
Mags L / R
Check mag drop
Ammeter / gyro pres
Check
Throttle
Check idle / Set
Mixture
Lean
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Pre Take Off
Flaps /cowl flaps
Trims
Throttle friction
Mixture
Prop
Fuel
Mags
Carb heat /Alt air
Engine / Flt instruments
Autopilot /air con
Belts/doors/windows
Controls
Altimeters
Prop sync
Pressurization
Departure Clearance
Departure Brief
Lights /screens

A/R
Set take off
Tight
A/R
Max
Pump on/primer locked
Both
A/R
Check /set
Off
Secure
Full & free
Set
A/R
A/R
Obtain
A/R
A/R

On Runway
Nosewheel
Time/ Txpdr
Mixture
Pitot heat
Compass /DI

Centre
Noted / Set
Rich
On
Runway heading
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After take-off
Brakes
Under Carriage
Flaps
Fuel
Power
Pressurization
Prop sync
Engine
Altimeter
Radio / nav aids
Lights

BUFFPEARL
Touch
Up
Up in stages
Pump A/R
Set
A/R
A/R
T&P
Set
Set / ident
A/R

Climb
Fuel
Altimeters
Threats
Radio / Nav / Auto.P
Engine
DI

FATRED
Pump A/R
Set
Consider
Set / Ident / A/R
T&P / mixture/ power/cowl flaps
Set

Cruise
Fuel
Altimeters
Threats
Radios / Nav
Engine
DI

FATRED
Quantity / tank
Set
Consider
Set / identify
T & P / mixture/ power/cowl flaps
Set/ gross error check
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Initial Approach
Fuel
Altimeter
Threats
Radio / Nav
Engine
DI
Weather
Altitude
Speed
Plates
Pressurization
Prop sync

FATRED WASP
Quantity / tanks
Set
Consider
Set / Ident /VLOC
T & P / mixture
Set / gross error check
ATIS
Safe Altitude
Slow
To hand
Set
A/R

Pre Landing
Brakes
Undercarriage
Flaps
Fuel
Power
Pressurization
Prop sync
Engine
Altimeter
Radio / Nav
Lights

BUFFPEARL
Check / off
Down
A/R
Confirm pump on
As required
Set
Off
T&P
Check
Ident/ radar conf. off
As required

Finals
Pitch
Undercarriage
Flaps
Altimeter

LUC
Leavers (all three)
Under carriage
Clearance
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After Landing
Clear of runway
Flaps
Pitot heat
Mixture
Transponder
Fuel pump
Lights

Up
Off
Lean
Off
Off
A/R

Shutdown
Brakes
Avionics master
Mixture
Mags
Master/switches
Controls
Time / Hobbs

A/R
Off
Rich then ICO Check rise
Check / Off
Off
Secured
Note

Avionics Expanded Checks
Garmin 430
RAIM check / Obs off / VLOC/GPS set
COM / Nav freq set, scale 0.3/ disable terrain
warning
Com 2
Set ATIS / 121.5
ADF
Set freq consider ident.
DME
Set freq consider ident.
Nav 2
Set freq /set indicator
RBI
Set on North
Txponder
Set
Autopilot
Confirm tested/ set Heading
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Taxi checks
Turn left
Numbers increasing
T/C turn left skid right
Horizon level
VSI zero
ADF tracking
Turn right
Numbers increasing
T/C turn right skid left
Horizon level
VSI zero
ADF tracking

EMERGENCIES
Engine Failure After Take Off SEP
Runway available
Land back
If not
Pitch down
Best glide
If time allows try
Fuel pump
On
Carb heat
On
Tank
Change
Radio
Mayday call
Door
Unlatch
Land best field within 30 degrees of heading
Engine Failure In The Cruise
As above plus
Primer
Locked
Throttle /mixture
Try various settings
Harness
Tight
EFATO MEP
Control
Power
Speed
Failed engine
Failed engine
Gear /flaps
Fire
Ice
Live engine
Dead engine
Dead engine
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Maintain
Full
Blue line
Identify
Feather
Up
Check
Check
instruments /cowl flaps
fuel/mags/alt off
Cowl flaps closed

Unfeathering
Type specific

Engine Roughness
Gauges
Carb heat
Mixture
Tanks
Mags

Cross Feed
Type specific
Fire in Flight
Cabin / Electrical
Master
Vents
Land
Engine fire
Fuel
Mixture
Cabin heat
Land

Off
Open
ASAP
Off
ICO
Off
ASAP

Engine Fire On Start
Throttle
Mixture
Switches
Cabin

Close
ICO
Off
Evacuate.

Max Range Glide
Flaps
Prop lever
Speed

Up
Full aft
Best glide

Alternator Failure
Load
Reduce
CB
Check
Alternator switch
Off then on
If no success turn off alt land ASAP
Check list Issue 1 Page 9

Check
Operate
Try leaning
Change
Try left /right only

Oil Pressure /Temp
If oil pressure low and temp high land ASAP
Door Opens In Flight
Not dangerous land when convenient
Spinning
Not approved standard recovery procedure
Emergency Gear Lowering (see flight manual)
Speed
Low safe
Gear handle
Down
Guards
Raise
Emergency handle
Operate
Indicators
Green/ mirror
Prop Over Speed
Throtttle
Prop
Oil pressure
Airspeed
Throttle
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Retard
Full aft
Check
Reduce
A/R to control RPM

Mnemonics to cover all in flight checks
After Take Off & Top of Climb & Final Approach
Brakes
Check
Under carriage
A/R
Flaps
A/R
Fuel
Pump
Power
Prop mixture A/R
Pressurization
If required
Prop sync
if required
Engine
T&P/ cowl flaps /
Altimeter
Set
Radio
Radios /avionics A/R/ radar
En Route
Fuel
Altimeter
Threats
Radio
Engine
DI

Quantity
Set
Weather /ice/ terrain
Radio avionics set
T&P /mixture/prop/carb heat /cowl flaps
Set /gross error check

Initial Approach
Fuel
Altimeter
Threats
Radio
Engine
DI
Weather
Altitude
Slow
Plates

Tanks /quantity
Set
Ice /CB/ Fog Considered
Radios / avionics set up
T&P /mixture/prop/ carb heat/ cowl flap/
Gross error check
ATIS
SSA consider
To approach speed
To hand / boxes set
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Pressurization
Prop sync

if required
if required

Finals
Levers
Undercarriage
Clearance

Throttle, prop, mixture, flaps A/R
Down locked
Received

General Handling
H
Height
A
Airframe
S
Security
E
Engine
L
Location
L
Lookout
Go round
Nose Up/ Power Up/ Gear Up / Flaps Up
This is an attempt to cover everything you need to check in anything up
to the most complex twin without making it way over the top for a PA
28. There is a limited amount of ineffective repetition in return for
having the absolute minimum number of lists.
The Engine prompt is a flow round the cockpit covering everything
engine related.
Threats cover everything that might be an issue on the day that might
require a reaction: Terrain, ice, CBs, fog, turbulence, over water, aircraft
equipment unserviceable, personal issues.
Check list Issue 1 Page 12
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Radios is a flow round every radio and electronic box to confirm
something useful or appropriate setting which might include switched
off.
If you fly a twin you might like to add as the only real emergency
memory item:Dead Leg - Dead engine
Levers
Pitch
Throttle
Prop
Mixture
Gear & Flaps
Fire

All forward
Blue line +5 knots
Dead Engine Confirm
Dead Engine Feather
Dead Engine ICO
Up
Check

IFR Taxi checks need to be remembered. You should to be looking
out as well as at the instruments while doing them so you cannot
read a checklist as well.
Turn to the right numbers increasing
Turn right skid left
Horizon level
VSI zero
ADF tracking
Turn to the left numbers decreasing
Turn left skid right
Horizon level
VSI zero
ADF tracking
Check list Issue 1 Page 13
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APPENDIX 5: Updates and Amendments
Background
It’s amazingly difficult for an author to stop amending (or more accurately
fiddling about with) a book of this kind. Things could be explained a little better,
errors continue to be noticed and regulations change. The intent is that the book
will be freely available for download on the Rate One Aviation and PPL IR Europe
websites. This Appendix is intended as convenient location for updates of the
downloadable PDF. However on line publishing allows for small print runs and it
is hoped that changes will quite quickly transfer to the printed books. An
Appendix makes this possible without the considerable work needed to revamp
page numbers and contents if changes are made within the main body of the
text.

Need for DME and ADF in skill tests
There is a lot of misinformation currently circulating. It is quite true that ADF and
DME are no longer compulsory for all flight in controlled airspace but it is still a
requirement to have the equipment needed to fly a given instrument approach.
In some countries (for example the UK) the missed approach procedure of an
RNAV approach is still defined by an NDB. Almost all ILS approaches require
DME. Test profiles can be constructed for aircraft without an ADF but a DME is
essential.
It appears that some NAA’s are allowing part of the skill test to take place in a
simulator or another aircraft when the preferred aircraft does not have the full
range of instrumentation. You will need to speak to your ATO to discover
whichever bizarre compromise has found local favour.

Third Country IR Conversions
As at November 2015 there is still no outcome from the BASA talks. The informal
word is that either the April 2016 deadline will be extended (again!) or an
outcome of the talks will emerge. The arrogance way in which the effect of this
uncertainty on pilots and training organisations is ignored brings the whole
regulatory structure into disrepute.
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